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Abstract 
The structure and evolution of ihe large scale photospheric and coronal 
magnetic fields in the interval 1976 - 1083 have lacen studied using observa- 
tions f rom the Stanford Solar Qbservatory and a potentla1 field model. The 
solar wind in the heliosphere is organized into large regions in which the 
magnetic field has a cornponenet eikher toward or away from the sun. The 
model predicts the location of 'the current sheet separating these regions. 
Near solar minimum, in 1976, the current  sheet lay within a few degrees of 
the solar equa-tor having two extensions north and south of the equator. 
Soon after minimum the latitudinal extcnt began to  increase. The sheet 
reached to a t  least 50' from 1978 through 1983. The complex structure near 
maximum occasionally included multiple current sheets. Large scale struc- 
tures persist for up to two years during the entire internal. 
To minimize the errors in determining the structure of thc heliospheric 
field particular attelltion has been paid to decreasing the distorting effects of 
, , 
rapid field evolution, finding the optimum source surface radius, determining 
the correction to the sun's polar field, and handling missing data. The 
prcdictcd structure agrees with direct interplanctary Aeld measurements 
taken near the ecliptic and -with coronameter and interplanetary scintillation 
measurements which infer the three dimensional interplanetary magnetic 
structure 
During m o s t o f  the solar cycle the heliosphcric field cannot be  ade- 
quately clescribed as a dipole. For much of the cycle khe guadrupole and 
occasionally octupole momcnts of the field are more important, especially 
for the structure in the ecliptic. Tlic complex field confTguration near max- 
imum does not correspond to a dipole rotating from north to south as the 
polar fields change as has been previously suggested. The large latitudinal 
extent of the c w r e n t  sheet over much of the cycle affects the propagation of 
cosmic rays. The coronal field does not fully participate in differential rota- 
tion, similar to coronal holes. Locations of coronal holes coincide with strong 
field regions on the source surface. Correlations exist between coronal and 
photospheric structures but work reinains to be done in relating the coronal 
features to photospheric and deeper lying structures. 

Chapter l -- lnircdlaction 
The sun piques our interest and demands our attention. As an: object it 
inspires wonder as it rises and seis each day; as a s tar  it provides the touch- 
stone for stellar models; as  o u r  s tar  it. determines the physical enrrironnlent 
in which the Earth moves and gives us almost all of our energy, from heat 
and light to weather, fossil fuels, and food; and as a laboratory it. provides 
insight into physical phenomena not observable on  Earth. For each of these 
reasons the sun deserves our study. 
As an asLronornical object the sun is the only s tar  which can be observed 
in detail. Determinations of solar parameters calibrate our observations of 
other stars. Surface features such as granulation and sunspots can only be 
resolved on the sun. In situ nleasurenzents of the solar wind provide the only 
direct samples of stellar material, Magnetic activity cycles, observed on the 
sun for hundreds of years, have recently been discovered on other stars, sug- 
gesting ihat the study of solar features may help in understanding other 
stars. The study of other stars wlth a variely of masses, rotation rates, lumi- 
nositics, etc. can in turn  shed liglit on our understanding of Lkc sun. For 
e~rannplc?, the relationship or' rotation rate and stellar activity cycles may 
teach us about the solar dynamo. 
%'be densities, tcmpcratures, and sizc scales which characterize the sun 
greatly exceed the condit,ions reproducible on Earth. The observae~ons of 
convection, turbulence, magnetic field organization, dynamo recesses, 
nuclear synthesis, e k .  s t in~ulk~te our underslanding of not o ~ d y  the specific 
solar phenomena, but the general theory of the underlying physical 
processes as weli. 
The importance of the interaction of the sun wilh Ihe kerrestrial 
environment empl~asizes the significance of understanding the solar wind, 
tine solar magnetic field, solar activity, solar radiation, and their variations as 
well as their influence on Llle EanLkl. The solar wind continuously interacts 
with the Earth's magnetosphere. Variations in &he wind's velocity and mag- 
netic field cause such things as geomagnetic activity, aurorae, and a host of 
other practical effects including the disruption of communications, inlerfer- 
ence wilh radar, and induction of large currents in arctic pipelines and 
powerlines. Even small long term changes in the total luminosity of the sun 
would have grave consequences for the terrestrial climate. The correlation 
of the Maunder mimmum with the "Little Ice Age" in Europe and the 
discovery of the 22-year drought cycle in tree ring data suggest that  solar 
activity may affect the climate. 
Apart from the practical benefits of understanding our star ,  studying 
the sun is intrinsically an interesting pursuit. Thc challcnge of discovering 
Sol's secrets through careful observations and thoughtful application of 
mathematical rnodcls and physical laws provides a strong motivation itself. 
Many of the mosL fundamental observations of solar physics are not 
thoroughly undcrstood. The dearth of solar neutrinos calls into question the 
most basic stellar models. The cause of differential rotation and the origin of 
the solar activity cycle are only incompletely modeled. Even the origins of 
suck basic solar features as sunspots. flares, coronal heating, and the inter- 
planetary magnetic field (IMF) are not fully understood. 
All this makes the field of solar physics very interesting. Measurements 
of solar oscillations are just beginning to probe the solar interior. New infor- 
mation about the dept.h of the convection zone and rotation with depth have 
already been providcd and more interesting results a re  sure to follow. Pro- 
gress is being made on each of the problems mentioned above. This study 
presents results which contribute to  the understanding af the evolution of 
the solar and heliospheric magnetic fields through the solar cycle. 
Background 
Untike that  of the Earth, thc sun's magnetic field varies fairly regularly 
with a 22 year period. 8pproximately each 11 years the senses of the solar 
polar fields rcvcrse. The current solar cyclc bcgan in 1976 at the most 
recent minimum in solar activity. A t  activity minimum few, if any, sunspots 
are observed. The rising phase of each cycle lasts three or four years. 
During this interval sunspots begin to appcar in bands a t  mid latitudes in 
each hemisphere. The level of activity rapidly increases and the activity 
bands gradually progress toward the solar cquakor as the cycle continues. 
Simultaneously the polar fields weaken I-hear rnaxin-iun~ and firially reverse 
some time after the maximum level of sunspot activity occurs. The latest 
rnaxlmurn occurred near the beginning of 1980 and the polar fieids measured 
a;: Stanford reversed about the same time. The declining phasc of the cycle 
lasts somewhat longer. The bands of activity continue to migrale toward the 
equator as the strength and. complexity of the photospheric fields gradually 
decrease. The new polar fields quickly strengthen after reversing. We are 
currently in the declining phase of Solar Cycle 21. 
'The photosphere is the source of thc magnetic field in the corona. While 
the surface plasma has an energy density comparable to Lhai of lhe mag- 
axtic field, the rapid decrease in density in the lowcr corona. creates a situa- 
tion where the magnetic Beld piominrates the structure of the coronal plasma. 
Photographs of prominences show structures over the limb of the siJn which 
denlonstrate that  the plasrna eorlforr-tis to the configuration of Ihe magneLic 
field in lhe low corona, Between the photosphere and about 2 .5  solar radii 
(2 .5  R,) the field domina'ccs ihc plasma. Abovc that  height tho energy den- 
sity of the accelerating solar. wind plasma again exceeds that of {,he field. 
Because the plasma accelerates in the radial direction, the field, now frozen 
into the plasma, also becomes radial and is carried out into the heliasphere 
kry the solar wind. 
This dividcs the hcliosphcric field into two parts,  that with field directed 
toward the sun and that with field direcLed away from the sun. A current  
sheet separates these regions in inkcrpianetary space. A t  1 AU thc current  
sheet is characterized by low solar wind speed, high density, and rapid 
change in magnetic field direction. Thc passage of sector boundaries can 
greatly aReet the geomagnetic field. 
Wilcvx & Ness (1965) first described the organization of Lhe IXF lnto 
polarity sectors. They found that the I i W  pointed either toward or away from 
the sun along the Parker spiral angle, switching polarity every six to eight 
l ays .  T h s  divided the inLerplanLai-y medium dur iw a solar rotation into four 
sectors in the ecliptic plane. Years of st.tbsequent observalions have shown 
that the IMF in the ecliptic planc ncar the Earth at 1 AU most commonly 
exhibits Pour sectors and less frequently two sectors per  rotation. Early 
attempts to  cxplain this organization by directly mapping the solar wind 
back to the photospheric field were only successful when large areas of the 
visible disk were averaged or near minimum when the surface field 
confiiuration was extremely simple. Such  methods gave little insight into 
the three dimensional structure of the INIF. 
The three dimensional structure of the current sheet can be visualized 
with the aid of Figure 1-1. This highly idealized representation shows the 
configuration of the current sheet out to approximately the distance of 
Jupiter during an interval when four sectors would be observed in the ecliptic 
plane. The origin of the Aeld pattern lies near the sun where the neutral line 
frequently rescmbles the seam on a bascball or  tennis ball. This structurc is 
then carried out by the solar wind lo form the surface shown in the figure. 
Latcr observations have shown that thc simpler structure near the sun is dis- 
torted beyond 1 W l J  by the formation of shocks due to dynamic effects in the 
solar wind. Nevertheless, this sketch gives a good qualitative picture of the 
organization of thc heliospheric ficld out to a t  least 1 AU.  
Schatten (1969) and Altschuler & Newkirk (1960) independantly 
developed the potential field model to determine the configuration of the 
coronal and heliospheric field from the photospheric observations. This 
model assumes that the rnagrletic field near the s ~ m  can be described by a 
scalar potential ficld, i .e ,  that  no currents  flow ncar the sun (at least not 
enough to distort Lbe field conflg~lration). The field lines in eclipse photo- 
graphs are observed to be almost completely radial above a few solar radii. 
To reproduce this observed distortion of the field by the plasma, a hypotheti- 
cal surface is introduced a t  a height of 1.5 to  3 solar radii a t  which all the 
field lines are assumed to be radial. This can be accomplished by magnetic 
F u r  1 1 :  ArList's impression of the  heliospheno c u r r e n t  sheet which separa tes  re- 
gions of magfietic field directed away from the  sun  ar,d toward the sun  i n  interplane- 
ta ry  space. [Artist: Wcrncr Weil] 


field sources (currents) at or beyond the "source" surface 
Using measurements of &he photospheric field and the radial boundary 
condit~on (i.e,  equipotential) a t  the source surface, the field anywhere 
between the photosphere and the soupcc surfacc can be computed. Assum- 
iag thaL the field conlig~.ralion a t  the source surface is frozen into the 
plasma at the s o u ~ c e  surface, thc solar wind carrics that structure radially 
outward into the heliosphere. ,Like ehe seams of Ihe baseball d~escribed 
above, the neutral line between inward and outward bcld. at the source sur- 
face determines the shape of the hellospheric current  sheet. 
The results or such calculations usang the measurements from che Stan- 
ford Solar Observatory from 11176 througli 1983 are presented In thls repori 
As the photospheric field evolves cluring the solar cycle, so musL lhe 
h.cliospheric field. This investigation secks to determine the three dimcn- 
sional structure of the heliospheric current sheet as it evolves during the 
solar cycle. This extends the analysis of Ihe sector structure observed in the 
zcliptic plalnc to all heliographic Latitudes. Using these rcsults scvcral 
inleresling q~ieslions can be answered. 
Does the structure of tlie IMF arise primarily in the photospheric field or 
is it primarily due to the dynamic eRects in the solar wind on a very simplc 
magnetic structure? 
Just what is the structure of the current sheet dur~ng  each phase of the 
solar cycle? How long do structures last? How complex is the structure in 
eliderent parts of the cycle? 
Mow does the field cvolvc from one configuration to another? Particu- 
larly int,eresting is the evohltion of the polar field regions near maximum. 
Can the heliospheric field be characterized as a tilted dipole as sug- 
gested by Hundhausen (1977) and othcrs? 
Can the evolution of the field be characterized as a slowly rotating dipole 
as suggested by Saito e t  al. (1978)? 1.e. does a dipole aligned along the solar 
rotation axis near solar minimum smoothly rotate to become an equatorial 
dipole near maximum and a rotation aligned dipole again (pointing thc oppo- 
site direction) during the declining phase of the cycle? 
Wow reliably can the IMF polarity a t  1 AU be predicted using the poten- 
tial field model through the cycle? Can other solar wind quantities, such as 
the solar wind velocity, be dctcrmincd? 
Mow do the locations of coronal holes relate to the field configuration a t  
the source surface? 
What is the relationshp of the coronal and photospheric fields? Do both 
rotate differentially? Do large structurcs on the source surface correspond 
to large photospheric structures? Do interplanetary sectors arise in easily 
recognizable photospheric locations? 
To answer these questions, the potential field model has been used to 
calculate the configuration of the coronal field for the time period May 1976 
through December 1803. Modifications have been made to the model to 
account for the  incorrectly nleasured polar field which changes during the 
cycle, the zero offset error  due to primarily to field evolution, and missing 
data. 
The results have been compared with other methods for determining the 
location of the current sheet lo determine the best source surface radius 
and to confirm the validity of the trcatment of the  polar field correction, the 
zero offset, and missing data. The measured IMF polarity provides the most 
complcte and reliable basis for comparison. Unfortunately the Earth and 
most spacecraft sample only a limited range of latitudes within 7.3' of the 
solar equator. To augment the IMF data, coronameter data,  interplanetary 
scintillation n-~easurenicnts, coronal hole locations, and cometary data  have 
been used to confirm Lhe existence of structures at higher latitudes during 
some parts of the solar cyclc. 
Finally, the magnitude of the multipole componenls of the field have 
been determined throughout the cycle and analyzed to determine the rela- 
tive importance of the dipole, quadrupole, and higher order components in 
dei;ermining thc heliosphcric field sLructurc. 
The structure of the heliospheric field evolves smoothly during; the cycle 
snd large polarity regions have lifetiixes as lorg as two years throughout the 
cycle. Near solar minimum, in 7976, the current sheet stays within about 
1's' of the equator, resembling a dipole field. Even near minimum there were 
four distinct warps of the current sheet, two north and two south of the equa- 
L O P ,  during each rotation. These producc a four sector structure a t  Earth. 
Soon after m i n i ~ n u n ~  the latitudinal exLent of the current sheet began to 
increase. From 19'78 through a t  least 1883 the latitudinal extent of the sheet 
was S-50'. 
Near solar maximum the str~ucture was more complex, though evolution- 
ary changes Prom one rotation 'Lo the next were quite small. Multiple current 
sheet,s were not unconlrnon during Ihe period near maximum in ? 979 - 1980. 
The st.r~aci.ires during the beginning of Ihe declining phase were very stable 
for long periods evolving slowly frorrl a two sector structure during most of 
:IFDB% to a sLrong four sector structure during 1983. 
During the entire interval the correlation of the observed IMP' polarity 
and that  predicted by the model was quite good. This suggests lhat 
throughout the cycle the photospheric field plays the dominant role in deter- 
miniw the large scale struciure of the heliospheric field while t h e  dynamics 
in t h e  solar wind afleci the detailed structure,  a t  lease within the Earth's 
orbit. Of course thc ficld configuration and the solar wind conditions which 
cause dynamic changes in the solar wind as it propagates are not indepen- 
dant . 
Tho slow cvolu'iion of the field cer~figuration applies to the polar regions 
as well .  The change in sign of the polar fields occurs as part  of a.n ongoing, 
ordered process. The analysis of the rnultipole components shows that it is 
incorrect to talk about a rotating dipole field. The quadrupole and higher 
order terms make a contribution to the total field comparablc to that of the 
dipole near maximum. Even considering the dipole component alone sug- 
gests that the polar and equatorial dipoles are independant indicating that  a 
rotating dipole is not the correct description. 
There are occasions whcn a dipole or tilted dipole adequately describe 
the field, but these occasions occur during only a small fraction of thc total 
interval invcstigated in this study. T h s  is especially true when considering 
the field near the ecliptic. Even near minimum when thc dipole component 
was by far the largest one, the Earth observed a four sector structure. 
There is a relation between the solar wind velocity and the magnetic 
field strength at the source surface. During periods of high activity the rela- 
tionship is difficult to discern. The clearest relationship holds for the corre- 
lation of minimurn solar wind velociey with sector boundaries (when the field 
strength is a minimum). The relationship of high field and coronal holes (and 
therefore high solar wind speed) is not as clear. The prediction of the solar 
wind parameters other than polarity from calculat~ons of the field 
configuration requires more work. 
Except for coronal holes the relationships between pl~otospheric 
features, the source surface field, and the IMF are difficull to determine. 
Without tracing field lines from the source surface to thc photosphere it is 
impossible to f b d  the source regions of the interplanetary field. Correlalions 
between interplanetary sectors and organization of the photosphcric fields 
exist, but there is no one-to-one correspondence. The coronal field does not 
even rotate a t  the same rate as the surface field as shown by the lack of 
differential rotation at the source surface. This is a puzzle that remains to 
be solved. 
Many puzzles in fact remain to be solved, but their enumeration will be  
postponed until the final chapter.  Now let us proceed to detailed descrip- 
tions of the data, the model, and the analysis. 
Chapter 2 -- Data Collection arid Analysis 
The Stanford Solar Observatory was built in the early 19'70's by John M. 
Tilcox and Philip H. Scherrer with support iron1 the Office of Naval Research, 
the National Science F'oundataion, and the F l e i s c h a n n  Foundation. Drigi- 
nally designed to measure the mean magnetic field of the sun as ,a star ,  the 
observatory was soon modificd to make low resolution maps of the solar mag- 
netic field and lo observe low amplitude, large scale velocity fields on the 
sun, Built on a beautiful site in the Poothlls above the Stanford University 
campus, the observatory and adjoining observer's quarters are shown in Fig- 
U 6  2-1. 
W sketch of the telescope observing syslcrn is shown in F'igurc 2-2. The 
t e l e s e ~ p e  consisls of a coelostat-second flat mirror system which directs the 
amlight into the aperture of the telcscopc. The coclostat is clock driven to 
Pollovlr khe daily rnolion of the sun across the sky. A servo guiding system 
controls the second flat which actively corrects the pointing of the telescope. 
Light Iron1 the second flat falls on Lwo 2-inch diameter lenses. One lens 
forms the guiding image and the other forms the observing image. 
The observing beam passes through a KDP c~rcu la r  analyzer through a 
lOBA band pass fZTlter, and Into t h e  spectrograph through the entrance s l ~ t  
81 the bottom of thc pit, 75 feet down, a llttrow lens focuses the bedm oil the 
gratlng whlch Eorms a spectrum and reflccts the light back up the plt, out 
t h o u g h  the ex11 slits, dnd 'to the photolubes whose output 1s andlyzed and 
~ e c o r d c d  
Figure 2-1: Thc Stanfor-d Solar Observatory. 
Figure 2-2: A schematic diagram of the Slanford solar telescope. Note tile separate 
li?;'ot path for the guiding image and the observing image. 'The spectrograph head is 
a: ground level with the Littrow lens and di'fraticn grating at the bottom of a 23m pit. 




The guiding image falls on an  array of 5 diodes which sense the center 
and limb intensities. The diodes drive the servo guiding system by balancing 
the light intensities a t  the limb. The array is mounted on a moveable s a g e  
svkuch can be driven by two siepper motors. The cornpuler corltrols the 
slepper n~o tors  and can position the stagc to within 0.001 inches comespond- 
h g  to about 1 arc second. The servo system tips the second flat to compen- 
sate for apparent motion of thc  sun and for thc movement of the scanning 
kable; this changes the position of both the observing and guiding images 
simultaneously. 
A PDP 11/10 covrlp~lter controlled the operation of the telescope unt i l  
the fall of 1983 when a PDP 11/24 computer replaced it With the exception 
of the coarse positioning of the mirrors, changing lenses, and certain calibra- 
tion adjustments, the computer executes the entire observing program: 
everything from positioning the dome to finding the spectral lines and 
recording thc data. A more detailed description of the magnetogram pro- 
cedure can be found in the following section. 
The Babcock magnetograph operaLes by precisely measuring the light 
intensities in the wings of a spectral line. By passing the entering beam 
& h o u g h  a modulated circular analyzer and synchronously dctcciing the final 
signals one can disLinguish extremely small differences in the wavelengths of 
split spectral line components having different circular polarizations. In thc 
case of velocity rneas~~lrements polarizing fldters placed in the solar image 
allow comparison of the vclociky from one par t  of the sun with another, pro- 
viding a differenLia1 measurement with precision on the order of 10 crn/sec. 
The Zeeman splitting in certain spectral l ~ n e s  caused by the sum's mag- 
netic field also has components with different polarizations. When vier~ed 
parallel to the magnetic field, the spectral line is split into two cnmponents 
o.? opposite circular polarization. The magnitude and direction of thc split- 
ting 1s proportional Lo Lhai of the magnetic field. When the magnetic field is 
transverse to the line-of-sight the spcctral line is split into three cnmponcnts 
w h c h  are linearly polarized, the central cornponerll along the magnetic field 
and the other two components perpendicular to iL Since thc magnetograph 
is sensitive only to circularly polarized light, only the line-of-sight component 
of the  magnetic field can be measured. IL can be measured to an  accuracy of 
about 8.05 Gauss. 
The following paragraphs describe in more detail the function of each 
element of the telescope and the way in which the signals are analyzed. 
When a largc voltage is applied to the KDP crystal, it acts like a quarter wave 
plate, advancing or retarding the phase of one linear component of the 
incident beam relative to the other, depending on the sign of the voltage. 
This converts right circular polarization (RCP) into one linear polarization 
and LCP into the other. When coupled to a linear polarizer, switching the vol- 
tage polarity rapidly allows first one and then the other circular polarization 
to pass through to the spectrograph. Linear polarizations pass through a t  
reduced intensilies which are independant of the voltage. 
Since the grating operates in the filth order green spectrum for 
enhanced dispersion, a narrow band pass filter is needed to eliminated pho- 
tons of wavelengths which would otherwise overlap from other orders in the 
spectrum. The light then passes through the image slicer which spreads thc 
light over the 100rnrn by 0.8  mrn entrance slit and down into the 22.8 meter  
spectrograph pit. The Littrow lens collimates the light for the 633 line/mm 
grating and focuses the spectrum on the exit slit. The computer controls the 
angle of the grating. 
The dispersion or the spectrograph a t  the exit plane is approximately 
13mm/A. 'The exit slit consists of two 76 mA prism assemblies separated by 
1B mA. The spacing and width of the slits are such that the intensity in the 
wings of the 5250A line depends linearly on position. The average intensity 
measured in the line wings drives a servo system which keeps the line cen- 
tered. The exit slit can be positioned with an accuracy of 0.6 microns by 
means of a long worm gear controlled and measured by the computer. Thus 
the resolulion of the slit posilion corresponds to  about 0.046 mA. Converting 
A A to doppler velocity In the 5250h line this givcs -X c m2.63 m/sec  (or, for  
A 
comparison, converting to magnetic field using the 5250A calibration 
3 . 8 6 ~  10-"/gauss this corresponds to about 1.19 Gauss.) In this manner 
the velocity can be measured whle the magnetic field is measured as 
described below. 
The magnetic line splitting can be more accurately rncas~ared by analyz- 
ing the line profiles of the two circularly polarized components The inten- 
sity signals arc detected synchronously with the IgDP modulation. by two 
makched phototubes giving the signals in each wing of the  line for each circu- 
lar polarizalion; red wing R C P ,  R+; blue wing RCP,  R , ;  red wing LCP,  R-; and 
blue wing LCP, B.. The average intensity is ( R , + R  + B + + B - ) / 4 .  The servo 
signal, (W,-B,) t (1C--U-), depepds on the average postion of the line and is 
used Lo keep the line centered. The diRercnce in the line positions is the 
magnetic signal and is determined Eronn (R.-& l)-(R.--B-) . 
The precision of the magnetic field measurement determined in this  way 
is approximately 5 microtesla (0.002 mA) for a several second integration. 
Mote that  the equivalent line width is about 62 ITLA so the resolution is about 
3x1 r5 the  line width. When the differential velocity measurcmcnts of solar 
oscillations are made in the same manner, the precision is about 10 cnl/sec.  
The accuracy of the simultaneous velocity measurement depends on the 
integration time and on systcrnatic errors. Since the noise is gaussian the 
precision is greater  than the 2 .6  ni /sec of a single 0.1 second rneasurerneiii. 
A detalled descrlpt~on of the observalory, the hardware, and how ~t 
trorks can be found In Scherrer e l  ol ( 3  07'/), D~ttrner (1977), and Duvdll 
(1977) 
High resolulion measurernenls of Ghe solar magrlctie fields and com- 
palaison of field strengths measured in spectral lines with d~f fe ren t  magnetic 
sensitivities indicate that  most, if not 3.11, of the photospheric field is conocn- 
treted into sub-arcsecond bundles of t - 2 kilogauss field rather than a 
large-scale weak magneiic field (Howard 8c Stenflo, 1972; Fraxier 8 Stenflo, 
1972, Harvey et al . ,  1972; Stcnflo 1973). In a large aperture most of thc area 
%fill contribu'ie nothing to the magnetic signal and there will be many bundlcs 
of each polarity which will cancel. 'l'hc remaining flux will csscntially bc aver- 
aged over the eneire aperture and procluce the measured fraction of circular 
polarization in the line wings interpr.eled as Lkie large-scale rnagnelic: field. 
TVicasurements in a single line cannot distlqquish small scale strong fields 
from large scale weak fields. 
The 5250A line splitking due to I*rllogauss fields is of the order of the 
separation of the exit slits. A detailed analysis by Stenflo (1973) and by Sval- 
gaard et al. (19'78) showed that there  would be saturation ol the magnetic 
field strength measured by the magnetograph and that  for field clement 
strengths of order 1.5 kG the saturation would lcad to a measured field of 
0.83 kG, smaller by a factor of 1.8. Since this saturation applies to all fields, 
since all fields occur in these high strength bundles, a correction factor of 
1.B must be made when comparing 5250A  magnetograph rncasuremcnts with 
those made in other ways. C~mpar ing  field measurements made in  two spec- 
tral lines with different rnagnelic sensitivities (1,ande g-factors) would show 
different saturations and allow determination of the field strength in the bun- 
dles. Since such observations exist, this would be an interesting topic for 
further study. 
Even a small distance above the photosphere the field is no longer con- 
centrated inlo small bundles of radial field. It has spread into a more uni- 
form distrib~ation. This is supported by the change in fields strength across 
the disk of various features measured using spectral lines which form a t  
different heights. As shown by Svalgaard e t  al. (1970), lines formed low in 
the photosphere, like 5250A,  show a cosine dependance in the line-of-sight 
field strength with distance from the center of the disk. However, lines 
formed higher in the photosphere, like 5233h, show a more complex struc- 
ture (Howard & Stcnflo, 187%). If this occurs becausc the field lines are no 
longer radial but are rapidly diverging, Lhe field probably does more closely 
resemble a large scale weak field above the chromosphere. 
The global fields of the sun change slowly in time. In order to investigate 
the long term changes in t h e  global solar field a long series of comparable 
rneas l~rement .~  must be taken. Since the sun rotates at 13"/day rncasure- 
ments must be taken almost daily to insure coverage of the entire surface. 
Such synoptic observations began at thc Stanford Solar Observatory in May 
1976. Since that time magnetograms have been obtained each day, weather 
and equipment permitting. 
IvIaking a magnetogram consists of a set  up procedure, calibration, thrce 
measurcrnent sequences, calibration, and shutdown. During the set up pro- 
eedwe  the observer inserts the 'image' lens which forms an image at the 
~ n i r a n c e  slit., and the '3 minute' aperture which Ii~niLs the lighl entering the 
spectrograph to a region 475 arc  seconds square. The computer then deter- 
mines the position of the sun by locating the four limbs and rneasurcs the 
sca.ti;ered light oh  each limb. Thc obscrvcr enters the serial number, the 
treather quality, and the sine of Lhe p-angle (the angle beLween north on  the 
s;un and north in the sky) and focuses the spectrograph by moving the Lit- 
~ T C W  "ins in the pit. 
Sevelnal calibrations are pcrformed to  check Lhc equipment and to 
c?ei,ori-riine long t e rm  drifts. To check the phototubes and electronics, the 
observer balances the outputs of the photoiubes in conLinuum light (whlch 
c?xposes each tube to the same inl.ensity) and sets the outputs to zero when 
; h e  tubes are darkened. Thc polarization modulation of the KUP analyzer is 
r>i?-.ckerl by measuring the contrast ratio when only one po1ari:raLion is 
.3.Ilowed to enter the crystal. Belore and after the observations begin the 
':-I agiieiic" signal in the magnetically insensitive 5124h line is measured for 
;hi-ec minutes to determine the drift in the magnctic signal. 
Thc computer then finds the 5250h line by rotating the grating to a 
:>redetermined angle and scanning the exit slits along the spectrum to 
sesrch for Ll~e appropriate pat tern of lines. The gral.ing settles non-linearly 
ioia up to  half an hour after moving iL, producing a clrift of about 0.1 mm in 
slii posieion and, therefore, of several hundred meters per second in the 
signal. Forkunakely the 5247h llnc is sufficiently close to 5250h that  
ihe exii sliL can move to 5247h without repositioning the grating. So, while 
the gi-aling seltles, 'lhe magnetic field 7.qri'~hin 0 .7  solar radii of the <:enter is 
rnsasured in the auxiliary 5247X line. Since the magnetic measurements do 
not dcpcnd on the absolute position of the line, the 5247h field can be com- 
pared to the 5250A ficld giving information on tho ficld strength oS the mag- 
netic elements since the Eande g factor BOP- 5250A is 3 and for 5247A. is 2. 
ivioving k~ousi,rophcdonicall y,  the scan bcgins in a random "corner" of i;h e 
- .  
O I S ~  2nd  moves east-west on the sun. The scanning grid consists ol I? scans 
lines in the north-south direction on the sun and 21 east-wcst positions at the 
equator for the full disk. Thus the image moves approximately f /2  aperture 
east-west between each meas~u-ement and scan lines are spaced one full 
aperture north-south. At each position the computer records 12 parameters 
identifying the data, and giving the line position, time, magnctic signal, 
intensity, grid cool-dinates, scanning table coordinates, and integration time. 
At each grid point the image comes lo rest  before the (usually) 15-second 
integration begins. 
Upon completing the auxiliary line scan, a five minute measurement of 
the 5250h quantities is taken a t  disk center before beginning the main scan. 
The 5250h magnetogram procceds in the same way as the previous scan, but 
covers the entire disk, and lakes about one hour, After the main scan, the 
telescope measures the velocity and the magnetic fleld along the central 
meridian from south to north to south. Finally, another 5-minute measurc- 
ment is made a t  the center of the disk to fix the velocity drift tor  the scan 
and another 3 minute measurement of Ihe magnetic zero error  is made in  
the 5124h llne. The program also rechecks the scanning table position. The 
obscrver then refocuses the Littrow lens and removes the 3' aperture. Whcn 
weather or time of day constrains the observing time, a time critical scan 
can be made which eliminates the 5247A auxiliary scan. 
Data r e d u c t i o n  
Substantial data reduction must be accomplished before the data 
rccorded at the telescope is in a useful form. There are currently four levels 
of magnetogram reduction and a log. Level 0 contains for each rnagneto- 
gram the  raw data with no corrections: it is essentially a copy of thc raw tele- 
scope data in a form compatible with the dataset handling programs used in 
the rest  of the system. I,evel 1 holds the calibrated magnetic, velocity, and 
intensity daLa, a n d  the position of each observed gridpoirll with the driEts 
removed and with the heliographic positions calculated. The data  in these 
two levels is stored in an individual file for each magnetogram. The Level 3 
reduction interpolates the magnctic field data  Prom Lcvel 1 for each 
inngnetogram onto a Carrington coordinate grid. This data is then asscrn- 
bled inLo ihe synoptic charts published in Solar-Geophysical Data and used in 
;,he camputation of the potenl.ial field mode!. These reduciions will be 
described in more detail below. 
The velocity data, analyzed in terms of differential rotation parameters,  
;.s stored in Level Z along with the average intensity and magnetic field da.ta 
:or the central portion of the .disk. The residual velocily deeerrnined by 
:.-ernovirzg the standerd differential rotation computed in Levek 2 is stored in 
Level 4 both in thc obscwed grid and in  a Carrington grid. Information about 
3ach magnetogram, suck as the scattered light, drifts, coelostat position, sky 
:-ondit.ions, e tc ,  are stored in the log. Level 0 and 1 reduclions are also car- 
:led out for the auxiliary Pine magnetograms and for the north-south scans. 
The Level D and 1 reductions have been described in some detail by 
Ouvall (197'7) and Schcrrer e t  al. (1980). To summarize, the Level 0 reduc- 
kion creates for  each magnetogram a file containing the time of obser~al ion,  
grid position, scanning Lable location, magnetic signal, velocity s:.gna!, and 
Intensity for each point measured a t  "Le observatory. Furthcrrnorc general 
.inlormalion such as the observer, sky condition, etc,  is stored in the log ille. 
Essentially no processing oC data. is done so that there are no motlcl depen- 
dances and there are as few chances as possible lor errors in ihe recluclion; 
khe data is simply transferred from the telescope format to  a standard lor- 
.rq;1 . at , 
For each datapoint the Level 1 reduction program converts the rncas- 
wernancs to standard units, removes .the cffccts of the Earth's motion, 
Tcrnovcs instrumental drifts, calculaies the effective position of the aper- 
l u r e ,  and corrects for limb darkening. Calculalion of the eflective position 
depencls on the precise tim.e, aperture size, and a model of limb darkening 
and- is discussed fully in Scherrcr e t  al. (1930). 'L'hc effective position accu- 
1caielj7 reflects the intensity weighted average disk position or ihe aperltire. 
The position in arc seconds and radians lrom the center of the disk are 
rec0rded. 
Figure 2-3 shows the Level 1 results for typical obscrvation, Magneto- 
gram 938 taken June 30, 1970. The upper disk is a contour map of the pho- 
tospheric magnetic field. Solid lines represent positive fields and negative 
fields are dashed: the first solid contour is the neutral line. It is easy to see 
the large scale organization of the magnetic field a little before solar max- 
imum. The polar fields cover only a small area and are weakening. The mid- 
latitude fields are quite s t ~ o n g  and show a variety of levels of activity. The 
plot a t  the lower left shows the velocity. The equatorial velocity is just over 
2000 rn/sec. A close examination shows the effect of differential rotation 
(the contours become more widely spaced away from the equator) and a red 
shift near the limbs. The intensity, shown a t  the lower right, has been 
corrected for limb darkening and shows a uniform intensity over the center 
of the disk. Tho lower intensity near the limbs is duo to the aperture being 
partly off the disk. 
The observer inspects such a plot for each magnetogram. If anything 
unusual appears in the data, the observer sets one or  more of 14 trouble 
Wags characterizing the nature of the anornoly. The computer also sets trou- 
ble bits if standard calibrations stray too far from the norm. Typical prob- 
lems include clouds, loss of spectral line, and guiding crrors. The intensity 
meausurement is t he  most sensitive to clouds, the magnetic signal to loss of 
spectral line, and the velocity to guiding errors and turbulence in the pit. 
Each of the reduction levels above Level 1 tests the trouble bits to determine 
whether the data from a given scan should to be used. Magnetic field data is 
not used if the relevant trouble bits are set. The observer may also change 
the assigned weather quality which affects the importance of the scan in con- 
structing the synoptic chart as described below. 
The third level of reduction determines from the time of observation and 
Figure 2-3: W typical solar magnetogram observed June 30, 1970. The top figure 
shows the line-of-sight magnetic field. Negative cofitours are  dashed. ? h e  lower left 
figure shows the  doppler measurements of velocity; negative velocities (toward the 
observer) are  dashed). The observed intecsity, corrected for limb darkening, is 
shown a t  the lower right. Intensity contours occur when the aperture is off the limb 
or because of clouds. The contours are a t  intervals of 0.1 relative intensity. 

effective disk position computed in Level 1, the  Carrington latitude and longi- 
tude of each point. A quadratic fitting routine uses these data to  interpolate 
the field onto a regular Carrington grid. The grid is centered on the even 5 O  
longitude strip nearest central meridian and extends 55' east and west. In 
the north-south direction the field is determined a t  30 points evenly spaced 
in sine latitude (this corresponds to even steps on the disk.) The maps are 
stored in a list indexed by serial number and identified by the central meri- 
dian longitude of the map. 
To form the synoptic charts, data for each Carrington longitude and lati- 
tude must be assembled from thc various maps. Since the maps are 115' 
wide and typically separated by  a minimum of 13', there are usually several 
measurements for cach point on the sun. The measurements for each longi- 
tude are averaged with the relative weight of each measurement depending 
on the scattered light, assigned sky quality, and central meridian distance 
according t o  the following relation: 
Weight  = ( ( 1  i- 17~dist)~ x (1 +scatl ighl)  x ( l+sky))- '  
where the central meridian distance is givcn in units of 5', the scattercd 
light as a percent, and the sky on a scale from 0 to 5. Four to six measure- 
ments typically contribute to a given point, but the measurements taken 
near central meridian have by far the highest weight. To date, no projection 
corrections have been made to the measurements for central meridian dis- 
tanc e. 
The synoptic chart shown in Figwe 2-4 is a contour map of the magnetic 
field over thc entirc smfacc of the sun. The data is shown in an equal arca 
projection (equal steps in sine latitude) for easy coniparison with the 
Figure 2-4: The observed line-of-sight magnetic field a t  the photosphere for Carring- 
ton Rotation 1683. The upper curve shows the mean solar magnetic field. The synop- 
tic chart  is plotted in sine latitude for easy comparison with Figure 2-3. Contours are  
a t  0,  & l o o ,  200, 500, ... pT. The dates correspocd to central meridian passage. In- 
verted carets  show the dates of magnetograms contibuting to the chart.  

magnetograms. The size of the aperture limits the resolution near the poles, 
so there is nothing plotted above 7 5 ' .  The bottorn axis shows the longitude 
within Carrington Rotation 1603, while the top axis is labelled by date. The 
mean magnetic Field 01 the sun, also nleasurcd a t  Stanford, is displayed at 
the top of the figure. 
The small 'V' marks along the 75ON line show the times of magnetograms 
which contribute to the synoptlc chart .  Data from Magnetogram 938 is cen- 
tered near 210" longitude and contributes to the synoptic chart in the range 
from 285' to 155'. Comparing Figure 2-3 with this rcgion of the synoptic 
chart ,  one can see that near 210' they are almost identical, while farther 
from central meridian the differences are greater.  
In order to provide as complete a record as  possible, magmetograms 
should be taken each day that  the weather is good enough. Because meas- 
urements as far as 55' from central meridian can be used in making up the 
synoptic chart ,  a gap of almost 110' can be tolerated without creating an 
interval of missing data. Since the sun rotates a t  about 13' per day, this 
corresponds to a maximum observing gap of approximately 5 days. For- 
tunately the weather a t  the observing site is such that  during most years 
there are typically only a fcw relatively small gaps i n  the synoptic charts. 
The rnagnctic fields low in the photosphcre where. the 5250h line is 
formed are almost radial (Svalgaard e t  al. 1978). Since the magnetograph 
observes only the line-of-sight component of the magnetic field, fields meas- 
w e d  away from the center of the solar disk will be diminished because of the 
projection into thc linc-of-sight. This means that f ie ld  measurements near 
the limb will not be as accurate. 'The north-south projection is unavoidable 
and the potential field model program compensates for i t .  However, the 
measurements which comprise Lhe synoptic chart are not corrected for the 
various central meridian distances al which they are observed. This affects 
the data most severely near gaps where the only available data is measured 
ff lc  I:om central  meridian. A t  large i.isi.aiice lrorn disk cen te r  e r rors  clue t o  
dzcreased resolution arld iield elrolc~.lioi~ ?.re also impor tan t .  
For thls reason the observing pi,ogrsrn ai. 'the Sianford Solar Dbserva- 
t s r y  places a h g h  prioriiy on obtai.niag daily magneiograrns.  Each day 's  
cisservations begin with one o;. two rncasvre'ncl~is of the m c a n  magnctic field 
c f  t h e  sun  which take appro::ima.iely onc hour.  Under  good weather colidi- 
tions, this is followed b y  a lnlagne'cograrn which takes  fibout 2 .5  hoilrs. If t he  
vizai;har is qucstionabic a tirnc critical -rragnctograrn which takes  approxi- 
maLely 1.5 hours can  be  done. The observing program then  continues wilh 
dopplsr observations o r  rnolne mean  iield ineasurernenks. Decause of t he  
morning fog in the s m r n c r  in t he  Sari FJr3nsisco May area,  there are typically 
o d y  a h a n d f u l  of intervals of nk9ou.i f ive days dui-ation dur ing the  summer  
v h e n  consecutive sunrise t o  ~iuilset  do,opler observa.tions a r e  possible. Dw- 
ing these interva.1~ the priority of rnagnelivgrarn observations is lower, though 
gaps of no nnorc than  five i.o si:: days between observations is allowed. 
?'his is perhaps a good t imc Lo recognize and  thank the obscrvcrs who, 
[,vet- t he  years ,  have done an execlle~lt job of operating the  observalory and 
Iieeping it running. Through bheir e.Zori.s we have been able to compile the 
r rce l len i  string QI d a t a  analyzetrl ii? i;h!.s paper .  The observers have been:  
Zric Gustavson, 1976-77, Steve Ur;yari, 1977-711; 'Todd Hoekscnia, 1970-79, 
1881-83; Phil DuEy, 1979-80; John P o s ~ c r ,  1900-01; and  Haralcl I-Ienning, 1803- 
34, 
In the  2741) days from ;\ilay 16, 1078 Lo November 15, 1883, there  have 
been  2049 magnetograms of which 1806 oil 172'7 days have been  cased i n  con- 
sii-ucting the  synoptic char ts .  T'ixre arc magnetograms o n  63X of t he  days. 
Figure 2-5 shows .the synopiic cha r t  d a t a  coverage since >Lay of 1976 
when the first rnagnctogram was: i;aken ai the Stanford Solar Observatory, 
Kach line represents  one Carrington R ~ ~ t a . C i o n  Gaps in the 'oa1.s represene 
gaps in the daia.  Kosi o? i he  gaps 0 1 ; ~ : ~ ~  during the w~nter.  months.  The good 
il'igui-e 2-5: Each line represents Ilrc d a t a  coverage for one Carrington Wotaiion. A 
salicl line is plotted ~ahcrcver- s)inopiic chai-'t data is availabie. Caps uccl;r vrb-en ihcre 
vas m i s s i ~ g  data becausc oi' nreuthcr. or cnuiprnelit problems. 

coverage in the  first two years reflects thc drouglit conditions experienced 
during I976 and 1977. The number  of gaps in  the las t  two j ~ e a r s  arc indica- 
tive of t he  wet winters experiencecl in iaorl~lern Cal~l"or.nia which were at t r i -  
buted Lo El  Nino. Very few gaps a r e  due to  equipment or  procedural iiailures. 
One of the s teps  i n  the potentlal fieid model requires decomposing the  
surface fields in to  i ts  rnultipolc componcnts using t h e  orthogonality of t hc  
Legenclre polynomials. The coefficients c a n  be  determined accurai:ely only 
when t h e  field is known over the ent l re  surface of the sun. Most data. gaps 
are  too wide t o  allow a simple interpolation t o  fill in  t h e  d a t a  gaps in s u c h  a 
way as l o  provide a reasonable approxinlationl to  the  actual field values. 
Since inost changes in the  phoLospheric fields f rom one rol.aLlon to i h e  next 
s.re relatively minor,  missing da t a  has  been replaced by t h e  average of t he  
field measured  one rotation earlier and one rotation la te r  a t  Lhc same Car- 
~ i n g t o n  latiiude and  longilude. This has  t he  advanlagc of retaining the sarrlc 
general  characLeristics as the acl~ual fieliil. 
01' course no  rnet.hod accurately reconsti-ucts the acLila.1 da t a .  Thls 
rrrcthod is susceptible t o  e r rors  due to  evolution of the  rnagnelic s t ruc tures  
and to d i f  crential  rotatioil. Thc mu1 tipole components most seriously 
ariected by nlissirlg da t a  will be those with the s ame  spatial structure ds tilt 
clai,a. gap.  As will be discussed in more detdi l  in following cEiapLers, the corn- 
poiients with the  largest spatial scales have Lhe grea les t  influence on the 
computed s t ruc tu re  of t he  heliospheric field s t ruc ture .  Since the photos- 
pheric nlagnetic features of corresponding size evolve rclativcly slowly, the  
ahovr method  of filling in the  gaps will provide for a n  accu ra t e  debernxination 
of the lower order  multipole coebieicnts.  
Chapter 3 -- The Potential Field Model 
The field structure a t  the photosphere varies greatly through the solar 
cycle both in  complexity and strength (Howard k Labonte, 1981). The inter- 
planetary field, on the othcr hand, shows much smaller changes in field 
strength (Slavin & Smith, 1983) and .the structure in the ecliptic remains 
rather simple throughout the  cycle (Svalgaard & Wilcox, 1975). Wear 
minimum the photospheric field has few active regions and the northern and 
southern hemispheres have largc scalc wcak magnetic fields of opposite 
polarity. The polarity of the interplanetary field seen at Earth is typically 
divided into four or two sectors per solar rotation. 
During the rising phase of the cycle the photosphere becomes more and 
more active with sunspot groups developing a t  relatively high latitudes, near 
40°, just after minimum. Active regions occur closer to the equator as the 
cycle progresses. The total photospheric flux increases by a factor of three 
from minimum to rnaximurn (Howard & LabonLe, 1981). Near Earlh the field 
in the solar wind shows much smaller variation in strength, less than 20% 
during the last solar cycle and no more than 40% during the current cycle 
(Slavin & Smith, 1983). The polarity structure a t  Earth continues to show 
simple two or four sector patterns through maximum and the declining 
phase of the cycle. During the previous declining phase in the early 18'70's. 
the photosphere was divided into a few large unipolar field regions which 
developed into low latitude coronal holcs and sometimes connected to the 
polar coronal holes. These immense regions dominated the structure of the 
solar wind during the Skylab period in 1973 and i9'74 (Hundhausen, 1677.) 
Clearly the lower corona acts  much like a coarse filter within which most 
of the field lines close and through which only the largest scale magnctic 
Figure 3-1: The total solar eclipse of 31 July, 1901 photographed a t  Tarma, Siberia. 
The instrument developed by G. Newkirk. Jr.  photographs the corona irl red light 
through a radially graded filter that supresses the bright inner corona t o  siiow the 




~ t i ~ . ~ c ' r . u r e s  pas . This chapter  describes Ihe potential ficlcl model which 
the magnetic s t ruc ture  above the  photosphere can  be caPculatc?d using llie 
measurements  of t he  surface Aeld and some simple assumptions about t he  
field in the lower corona. 
'hotographs of t he  corona iakcn during eclipses, such as Figure 3-1, 
show the densiiy of coronal material. 'rhese s t ruc tures  t race out the pa t tc rn  
of 'chc n-tagnctic Aeld. Closed fleld regions and regions of low field strcngth or 
Aeld reversal have the highest density. This photograph was taken  with a 
5l ter  having a large radial density gradient.  Taken after rnaxlmurn at the 
,> - ~ l i p s e  , in Russia on July 31, 1981, t he  polar field s t rength is growing and 
il-tcre is little s t ruc ture  righe over the poles. Allany sLriuctures extend to 
fairly high lati tudes including several helmet s t rcamcrs  over large closed 
iicld regions. Near t he  sun the s t ruc lures  seem to  be conli~led by the mag- 
netic field, hut  a t  higher allitudes t he  s t ruc tures  become primarily radial. 
Near minimum most  of the coronal shructurc occurs nearer  the equator and 
the low density polar caps a r c  muck  Larger. 'I'hrough the entire cycle mosk 
oi" the slr 'ucture is largely radial above a couple of solar radii. 
Scha t ten  e t  al. (1969) and Altschuler Br Newklrk (1969) indepcndantly 
introduced Lhe concept of a potenlial field rnodcl with a splzcrica! source sur- 
face surrounding and coilcentric wi th  Lhe S ~ u i  Schat len e t  a,l. (1969) cum- 
paxed the energy dcnsitics of the toial  magnetic field and the transverse 
magnetic field, the Lherrnal energy of the plasrna, and 'Lhe flow energy of khe 
plasma near  the sun .  They Pound tha t  below about 2 solal- radii, 2 R o t  the 
transverse magnetic energy dr)n~inates  both t he  thermal  and bulk Wow 
energy of the plasma. A t  2 R, the thermal  energy IS comparable t o  the 
transverse magnetic energy, b u t  t he  toea1 magnetic energy is largcr skill. 
Beyond that point t h e  relative energy in the  plasma grows ilni11 a t  20 R, the 
fiow energy oF the plasma dominates complclely. This suggests tha t  below 
about 2 K, the magnetic field can be  successfully approximated by a polen- 
tial field, since it dominates the motion of the plasma. 
Figure 3-2 shows a diagram of the fields near  "LC s u n  from Schat ten 
(1971il). Most ol the field lines above active regions close. Above large unipo- 
lar regions the Field tends to  diverge and becomes open to the heliosphere. 
Between opposite polarity reglons a n ~ u t r a l  ine develops. The energy den- 
sity of the plasrna in the low corona is vcry low compared with the transverse 
magnetic field energy density, therefore the magnetic field will determine 
the motion of the plasma and thereforc the structure of the corona. Above a 
certain height coronal sLruclures seem to proceed radially from the sun. If 
the plasma accelerates throughout the low corona and the field strength gra- 
dually declines with height above the photosphcre, a t  some point the plasma 
energy density begins to dominate. At this radius the field lines will be 
stretched by Lhe plasma radially outward. 
For convenience we choose a sphere of radius R, a t  which the field 
becomes purely radial. This surface is called the source surface. Assuming 
that the currents carried by the plasma are relatively small in the region 
between the source surface and the photosphere, the field can be described 
purely in terms of a scalar potential Using the boundary conditions of radial 
field a t  the sourcc surface and the measured photospheric field the magnetic 
deld in the region can be calculated. The mathematical details of thc solu- 
tion will be developed later in this chapler. 
The structures in Figure 3-2 which are like those computed with the 
potential field model clearly resemble those shown in Figure 3-1 from an 
eclipse. Many authors have compared the resulks of the model lo individual 
eclipse photographs, e.g. Schatten (1968 a,  b, 1969), Stelzried e t  al., (1970), 
Smith & Schatten (1970) and found that there is generally a fairly good 
agreement betwecn structures predicted by the model and the structures 
observed in the corona, though certain systematic discrepancies do exist. 
Several criteria were used Lo se l  the radius of the source surface. 
Schatten (1969) used the Acld strcngth at the source surface cxtrapolatcd to 
f A U ,  the average size of magnetic polarity sectors predicted by the model. 
observations of the highest closed magnetic structures seen in eclipse 
Figure 3-2: Schematic representation of the potential field model. Photospheric 
fields are measured at  the Stanford Solar Observatory. Beneath thc source surface 
the Bcld is calculated using a potential field model. The radial field a t  the source sur- 
face i s  carried outward by the soldr wind where it can h e  measured by spacecraft. 
(Schatten, 1971a). 

photographs, and the magnitude of the variation in the radial rnagnctic field 
magnitude to place the source surlace a t  1.6 R,. Altschuler & Newkirk 
('1969) considered the shape or' the computed structures over active regions 
compared with eclipse photographs to place the source surface radius a tZ2.5  
h", . 
In 1973 Newkirk et al, published their fi-st microfilm atlas of thc coronal 
magnetic field and the spherical harmonic coel7icients computed with the Mt. 
Wilson data which eventually spanned the interval 1859 - 1974. In their 
report the fields were conlputed each halt Carrington RoLation and the har- 
monic expansion extended to order nine. Recently Marubasl  & Watanabe 
(1983) have repubiished this data in a tcchriical report including the source 
surfacc magnetic fields, the footpoints of open field lines, and a map of the 
fieid line divergence for each half rotation for the interval 1959 - 1974. 
Inspection of those rna.ps often reveals large changes in zero level, total flux, 
and general configuration of thc 8cld Prom one half rotation to the next. The 
results presented in tile later chapLers of ths report show only small 
changes from rotation to  rotation in any of the above quantitics and many of 
the corrections described below were not made in those calculations. 
Adams B( Pneuman (19'76) used Nit. bKilson data and a different 
mathematical method from Altschulcr e t  al. (1977) who used Kilt Peak data, 
but both extended the potential field cornpui.ation lo very high spatial resolu- 
tion. A t  the height of the source surfacc thesc methods showed little 
difference from earlier, coarser computations. A t  lower allitudes the use of 
higher resolution magnetograph data to include more of the Aux and the 
increased resolution of the cor-r~putations themselves gave a much better  
agreement wi th  the observed extentof the sources of open field regions. 
This also made it easier to study the detailed field in small regions of the sun. 
Because of the resolution ol lhe Sknford magnetograph and the focus of our 
interest on the large scale field a t  and beyond the source surface, we have 
not increased the resolution of these calculations past order nine. Svalgaard 
& Wilcox (1973) and Riesebleter & h'eubauer (1979) developed the mcthod 
used in this study lo dcterminc the field in terms of the harmonic 
coefficients of the associated Legendre polynomials. Th~s  document contains 
the first detailed description of the Stanford work in this area. 
Asswmplions, Aclvaat mges, and Bisadvanlr~.ges 
As suggested by the foregoing discussion, the potential ficld rnodel has 
both advantages and disadvantages. The advantages are that  I L  is simple to 
maers tand,  il; is simple and practical to compute, and it is apparently quite 
sueccssful. its disadvantages are that  it is insensitive Lo rapid evolution, it 
assumes a potential Aeld near the sun, it coarsely approximates the effects 
of thc  plasma on the  field, i t  uses a spherical source surface, and it accounts 
for no changes outside the source surface. Several modifications of the 
model have been made to improve the accuracy and to minimize these disad- 
viineages while retaining the advantages. In this section the model assump- 
tions will be critically examined. The advantages, disadvantages and possible 
improvcinents of the modcl will be discussed with respect to  the problems I 
wish to address in this document, viz.,  the large scale heliospheric Aeld and 
its evolution over the solar cycle. 
The primary assumptions of the model are that 1) the field can be 
approximated by a potential field, 2) the field a t  the pholosphere is known, 
and 3)  an equipotential source surface exists a t  some location and has a 
spherical shape. This last condition implies that  a t  the source surface all 
field lincs arc opcn and extend radially out into the heliosphere. 
Whether the field can be adequately approximated by a potential field 
has been investigaled by several aulhors. Levine Be AlLschuPer (1974) corn- 
puled thc Acld configuratiol~ using the potential field approximation and thcn 
includecl a) cur1 free electric currents and b) force-free currents. They 
found that  unlcss the currents contributed a large fraction of the total ficld 
in the corona, the field coiifiguration d id  not change. This means tha.t the 
potential field approximation ?f~orles  011 the large scale whether there are 
currents or not. This also means that thc success of the potential field 
model says little about the presence or currenls in the corona. 
Poletto e t  al. (19'75) studied the smaller scale of active regions. 'They 
found lhat  Lhe potential field calculated from rrlagrletogranls was consisLerlt 
with the ficld orientations observed with images of X-ray active regions. It 
seems that this approximation succeeds even when large currents would not 
be unexpected.
The method of determining the photospheric field was discussed in
Chapter 2. There are many uncertainties in the measurement of the field by
magnetographs and its interpretation. Major uncertainties arise because of
the measurement of only the line-of-sight component of the magnetic field,
projection effects, magnetograph saturation because of the concentration of
the field into 2 kG bundles in the photosphere, correlation of magnetic field
and brightness variations, and line weakening in field regions. Several stu-
dies (Stenfio, 1971; Howard 1977; Suess et al. 1977; Pneumann et al. 1978;
Svalgaard et al. 1978) indicate that the polar fields are much stronger than
that measured by the magnetographs. Other uncertainties arise because of
the evolution of the field during the time of observation of the whole solar
surface and the mapping of the field onto a coordinate system which does not
differentially rotate. Missing data further complicates the situation,
In evaluating the dependance of the potential field model on these
uncertainties, it is found that most of the effects can be understood or com-
pensated for. By using central meridian measurements the effects of projec-
tion in the east-west direction are minimized. Line-of-sight projection in the
north-south direction is explicitly assumed in the model calculations. Inves-
tigation of the variation of the field strength across the solar disk shows that
the field is radial in the level of the photosphere where the 5250,,\ measure-
ments are taken, Large strong field regions are often dark, thus the flux
from such regions will be underestimated, Magnetograph saturation and line
weakening affect all of the field measurements in the same way when the
field is concentrated into high strength bundles, requiring an increase of all
the field measurements by a factor of 1.8. This changes the overall level of
field strength, but not the configuration.
The additional polar field can be added to the data when the potential
field calculation takes place. The procedure for determining this is outlined
in Chapter 4. The effects of evolution and differential rotation can be minim-
ized by using the results of the potential field model only near the center of a
data window; in this way all the nearby measurements were recorded at
about the same time. This minimizes the effects of differential rotation
mapping as weEl, Clearly missing daCa eannol be replaced, b1.L by carefully 
filling in with other related data the effects of missing data can bc minim- 
ized. These corrections are described laLer in this chapter. 
'Transient events mag rearrange the coronal Belds but most have only a 
Lemporary effect on the large scale ficld. I t  must bc realized that these 
measurements do not provide a complete description of tha heliospheric 
~nagnetic field, but only the background onto which perturbatiorls due to 
active events are superimposed. Our level of confidence In the photospheric 
daCa is quite high. Furthermore any other method which relies on the same 
3r similar data shares the same sorts of problems. 
The postulation of a simple source surface is probably the weakest 
assunpt.ion in the model. Tf there is a potential Geld, there musL be a sur- 
face of constant potential, but that  surface is probably quite complcx. At the 
source surface i t  is assumed that the field becomes radial because the 
plasma begins to influence thc shape of the magnetic ficld and draw it in Lhe 
radial direction. Clearly this violates the assumpeion of a purely potential 
field configuration since the distortion must begin below the source surface. 
A second problem arises in the location of the sowce surface a t  a. con- 
aiant radius over the surface and in Lime, A spherical sowce surface is 
clearly a sirnplify~ng assurnptlon lo' convenience of computaiion. Since the 
field strength and solar wind speed vary with location and time, the source 
surface can not be a s~rnple spliere, This simplification contributes to Lwo 
consistent failings of the potential field model: 1) the magnetic Aeld magni- 
lude predicted at 1 AU is smaller by about a factor of five than the measured 
field, even after correcting for magnetograph saluratiun; and 2) oken struc- 
t u r e s  beyond the source surface radius are observed to have a non-radial 
component. 
A third deficiency occurs because the model does not address what hap- 
pens above the source surface. The simplest assumption is that no more evo- 
lution takes place and that thc magnetic field a t  the source surface is simply 
convecLed radially outward inLo t h e  hcliosphere by the solar wind with few 
changes in structure and configuraLion. Kclipsc photographs and spacecraft 
coronagraphs show that while this is a. reasonable generalization, there are 
many cases where it is not true Durlng most of the solar cycle the struc- 
tures over the polar coronal holes bend toward the equator. Many eclipse 
photographs show non-radial streamers to  a t  least 10 R,. 
These groblcms have been addressed in par t  by Schulz e t  al. (1978) and 
Levine e t  al. (1982) who introduced a non-spherical source surface into the 
computation. Instcad they used a surlace of constant magnetic field 
strength to which the magnetic field must be perpendicular. Their results 
showcd that  the detailed agreement with the location oQ opcn field regions, 
such as coronal holes improved. They also found that  the magnitude of the 
field a t  1 AU is larger, and that  non-radial structures appeared in the 
appropriate places. Comparison with MHD calculations for simple field 
configurations (Pneurnan iie Kopp, 1871) also improved. Whie prediction of 
the detailed structure of the corona improved, the large scale structure did 
not change greatly. In a later study of the photospheric sources of opcn 
magnetic field regions, Tevine ( 3  482) used a spherical source surface to 
invesLigaLe Lhe sources of open field regions even after having developed the 
non-spherical source surface. For some investigations the  non-spherical 
source surface is clearly necessary and desirable, but for studying the large 
scale field and the current sheet in the mterplanetary rncdium a spherical 
sourcc surface seems sufPicienk. 
The minimum magnitude of the field on the source surface occurs a t  the 
emren t  sheet and increases smoothly away from the sheet to some max- 
imum. At Earth the interplanetary field shows a maximum field strength 
near the sector boundary and a minimum in field strength near the centcr of 
large sectors, During most of the sector the field strength remains relatively 
constant. 
These facts suggest that substantial changes occur in the ficld 
c o n ~ u r a t i o n  outside the source surface and that  all the field lines are not 
radial a t  a spherical source surface. Suess et al. (1977) simulated the north 
polar coronal hole of the 1973 Skylab e ra  as studied by Munro & Jackson 
(1977). They Found tha t  at the base of the coronal hole a t ,  2 R,, a substantial 
gradient in the magnetic field would exist, but that  by 5 R, the field strength 
would be uniform across thc hole. Their results suggest that whlle ILhe field 
configuration does not change, lhe distribution of the field lines withn a 
given polarity region may change substantiaIly. 
Relatively early Schatten (197'lb) extended the model by considering 
the efiects of current shccts above the source surface to include the cffccts 
of transverse pressure stresses. This provided for non-radial s truciures and 
for evolution of the field above thc source surface, Agrcernent with the 
coronal structures observed during eclipses improved. For a simple dipole 
Beld conrxuration t h s  also gave better agreement with an MHD calculation 
of the Reld (Pneuman & Mopp, 1971) than the potenl~al  neld model alone. 
Clearly for predicting the magnetic field strength a t  1 AU or anywhere 
else the  evolution of the field above the source surface must be considered. 
It would be interesting to investigate the field structure by modifying the 
method using khe procedure of Schakken (19Slb) or the non-&heri,:al source 
surface (Schula et al. 1978). Computing the lull MHD solution wodd be even 
more desirable, but each of these irrlprovern~enLs substantially increases the 
computation time, particularly the MHD calculations for realistic field 
configurations ( i f  in fact it can be done a t  all). Since this study concerns the 
large scale configuralion of the field w h c h  improves only slightly using these 
considerations, the simplest assumption of radial propagation of the source 
surface field w-ill be used Lo cornpare with polarity measurements made at 
the Earth. 
To summarize, some of the disadvantages of the rnodcl arc clear. Rapid 
evolution of ehe field is not handler1 well by the model because the observa- 
tions are taken for a given solar location are dispersed in tirnc over nearly a 
month. Furthermore the resolution of lhe Stanford magnetograph is rather  
coarse and docs not include all the fine scale field. Of eoursc for calculation 
of the large-scale organization of the s l r~ ic tu re  this is not important, but in 
studying the photospheric origin of opcn field rcgions and thc  field. very ncar 
the photosphere, data with a. higher resolution should be used. 
The rnodel as used does not accurately predicL the strength of the radial 
magnetic field a t  i i\U. Nor does it accurately predict the form of the varia- 
tion of the field strength during magnetic sectors. As discussed above, the 
problem of the form of the variation of the field magn~tude probably occurs 
because changes in the field above the source surface have not been con- 
sidered. Thc problem with the field magnitude may be improved by changing 
the shape of the source surface, but in general remains an unsolved problem. 
The problems of the potential field assumption and the spherical source 
surface wcrc discussed above. Each of these disadvantages is important and 
much can be learned from attempting to minimize the problems by modify- 
ing the assumptions and improving the calculations. However each of thcse 
problems affects Lhe details of the field strength and makes small changes in 
the field configuration. In Looking a t  the "big picture" of the general field 
configuration and its evolution over the solar cycle these problems are not 
critically important. For dctailed calculations and predictions for the 
environment of the Earth improvenients sllould be implemented, but to see 
the basic structure of the heliospheric field the simple method is well suited. 
It is likely that during periods of high activity when the rnodel is most uncer- 
tain in predicting this background structure, the interplanetary medium is 
greatly affected by the occurence of transient events such as flares and 
erupting filaments. Nevertheless, the IMF polarity predictions of the model 
seem to be just as good near maximum as  near minimum so a great  deal can 
be learned throughout the cycle. 
The advantages 01 using Lhis model are also clear. The mathematics are 
relatively simple and the assumptions are straightforward. The computa- 
tional procedure is quite simple and will be outlined in the remainder of this 
chapter. The time required to compute the model is very small. Another 
advantage of the model is that it seems to work quile well. Comparisons of 
the results of the model with other observed data show remarkably good 
agreement considering the crude assumptions and simplicity of the method. 
These comparisons will be discussed in the following chapter .  Using this 
method the structure of the heliospheric magnetic field can be determined 
at all heliographic latiludes independant of spacecraft measurements with 
little missing data.  The evolution of large scale structures near the stin can 
be traced out into tho hellosphere. We can also follow the evolution of thesc 
structures through the solar cycle and come to a bet ter  understanding of 
the general magnetic field of the sun. Discussion of these results will occupy 
the following chapeers. 
We now Learn t o  a more detailed description of the method ~f calculating 
the field using the potential approximation. As described Pa the preceding 
secklons, ikhe configuration of the large scale heLiospheric magnetic held can 
be determined if the line-of-sight photospheric magnetic field is known and if 
it is assumed that 1) there are no currents in the region between the Sm's 
surface and a larger concentric sphere called the sou-ce swfaee and 2) that 
we the sowce surface the magnetic field is purely radial. 
Under these assumptions B=-T7+ where  9r ss the scalar potential 
between the photosphere and the source surface. The potential satisfies 
LaPlace's equation, g2+=0.  Sol~at~ons  of 1,aPlace's equation in spherical 
coordinates can be expressed in terms oi: thc spherical harmonic Bunckions. 
The to ta l  potential arises from sources inside t h e  inner sphere, G1, and 
from sources outside the source source surface, +o. 
Scalrng r in te rms of R,, the r ad~us  of the sun, for 3?I and in terms of Rs, the 
:*adius of the source surface, Por and writing 
qrn (19,p)=Py(eos$)[ exbpn cos mp+lld,,sin~sa.p] ~t is found that 
Assuming tha t  a& the source swface B is radial, then B ---= -- 0 and 
"P 
8* - BSw -= 0; hence is constant on the surface r = R s .  Setting q R n = O  we %d 
ad 
Since -V9 = Hg we can write: (Equation 3-1) 
and (Equation 3-2) 
(0.. cos m (o + 'it, s inm p) 8Plm(cos 6) 8 6  
and (Equation 3-3) 
The Stanford Solar Observatory measures the line-of-sight component of 
the photospheric field, Bb (R, ,6, p) = 8, sin19 t Ed cos (o for fields near cen- 
tral meridian. Defining 
eloB 
, S m ( p ) = ( g ~ m c o s m p ~ h i W s i n m p ) .  ZLL = L + l + L [ $ j  and ul = I - 
and doing some algebra with the above expressions for Br and B$, we can 
w i t c  
Using the recursion relations 
Z b  -f l 
and defining Qa = 1" m2 , w e  can express the line-of-sight field as: i r 
These sums can be reorganized by defining Bm such that 
ElI, s in6 = BnL where 
W 
n o t e  yg-l = -yZA2 = 0 
Taking advantage of cases where /? and y are 0 we can write: 
We can also independantly m i t e  an expression for the photospheric field 
in terms sf the Legendre polynomials without referring to the potential solu- 
tion developed above: 
Bh s in9 = Pficosfi) (a1, cos m p + blm s inm p) 
la 
where the associated Legendre Polynomials are a complete, orthogonal basis 
set,  
fl 2n 
COS 45T Jsiafi L Z ? ~  ~ ( c o s f i >  C,y;mp ~ T ' ( e o s 9 )  sinm'p = - 21 fit; &mX 
0 0 
vbere the lebtegrals over the sphere haw been converted to sums cver the N 
x 84 map grid w h ~ h  can be inzplernenkeli on the computer. 
These coefficients, nb, and bl ,  can be determined from the  measured  
Ime-of-slght field. Equating the above expression with the earlrer expression 
Por the field m terms 0% the ~~~~~~~~e polynomials in Rquatlon 3-4 a syskern of 
equat~snx 1s I~amd: 
aLrn = a ~ g y  -:- 81" 91% + ri"sl% 
a h c h  can easily be solved for  gLm and hr, If Ifthe series is truncated at  a max- 
imum index, 'I", then 
where 
This matrix can easlly be inverted and solved for pm and Ern Now having the 
gla and him coeflicients, bske magnetic Rcld can be calculated at  any poivat in 
the region between the photosphere and the source surface using Equations 
3-1, 2, 3. The details of the implementation of this procedure on the com- 
puter can be Bound in Appendix I. 
Our method of computing the potential field requires that  the solution 
be determined over the wholc surface of the s u n  whenever the fielcls are cal- 
culated. Since less than half of the solar surface can be observed a t  any 
given time, the observations which determine the inner boundary conditions 
must be taken over an extended period of time. The photospheric fields used 
are takcn from the synoptic charts constructed from the daily magneto- 
grams taken a t  Stanford as  described in Chapter 2. For a given 360' of Car- 
rington longitude the observations are obtained over a period of -27 days. 
Thus "rapid" evolution of the larger scale features of the solar magnetic field 
is not handled well by this model since Lhe model must  assume that the 
observed boundary conditions arc  thosc w h c h  apply over the wliole surface 
of the globe a t  the tjrne of ci;lculation. 
It is important t o  realize that  Carrington coordinates refer both to time 
and to position on the sun. The Carrington coordinate system is a fixed, rigid 
grid which rotates with a mean synodic period of 27.2753 days. The Carring- 
ton time is Cleterrnined from the longitude of the point a t  central meridian 
and the number of times that location has crossed central meridian since 
Lord Carrington first s tarted counting solar rotations on November. 9, 1853. 
During each rotation the longitude at  central meridian decreases from 880" 
to 0'. Thus Carringtan Rotation 1642 : 5' and 1612 : 355O are separated in 
time by about 26 days, though they refer to physical locations on the sun 
separated by only 10'. 
In addition to  the time evolution of lhe magnetic field, a further compli- 
cation arises because of the differential rotation of the sun. The equatorial 
regions have a synodic rotation period close to 27 days while the polar 
regions rotate only every 32 days. Because the Carr~ngton grid does not 
rolate differentially, the data from 360 Carrington degrees will not include 
data from the entire solar surface; a t  higher latieudes every longitude will 
net pass central meridian during the 27.28 day Carrington interval. For- 
I;\bnately t h s  effect is greatest Ear from the equaCor where the structure is 
usually simple. However, this may account for part  of the zero offset or 
"monopole" component of the magnetic field discussed briefly below. 
In most previous work the magnetic field on the source surface was com- 
puted only once or twice for each Carrington Rotation, i.e. at intervals of 
180'' or 360' in longitude. This forces the beginning (near 966') and the end 
( near 0') of the Carrington Rotation to have tlae same structure, even 
though they are separated in time by 27 clays To avoid t h s  difficulty we 
have computed the field on the source surface many times for each rotation, 
beginning successive calculations a t  10' ~ntervals. From each such calcula- 
tion only the central 30' were retained. This means that  for each strip in 
longitude there were three deeerminations of the fleld, as is shown in Figure 
3-3 below. We cornbincd the results from cach of the calculakions for a given 
longitucle by weighting the three valiaes in the ratio 1:2:1. In this way the 
fficld was determined from the observations w h c h  most nearly corresponded 
to the actual field configuration lor LhaL lime and place. 
For example, in calculating khe source surface field for Carrington Rota- 
"Lon 1642 we placed a window on the data in the interval from 355' to Do long- 
itude. The observations of the pholospheric fields a t  355' were taken on May 
27, 1976, whllc the obscrvai;ions at to 0' were taken on June 23, some 27 days 
later. On the sun's s ~ ~ r f a c e  these points are physically adjacent,. The fields 
must be continuous on the sun's sarrface a t  a given time, but the photos- 
pheric fields observed 27 days aparL are not constrained in this way since the 
fields may evolve in the intervening month. 'I'he photosphcric data near the 
edges  ol the window, i.e. 365' and O o ,  were observed nearly 27 days apart and 
any secular field evolution would be  more likely to affect the results there. 
liowever, near the center of the data window the nearby longitudes would 
have been observed at times as close to that  of the longitude under con- 
sideration as possible. Retaining only the central 30" of each calculation 
'minimizes the affect of this problem. 
s tc .  
Figure 3-3: The global (360') solution of the potential field (PF) model is computed 
once for each s tep  of 10' in CarringLon lorlgitude. From each PF calculation the 
results for the central 3 0 5 r e  retained. Values a r e  labelled by Longitude -- Computa- 
tion Number. Rows represent the 30' retained from each of five successive PF calcu- 
lations. After the  f i s t  2 PF calculations there are  three determinations of the source 
surface field strength a t  each longitude (column). The data nearest central meridian 
(starred) receives double wejght when combining t h e  three values. The data resolu- 
tion io 5'. 
The next calculation would run from f 612:315 to 1643:350 and we would 
again retain only the central 30' .  The third calculation would run from 
1642:335 to 1643:340. A& this point there wo~bld be three determinations for 
the field a t  longitude 170; in thc Arst calculation 1 7 0 h a s  7.5' from the 
center of the window; in  the second 2.5'. and in the t h r d  12.5'. A weighted 
average would then be computed with the weight of the determination 
nearest the center of the data window given twice the weight of the other 
two, 
Cwm=ectiwn t o  the  Data 
The Sun's polar field strength is very important for the potential field 
model results (Pneuman e l  al, ,  1978, Burlaga e t  al. 1981, Hoeksema et al. 
1982, and Levine et a] . ,  4982). The Stanford magnetograph is a low resolution 
instrument and does not measure the polar flux complctcly. Only when the 
polar fields arc corrcctcd is the configuration of the magnetic struclure 
correctly predicted. Svalgaard e l  al. (1878) found that near minimum a 
s t i -ox ,  sharply peaked polar field of the form 1 1  5 cos" G best represented 
the usually omitted polar field. A correction of this form has been added to  
the line-of-sight lnagnetic field when performing these computations. The 
precise nature and forrn of' this correction and its change through the solar 
cycle will be discussed in more detail in ChapLer 4 
The method as described above is the same as that  used in Hoeksema et 
al. (1982). One further  correci;ion has been added to account for the zero 
sflset in the field. Using the composite dataset described above, for each 
longitude, LO, we compute the average field strength of the 360' region in the 
-5mal dataset (onc complete rotation) centered on LO and record the rcsult. 
To the exlent that  we accurately measure the total solar magnetic flu this 
would represent the monopole component of the field. Our final dataset con- 
sists of 30 field values equally spaced in sine latitude from North to South for 
each 5' in Carrington longitude and the zero offset te rm.  Decause we believe 
t h a t t h e  zero oEset i s  largely due to isolated regions of unbalanced measured 
flux and to eflects of local field evolution which "contaminate" the global 
field, the "monopole correction" i.s subtracted whenever the data is 
retrieved. Ths  form is the same as that  used in Iloeksema e t  al. (4,883). The 
meaning and significance of the zero offset will be considered in more detail 
in Chapter 4. 
Fo's.sm of Results -Melds & RuEtipoke Co-mponeats 
There are three forms of data which result fram bhe potential field 
model calculation: the radial magnctic field a t  the source surface, the har- 
monic coeflicients, and the 3-component vector field beeween the photo- 
sphere and the source surface. This section very briefly summarizes the 
meaning of each type of data and describes the presentation of each form. A 
detailed discussion of the results will be deferred to later chapters. 
The model requires that the field at the source surface be radial; there- 
fore, there is only one componcnt of the field on that surface. The assump- 
tion is that  the energy of the accelerating solar wind overcomes the energy 
of LRe magnetic field and carries the field lines radially outward into the 
heliosphere. Thus the pattern of the magnetic field a t  the source surface 
extends into the heliosphere along Archmedian spiral lines. Therefore the 
source surface field forms a crudc map of the magnetic fields throughout thc 
inner heliosphere. Of course the c o n r g ~ ~ r a t i o n  is subject to change due to the 
dynamic interactior-is of the solar wind plasma as it travels outward and to 
any further field interactions which may occur beyond Lhe radius of the 
source surface (e.g. Schatten, 1871b; Suess et al. 1877.) 
To represent the source surface fields we use a contour map of the mag- 
netic field strength as shown in Figure 3-1 for Carrington Rotation 1656 in 
June 1977. This particular rotation shows a structure typical of the rising 
phase of the solar cycle. The format is the same as the synoptic charts 
shown in the previous chapter.  Carrington longitude is on thc x-axis and lati- 
tude on the y-axis. In this and subsequent plots the latitude scale will be 
shown in equal steps of latitude, though the data and thc computations arc 
done wiLh a grid spaced in equal steps of sine latilude. This is done for ease 
of comparison with other solar data published in similar form. 
Because of the rcsolution of the Stanford magnetograph and the conver- 
sion to equal steps in lakilude, there is no daLa above 7 0 " .  The Carrington 
rotation and longitude arc shown below. The datc of central meridian pas- 
sage of 180' is given a t  the upper right. The contour levels are at. 0, *I,  5 ,  
PO,  20, and 50 microtesla. This may be compared with the contour levels of 
0, k100, 200, 500, ... microtesla on the photospheric plots. Negative contour 
lines a re  dashed, the first thickened solid contour is the neuLral line, and 
Ih'igure 3-4: Computed magnetic field contours on a spherical source surface concen- 
t r ic  with the Sun a t  a radius of 2.35 R, for Carringlorl Rotation 1656, begirining 13 
June 1977. The solid contour lines represen1 field direct.ed away from t h e  Sun with 
observed field strengths 1, 5 and 10 microtesla; the dashed contours represent field 
directed toward the Sun. The observed field strengths should be multipled by a factor 
of 1.0 to accoul t  for rr~agrletograph saturation (Svulgsurd et  al, 1978). The heavier 
line shows where the direction of the computed field changes from away to towards, 
and is assumed to be the source of the heliospheric current sheet. The i and - sym- 
bols represent daily values of the polarity of the interplanetary magnetic ficld ob- 
sewed a t  Earth, adjusted for the five day transit time of solar wind from Sun to  
Earth. 

subsequent. solid contours rcprescnt positive flux regions. As discussed in 
the following chapter,  the plus arid minus signs represent the interplanetary 
magnetic field polarity measured a t  Earth and corotated back to the sun. In 
this plot the source surface radius was placed at 2.35 solar radii and the 
st.andau.d polar field correction was made. The zero offset was very small and 
has not been removed. 
Full page contour plots of the source surface magnetic field For Cnrring- 
ton Rotations 1641 through 1739, May 1976 through September 1983, can be 
found in Hoeksema (1984). In that report the source surface radius was fixed 
a t  2.5 solar radii, the standard polar field correction was made, and the zero 
offset was removed. Reasorls for these choices will be discussed in later 
chapters. 
The harmonic coefficients can be used to calculate the field in the 
region between the photosphere and the source surface. For investigation of 
the heliosphcric fields, expansion of the fields out to order 9 of the spherical 
harmonics seems to be more than suBicient. Calculations including higher 
orders show negligible differences in the field a t  the source surface. For 
investigation of regions near the photosphere onc should really use more 
terms. The resolution ol' Lhe SLanIord data lirnils the calculal~on to approxi- 
mately ordcr 23. 
Tn the normalization used hcre for the associated legcndrc functions, 
the gl, and hl, coeflicients refer. to Ihe magnitudes of the rnull~pole com- 
ponents of the magnetic field multiplied by (21 +!)%. Thus the goo  term is thc 
monopole term,  the g l o  tern1 is the standard polar dipole, the g,,  term is the 
equatorial dipole, and the h,, is the equatorial dlpole oriented 90' out of 
phase with g, , .  To compare the magnitudes of the dipole componenls with 
the monopole term, each coefficient must be dividcd by fl. Higher tcrrns 
refer to the quadrupolc, octupolc, and higher moments. The principle index, 
1, is the total number of circles-of-nodes on the sphere for that multipole and 
the second index, m, is the number of those nodal circles passing through 
the pole. As shown In Figure 3-5, y 7 ~  is the harmonic wilh seven circles of 
nodes in the horizontal directlon, i.e. zonal structure; g7, refers to the har- 
monic with seven circles of nodes passing through the pole forming sectoral 
Figure 3-5: The Purrrn vP the spllerical Iiarrnonlic functions: the Z O I : ~  harmonic, P;; 
ihe tesseral ha r rno~ ic ,  PF; and the sectoral harmonic, P;. 
( i .e ,  rneridional) structures; and g75 ~ l r ~ u l d  have two lines of nodes parallel to  
the equator and five passing through i h c  pales. Thc h coefficients are dis- 
placed SO0 in t h e  longi l~ldinal  d i r ec t ion .  
The following table contains the harmonic csefficiet~ks fop. CarringLon 
Rotatian 1856, The coefficients For each Carrington Rotation can be fotmd in 
the same format in Hoeksema (1984). The row number is the primary index, 
k, of  .the harmonic, the column is the secondary index. m. S~abstituking these 
bat0 equations 3-1,2,3 allows computat.on of the potential field. These were 
calculated including the polar field carrection with the source surface at 2.5 
solar radii. 
Between t he  source s~ l r face  and t h e  photosphere all three c o r n p o n ~ n t s  
of the  field can be cornpuLed from Lhe g's and  h's Thr presentation and 
~nterpre ta t lon  of the data becomes more  complex As the radlus approaches 
the photosphere, the higher order Lerms which depend on bccorne 
more proralinelik and the structure begins LQ resernbIe t he  complex 
photospheric structurc rather than the relatively simple structure in the 
interplanetary medium. Because the calculations have been completed only 
to  order 9, the structure near the photosphere is also much simpler than the 
measured Eield Comparison of the fields calculated for a varlety of max- 
imum orders of the expanslon will be discussed in a later chapter 
Figure 3-6 shows the field direction at  1.1 R, for a source surface radius 
of 2.5 R, at a height of 1.1 R, for Carrington Rotation 1656. At each grid 
point, marked by plus symbols, an arrow is drawn to show the direction of 
the field cornpuked from the d and p components. The zero contour of radial 
field is drawn and the arrows corresponding to a negative radial field com- 
ponent are dashcd. The y-axis is scaled in sine latitude. This plot gives no 
Figure 3-6: The direction of the magnetic field a t  1.1 Ro far Carrington Rotation 1656. 
The arrows show the directiorl of the field at each grid point bu t  not the magnitude. 
The contour line separates regions of positive arid negative radial field. The arrows in 
negative field regions are dashed. The l a t i t ~ ~ d e  is scaled in sine latitude. 

information about the magnitude of the field. It should be noted that the 
results shown are from a single computation of thc field for the entire Car- 
rington Rotation and that the zero offset has not been removed. The polar 
fieL$ correction has been made to the data. Near the surface the zero offset 
has even less effect. than a t  higher altitudes because its relative importance 
decreases with decreasing altitude. It is interesting to note both the similar- 
ities and differences from the plot of the source surface field and the photos- 
pheric fields for this rotation. 
We now turn to a more extensive discussion of the comparison of the 
source surface fields and the interplanetary field polarity. Using this com- 
parison the best source surface radius can be determined and the strength 
of the polar field correction can be verified. The zero offset correction will 
also be discussed. 
Chapter 4 -- Setting the Parameters 
The previous chapter described the potential field model. Before 
proceedng to an investigation of tlne evolution O F  the heliospheric magnetic 
&eld structure, the source surface radius must be determined, the polar field 
correction must be investigated, and the handling of the monopole com- 
ponent must be discussed. To determine the best alternative in each case, 
the polarity of the interplanetary magnetic field ( T W F ~  predicted by the 
model and that measured a t  the Earth are compared. Thus the method used 
should give the most accurate prediction of the large scale polarity structure 
at Earth. It should be emphasized that  the Earth is not a very sensitive 
probe of the heliosphere, since it never travels more than 7.3" from the solar 
eqpator. 
After explaining how the IMF polarity is determined near the Earth and 
predicted by the model, we discuss the correlation of the two for a given 
sowce surface radius and polar field strength. Then the factors influencing 
tine selection of the source surface radius and the effect of varying the radius 
ail the large scale configuration of the source surface field will be discussed. 
Ihc  polar field corrcction of Svalgaard c t  al.  (1978) has bccn extrapolated 
through the polar field reversal at maximum and the effect of the polar field 
strength and. the source surface radius on the correlation with khe observed 
IMF polarity is shown. Finally the origin and handling of the zero offset or 
"m~nopole" component will be explained. 
Spacecraft provide the mosL reliable determination of the interplane- 
tary field, but when spacccralt data are unavailable the daily polarity can be 
y ~ . t e  accuralely inferred from geomagnetic data using the method described 
by Svalga.at-d (1975). The IMP' polarity datasct is constructed using a three- 
slep process. 
From the high resolution spacecralt data, hourly averages of the field 
direction are computed. For each 24-hour interval no more than half of the 
data may be  missing. For a polariLy to be assigned, a t  least 7 / 3 2  of the 
hourly averages must be of the same polarity, otherwise the day is desig- 
naked mixed. 
After the computer makes the original assignment, a n  observer familiar 
wilh the interplanetary data, in this case Leif Svalgaard, Grazia Borinni, or 
John Wilcox, checks the value for each day. The IMF pola~i ty  is usually organ- 
ized into a few strong sectors per solar rotation with some short periods of 
opposate polarity imbedded wiehin them. Using plots of the data for an  entire 
rotation, the observer judges the character of each day with respect to the 
large scale sector structure and verifies each day's p ~ l a r i t y  assignment. 
Finally, the inferred polarity data is included for those days for which no 
spacecraft polarity can be assigned. Thus lor each day therc is a value 
corresponding to field directed predominantly away from the sun along the 
spiral field direction (+I), toward thc sun (-I) ,  or mixed (0). 
For comparison with the IMP' polarity measured a t  Earth the model must 
predict one polariey value per day; al, corresponding to days when the aver- 
age ficld direction points away from the sun, -1, corrcsponding to field 
toward the sun, or 0 ,  when Lhe field is charging or indeterminate. The follow- 
ing paragraphs give a detailed description of the method for making a 
dataset of predicted 4MF polarity. 
Under the assumption of purely radial Wow from the source surface to 
Earth, the  relevant ficld comes from thc subterrestrial point. Using a qua- 
dratic fit to the source surface field maps, the computer interpolates the 
magnetic field value at the heliographic coordinates of the Earth for each 3- 
hour time interval (about every 2 degrees of longitude). Positive three-hour 
iraLervals are assigned a positive polarity and a corrcsponding assignment is 
made for negative regions. Field values less than 0.00 1 microtesla (a value 
small  a t  any relevant source surface radius) receive a zero. Using a typical 
source swf,acc radius of 2.35 R, this results in about five 3-hour intervals of 
indeterminate polarity in the interval 1976 - 1982. One m ~ p h t  argue that  a 
zero polarity should be assigned for some larger range of field values since 
there  a r e  uncertainties In the cur ren t  shpet location However, eonsidcring 
the variation of field s t rength with source surface radius and solar cycle, it 
would be difficult t o  choosc a meaningful cutoff value. Unccrtainky in t he  
neutral line location is accounted for as  described below. 
To find Ihe daily polarily eight of the 3-hour values described above a re  
avcragcd. If a t  least six of the cight values have thc same sign, t ha t  day is 
assigned a polarity. Otherwise the day receives a zero. T h s  corresponds t o  
an  uncertainty i n  longitude of about 3'.  Uncertainty in lati tude is nod con- 
sidered. About 100 days Iron1 May 1978 to  December 1982 a re  undetermined, 
T h s  is roughly equivalent &o the number of mixed polarity days in t he  meas- 
i ~ r e d  IMF polarity dataset  and corresponcls to about cne diiy per  rotation. 
In order to compare the measured and predicted polarities the propaga- 
i o n  time of the signal from the sun 's  surface to 1 AU must  be accounted for. 
ln simply using the measured solar wind speed to map the measured YMF 
back to the s o w c e  surface two severe problems a re  encountered: 1) velocity 
data  coverage is much  less complete t h a n  the polarity da ta  and 2) when the 
velocity increases significantly with Lime, several days of int.erplanetary field 
may  appear  to  come from a single longikude since the propagation t ime may 
vary from 2% to 5 days. 
Anoeker altcrnativc is to map the values on the source surface ouLward 
using to  some rule relating velocily and field s t rength (or  distance f rom 
cu-ren t  skeet ,  o r  t h e  latitude differcnce of the cur ren t  sheet  and Earth,  o r  
IB'] ,  o r  ...) Besides t he  difficulty in deciding which quantily to  use in what 
way, t h s  would require computation of Lhe solar wind interactions in t ransi t  
which is Tar beyond the scope of this iavestig a t '  ion. 
Figure 4-1: The IMF polarity observed at  Earth is preserlled i n  the the Bortels c h a r t  
format .  Each row has 27 boxes with the  polarity for each  day indicated in a box. A 
Tdlcd box indicates  toward polarity; a hatched box indicates jndekei-rninate polarity; 
a n  ernply box indicates  away polarity. This fo rmat  emphasizes the 27-day recur rence  
pa t t e rn  in t hc  polarity and  t he  large-scale s t r uc tu r e  over many ro la t io r~s .  
Figure 4-2: The IMF polarity computed  a t  Che source surface by t he  model is presen t -  
ed in t h e  sarnc fo rma t  a s  Figure 4-1. Thc plot is displaced by five days to accanni  for 
t he  solar  wind t ransi t  t ime  from Sun to Earth. 
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The field is organized into large single polarity sectors both on the 
source surface and as measured in the IME', A comparison of the predictcd 
structure and that observed a t  Earth as shown in Figures 4-1 and 4-2 for the 
interval May 1976 through Scpternbcr 1877 demonstrates this. In this case a 
source surface radius of 2.35 W, and the standard solar polar field correction 
of 11.5 cos@z~ 6 were used. (The choice of interval and how these values were 
determined are discussed in the next two sections.) These figures show the 
data plotted in BarLcls rotations as is customary for gcomagnctic observa- 
tions whch typically have a recurrence period of 27 days. Filled boxes 
correspond to negative polarity days and open boxes to positive polarity. 
The predicted data has been displaced five days to compensate for the tran- 
sit time, Comparison of the two figures shows that  the model predicts the 
large-scale structure quite well and that  most of the disagreements occur 
near sector boundary crossings or as isolated events likely due to transient 
events. A portion of the disagreement near boundary crossings is caused by 
OW use of a constant five-day solar wind transit time from s u n  to Earth, since 
in fact there are some variations in the actual transit times. O n  the onc day 
scale used in plotting Figures 4-1 and 4-2, however, these variations in transit 
time would not make a large cffcct. 
Since most of the disagreements between the two do occur in the loca- 
tion of sector beunda~ies ,  this means that the comparison is sensitive t o  the 
propagation tirne only near thc edges of sectors. Near sector boundaries the 
solar wind velocity is Lypically relatively low (Wilcox and Ness. 1965). This 
explains thc long five-day lag which is greater than the average solar wind 
transit time. Solar wind velocities near sector boundaries also show relatively 
little scat ter ,  suggesting that  the approximation of boundary speed by a sin- 
gle value is not unreasonable. 
Using this approximation a reasonable comparison of the two quantities 
Figure 4-3: Thc cross correlation between the IMF polarily predicted from the adopt- 
ed computation ol the lleliasplieric current sheet and the polarity observed at  Earth. 
The lag of the first peak is five days, which represents the transit time from Sun to 
Earth of the solar w i r d  near the sector boundaries. 

using a constant lag time can be made. Computation of the correlation 
between thc predicted field polarity at lhe sub-terrestrial point on the 
source surface and the lMF polarity obscrved a t  Earth for a variety of lags is 
shown in Figure 4-3 for the interval May 1976 to September 1977. The first 
peak a t  5.0 + 0.3 days represents the transit time for the solar wind plasma 
to transport the magnekic field from sun to Earth near a boundary. The five 
day lag corresponds to a solar wind velocity of 350 km/s .  The relatively slow 
decline in amplitude 01 the peaks near 32 days, 59 days and 86 days shows 
that the large-scale IMF structure is quasi-stationary. The intermediate 
peaks are caused by the four-sector nature of the IMF structure a t  this time. 
The 27 day differcncc in "Lime between the peaks at 32 days and 5 days shows 
that the recurrence time of the IMF is close to 27 da.ys. 
In the discussion so far the IMF polarity observed a t  Earth has been 
compared with the source surface field polarity a t  the heliographic latitudc 
of the Earth. What happens if instead we compare the observed IMF polarity 
a t  Earth with the polarity on the source surface 5 degrees north of the sub- 
terrestrial lali&ude? Figure 4-4 shows thab the maximum cross correlation 
decreases from 0.64 to 0.54. These results refer to the same 1976 - 19'77 
interval with the same parameter values. Figure 4-4 demonstrates that the 
sub-terrestrial latitude on the source surface has the most similar magnetic 
polarity structure to that observed at Earth, and that even a few dcgrees 
north or south of the sub-terrestrial latitude the correlation with the 
observed field is smallcr. 
Figure 4-4: The maximum cross correlation betwccn thc IMF polarity rcdicted from B a cunr~puted current  sheet on a source surface a t  2.35 H ,  with 11.5 COS d G added po- 
lar field and t h e  TMF observed a l  Earth as  a f ~ n c l i o n  of the latitude on the source stir- 
face a t  which the field polarity was  predicted. In the abscissa, zero represents the 
heliographic latitude of the Earth. 
Figure 4-4 
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Choosing t h e  S o u r c e  S u ~ f a c e  Radius 
Different authors have used various criteria for choosing the source sur- 
face radius. Schatten e t  al. (1989) used energy considerations, eclipse pic- 
tupes, field slrength extrapolated to 1 AU, and complexity of the sector 
structure to set the source surface radius, Rs = 1.6R, .  This referred pri- 
marily t o  Ihe areas over large weak field regions, Altschuler & Mewkirk 
(1969) used the shape of structures over active regions observed during 
eclipses to set  = 2.5ff0. Thc differcncc lies in the typc of region over 
w h c h  the potential field is being calculated. Several studies suggest that 
open field lines occur lower over quiet regions than they do over active 
regions (Zirker, 1977; Schulz e t  al., 1878, Burlaga e t  al., 1978; Levine e t  al., 
1982.) E'or example Levinc (i977a,b), and Pneuman e t  al. (1978), use a 
source surface r a d ~ u s  of 1 6  R, to study the large scale open fielcl regions 
wldle Jackson ili Lcv~ne (1981) use 2 6 R, to study the area above active 
reglons. Eevine (3482) extended this relation and used 1.8 R, near sunspot 
minimum and 2.6 R, near maximum 
In &his study tkc optimum source surface radius is empirically deter- 
mined for each of three intervals by con-iputing the source surface field over 
a range of radii and comparing the resulting 1MF predictions with the lMF 
measurements. This optimizes the agreement of the model with the large 
scale IMF polarity structure In order Lo first investigate an interva.l durlng 
which the polar field did not change and the level of solar activity remained 
relatively constant, the time period May 18'76 t h o u g h  September 1977 was 
chosen. The results for this interval arc shown in Figure 4-5. The correla- 
tion, labelled on the vertical axis, 1s shown for varlous source surface radli 
ranging from 1.6 to 3.1 Q .  Each line corresponds to a diffcrcnt magnitude of 
Figure 4-5: Maximum correlation between the IMF polarity predicted from the com- 
puted heliospheric current sheet and the I51F polarity observed a t  Ear-th as a function 
of t h e  source surface radius on which the  current  sheet  was computed. Source sur- 
faces were computed with an added solar. polar field strength of 11.5 cossfi G a s  com- 
puted by Svalgaard et al. (1978), and for other values of the added solar polar field as 
sPIowp1. 
MAXIMULA CORRELi44~10N V S *  SOURCE SURFACE RADIL'S 
SOURCE SURFACE RADILJS 
the polar field correction. The polar field correction will be explained in 
more detail in the next section. The solid line represents the results using 
the standard pohar field correction of Svalgaard e t  al. (1978) discussed below 
A t  each radius the maximum correlation occurred with a lag of five days 
between the source surface and 1 AU. The largest correlation occurs for a 
source surface of radius 2.35 R, (with the expected polar field correction) 
and corresponds to correct prediction of the IMF polarity on 82% of the days. 
For this reason most of the results for this time period refer to calculations 
with this source surface radius and polar field correction. For comparison, 
the polarity inferred from geomagnetic data agrees with spacecraft meas- 
ured polarity 85 - 90% of the time (Svalgaard, 1975). Considering that  this is 
a p r e d i c t i o n  using photospheric data and Lhat most of the discrepancies 
occur in the day or two near boundary crossings, this is a good success rate.  
The figure suggests that diflerences of up to a quarter solar radius h.ave little 
eflect on the correlation. The correlations for R, = 1.6R, and R, = 3.1 R, are 
noticeably poorer. Correlations for other intervals are presented in the next 
section after discussing thc polar field correction. 
It is also interesting to sec how varying R8 changes the computed ficid. 
Figure 4-6 shows the configuration of the current  sheet for Carrington Rota- 
tion 1656 calculated with scvcral diffcrcnt source surface radii. Each calcu- 
lation included the standard polar field correction. Since the higher order 
multipole componcnts Pall off with incrcasing dependance on radius, T-(""), 
increasing the source surface radius essentially filters out the higher order 
contributions, For a given set  of coefficients t h s  will emphasize the dipole 
term. Of course the harmonic coefficients do change as R, varies, though 
since the photospheric boundary condition is the same they do not change a 
great  deal. The neutral lincs in Figure 4-6 demonstrate this effect quite 
graphically. With R, =l.BR,. the neutral line shows quite a bit of structure 
Figurc 4-6: Computed current sheets for Carrington Rotation 1656 beginring 13 June 
1977 for source surfaces a t  several diEerent radii. as indicated. As t h e  radius of the 
source surface is increased the computed current sheet approaches the  solar equa- 
tor. 

and exLends lo relatively high latitude. As the radius incrcases the amount 
of s t r u c t ~ v e  due Lo the higher order terms decreases and the polar dipole is 
emphasized, pushing the current sheet closer to the equator. 
Interestingly, all of the computed current sheets in Figure 4-6 agree 
almost equally well with the observed IMF polarity. Thus a comparison of the 
IMF polarity predicted from a computed. current sheet with the IMF polarity 
observed a t  EarLh is only a we& test  of the extent in latitude of the com- 
puted current sheet. A spacecraft observing a t  large heliographic latitudes 
would give the definitive answcr to the problem of the extent in latitude of 
the heliographic current sheet. 
Stenflo (1971), Howard (19771, and Svalgaard e t  al. (1978), have pointed 
out that  conventional line-of-sight field observations made by solar magneto- 
graphs do not directly measure all of the solar polar magnetic field. Pneu- 
man e t  al. (1978), Buriaga et al. (1981), Hoeksema e t  al. (1982, 1983), and 
Levirle e t  al., (1982) have shown the importance of the sun's polar field 
strength for the potential field model results. This is especially true near 
sunspok minimum when the polar fields are strong and the lower latitude 
fields are  relatively wcak. Wilcox e t  al. (1980) computed the hsliospheric 
cuprent sheet configuration for early 1976 using solar magnetograph obser- 
vations from Mt. Wilson Observatory which did not include the solar polar 
magnetic field only partially observed in daily solar rnagnetograrns. As a 
result the computed extent in Iatitudc of thc heliospheric current sheet was 
Figure 4-7: The diagram shows the approximate location and sizc of the northern- 
most aperture on the Sun during tlie observations For a nlagnetograrn. The aperture 
is 3 a rc  minutes square. Ten-day averages of the field strength measured in this 
aperture fr.oni May 1976 through December 1982 are plotted. The annual variation 
due to  the inclination of the solar pole t o  the  ecliptic can  be clearly seen. Before po- 
jar field reversal the average field strength was about 95 microtesla. After reversal it 
was about. 45 microtesla. The straight lines show the  scaling factor used to determine 
the polar field correction throughout this intcrval with 11.5 c o s 8 ( ~ )  G being the 
canonical value in 1976-7'7. 

probably loo large, as was pointed out by Burlaga e l  al. (1981) 
That some of the polar dux escapes detection can be seen in the Stan- 
ford rneasurernents by considering the field measurements obtained in the 
apertures nearest the poles. Figure 4-7 shows a diagram of the northern- 
most aperture of a Stanford magnetogram relative to the solar disk. The 
aperture is 3 arc-minutes square. Ten-day averages of the field strength 
measured in this aperture arc shown tor May 1976 through December 1982. 
Svalgaard eL al. (1978) studied the interval May 1976 t h o u g h  Sek?tember 
1877, a time whcn the solar polar field was not changing. By considering the 
annual varialion in measured field strength due to the 7' inclination of the 
solar rotation axis to the ecliptic plane they determined the strellgth of the 
field in the northern and southern polar regions. Their study diseovcred that 
an additional sharply peaked radial field of the form 14.5 cos08 G was 
required to reproduce the observed annual variation in the polar apertures. 
(This is the value corrected for magnetograph saturaeion.) 19 is the colati- 
tude. This annual variation can be clearly seen in Figure 4-7, as can the 
reversal of the field polarily which occurred near the end of 19'd9. The 
corresponding plot for the south pole, shown in Figure 4-8, is very similar. 
Pneuman e t  al. (19713) cornputccl the field on a source surface locatcd a t  
2 .5  KO during &Re Skylab period in 1973 and found that their computed neu- 
tral tines were systematically poleward of the brightness maxima observed a t  
4.8 R, with the K-coronameter a t  Mauna Loa, Hawaii. If the fields above 70' 
latitude measured with the full disk magnetograpln a t  K ~ t t  Peak National 
Observatory were increased to about 30 gauss this effect was removed. This 
is a much larger correction for the solar polar field than that determined for 
the Stanford data. The reason for the difference from this work is not clear. 
Pneuman e t  al. (1978) suggested other possible causes for their systematic 
poleward displacement of the neutral line; to the extent that thesc operated 
Figure 4-8: 1'he corresponding curve for the southernmost aperture shows that the 
polar field in this hemisphere evolved much like the  northern field. Frorn these 
curves the polar field in each hemisphere appears to have reversed a t  the same t ime.  
The magnitudes of the fields were also very similar. 

the solar polar field correction would bc reduced, A difference in solar mag- 
netograph calibrations between Kitt Peak and Stanford may contribute to 
the clifferertt corrections, furthermore thc solar polar field strength may 
liave been diberent in 1973 and 1976. 
We can now finish the discussion of Flgure 4-5 which shows the maximum 
correlation of the predicted and observed IMF polarities for the interval stu- 
died by Svalgaal-d e t  al. (1%"). Each curve refers to  the results computcd 
for  a single value of the polar field correction a t  several source surfa.ce radii, 
'l'he solid curve represents the st.andard correction described above, 
11.5cosad 6.  The best correlation occurs when the standard correction is 
applied to the data. This occu rs  with Rs = 22.5 R,. 
For comparison the potential fielcl model has been calculated using 
polar field corrections of different magnitudes. The short-dashed line shows 
the correlations with no polar field added. The other lines refcr to  correc- 
tions of M and 1% times the standard correction. Apparently any polar correc- 
tion is better than none. During this interval the correlation for a given PZ, is 
relatively sensitive t~ tho polar field correction, though by varying Rs good 
agreement can be found for any polar correction. While the polar field of 
1 1 . 5 c o s B ~  of Svalgaard et al. (1978) does give the best agreement, the 
differences are not large. 
Figure 4-9 shows computed current  sheets on a typical Carrington rota- 
tion (Rotation 1656 again) for the four values of added solar polar magnetic 
field. The source surface radius is held constant at 2.35 Ro. The current 
sheet for the selected value of 11.3 gauss is shown with a solid line. The 
current sheet shown with short dashes was computed with no added solar 
polar field, and has the largest extent in latitude in Figure 4-9. The dash-dot 
blne is the current sheet computed with 17.3 gauss added solar polar field 
(i.e. one and one half times the preferred value), and has the smallest extent 
Figure 4-0: Corrlputed heliospheric current  sheets  on Carrington Rot.ation 1656 begin- 
alirlg 13 June 1977 for several values of added solar polar magnetic field. As the 
strength of t.he polar field is ~ncreased the computed current  sheet approaches the 
plane of the solar equator. 

in heliographic latitude 
Near 340' longrtude the maxlmurn l a t~ tude  of the current  sheet 
decreases from 58 degrees wlth no added solar polar field to 37 degrees for 
17 3 gauss added field. A11 of the computed currcnt sheets in Figure 4-9 
cross the solar equator a t  the sdme IongiCudes and all of the computed 
current sheets agrcc almost equally wcll w ~ t h  the IR'IF polar~ty  observed a t  
Earth. The maximum correlation coefftclents shown in Figure 4-5 for thls 
lnterval are nearly the same for all the values of added solar polar magnetlc 
deld 
It, is interesting that  when a larger [smaller] polar field is added, the 
optimum source surface radius moves lower [higher]. Thls is because during 
this interval increasing the polar field and the source surface radius have a 
similar effect. The polar field correction is anti-symmetric about the equator 
and therefore reinforces the dipole field. This has the effect of pushing the 
current sheet toward the equator as shown in Figure 4-9. Increasing the 
source surface radius tends to emphasize the lower order harmonics, 
specifically thc dipole term. This also tends to  push the current sheet 
toward the equator as showrt in Figure 4-6. 
Another method of verifying the location of the current  sheet is to com- 
pare the structure calculated with the potential field model with that 
inferred from synoptic maps of the observed coronal polarization brightness. 
Using the neutral line inferred from the Mauna Loa coronameter data at 1.75 
2%, and the potential field calculated with R, = 2.35R0 and tkc standard polar 
correction, Wilcox & Huidhausen (1983) made such a comparison for the 
interval Ma.y 1876 through September 1977 near sunspot minimum. On most 
of the rotations compared, the two methods give essenlially the same 
results; the basic shape of the current sheet and the amplitude in solar lati- 
tude of the displacenlent of the currenl sheet from the solar equa.tor are 
similar. 
In early 1976 Pioneer 11 reached a heliographic latitude of 16ON and 
observed a single polarity in the interplarletary medium for several roeations 
(Smith e t  al., 1978). This occurred just a few months before the interval dis- 
cussed here. Since the field changes slowly near minimum, it is significant 
ihat t h s  is consistent with the extent in latitude ol the current sheel  calcu- 
lated for this interval only when the polar field correction is made. 
Wilcox et aL. (1980) used this model wilh Mt. Wilson photospheric data in 
early 1976 to compare with 1-lelios 1 Se !1 rncasurernents of the interplanetary 
field reported by Vlllante et al. (1879). They found good agreement with both 
Earth and spacecraft measurements Prom various latitudes within '7%' of the 
aquator. Unfortunately they neglected the polar field correction as later 
pointed out by Burlaga e t  al. (1981). As a rcsult the cwrcn t  shcct extended 
lo 'rugher latitudes than ihe Pioneer data could allow. This is a. further indi- 
cation of the importance of higher latitude measurements for testing the 
applicability and accuracy of the model. 
During the rising phase of the solar cycle the polar fields weaken and 
near maximurn ultima&ely reverse polarity. Meanwhile the lower latitude 
fields become much stronger. The Svalgaard e t  al. (1978) method requires 
that the polar field remain relatively constant during the year so that the 
annual variation can be used to determine the high latitude field. The same 
method can not be used to ealeulnte the polar correction near maximum, 
since Lhe polar Geld sLrenglli changes subskantially in a year. The strength 
of the solar polar field correction through December 1902 has been deter- 
mined by extrapolating the method of Svalgaard e t  al. (1978). 
The slraight lines in Figure 4-7 show an estimate of the average polar 
Beld strength. This value is used to scale the strength of the polar deld 
aorrection. Thus the standard field of 11.5 cosBd G is added in 1978 - 19'77, 0 
G near the end of 19'79, and a field of about half the original magnitude with 
the opposite sign following 1981. This indicates that  the relative importance 
o? Ihe polar fields in determining the magnetic seructure in the equatorial 
region is probably much smaller near maximum than near minimum, At 
higher heliographic latitudes the cfleets may still be important (Levine, 
1982). Comparison with coronagrapli measurements might be a good way to 
test this. 
The predicted I3tF polarity computed with Pi, ranging from 1.6 Lo 3.1 R, 
for each value of the polar field correction has been determined. As before 
the effects of varying Rs a d  the polar field correction on the correlation of 
IMF polarity predicted by the modcl and that observed near Earth have been 
investigated. Figure 4-10 shows the correlation coeflicient at a lag of 5 days 
to account for the transit time from Sun to Earth vs. source surface radius. 
The data from 1976 through 1982 divided rather naturally into three equal 
parts coinciding roughly with intervals when (I) the polar field was constant,  
(11) the polar field was changing rapidly, or (111) after the field had changed 
polarity. 
Interval I includes May 1976 through June 1878, the rising phase of the 
sunspot cycle which includes the time period discussed above. l'he four 
curves correspond to diffcrcnt values of the polar field correction. Circles 
show the result for no polar field addition; triangles for half the standard 
deld; squares for the standard correction of 11.5 cosR6 G; and plusses lor 1.5 
times the standard slrength. The correlations are somewhat Power than 
those shown in Figure 4-5 because thc year beginning September 1977 was a 
year of large changes in deld configuration and the correlation was worse. 
Similar curves for the period around maxim~.~m,  July 1978 to August 
1980, are labcllcd Interval 11. Almost no differences exist between the curves 
for this interval, which denronstrates the unimportance of the polar field in 
determining the equalorial structure. Interval 111, September 1980 through 
Decembcr 1982, shows the results for the beginning of the declining phase. 
The maximum correlation is subsk.antially higher, due primarily to the 
structure's simplicity during most of 1982. Again the correlation is rather  
insensitive to polar field strength., 
Figure 4-10: Correlation of the measured IMF polarity with that predicted by the 
model vs. source surface radius. The maximum correlation coefficient for the time 
period Kfay 1976 - June 1978 (Tnterval I), indicates an optimum source surface radius 
of about 2.5 & .  Circles show the result computed with no polar field correction; tri- 
=gles for half the standard ficld; sqliares for thc standard polar field correction O F  
11.5 COS'G G; and plusses for 1.5 tinnev that strength. Tnterval IT shows the results for 
the period around maximum, July I978 - August 1980, and Interval 111 for the period 
September 1980 to December 1902. l'he correlation is somewhat higher for this last 
period. The magnitude of the polar ficld correction does not affect the predictions at 
the latitude of the Earth during the later ir~lervals. The later curves show little varia- 
tion wi th  R, so that w i t h  an uncertainty of 0.3 R,, 2.5 R, still seems to be ahout the 
best source surface radius. 
F i g u r e  4-10 
IVAXHVUtwl CORRELATION vs, SOURCE SURFACE RADIUS 
In no interval is there a sharp peak suggesting that one source surface 
radius or polar field strength is clearly the best.  There is, ther~?fore,  sub- 
stantial uncertainty in the seleckion of source surface radius and polar field. 
Good choices are a source surface radius of 2.5 Ro and the standard polar 
field correction. There is no significant change with t h e  in the distance a t  
which the source surface should be located. In light of the insensitivity of 
the determination of the optimum source surface radius, a radius of 2.5 R, 
will be used for the entire span of the data unless otherwise indicated. This 
reflects the uncertainty of abouk 0.25 R, in RE. Interestingly, for no interval 
does the correlation for I%, = 1.6 R, approach the accuracy of 2.5 R,. It 
should again be emphasized that Earth is not a good probc of the heliosphcre 
being limited to solar laeitudes less than 7.3". When the latitudinal extent of 
the current sheet substantially exceeds this limit, the best source surface 
radius or polar Aeld correction c a m o l  be conclusively determined using this 
method. 
'Tibe Monopole  ComponsnC 
Discussion of the monopole component, or  zero obset, is more a con- 
sideration of the errors that contribute to the calculation of the potential 
field model than the determination of some parameter of the model. Whle 
there has been speculation that the sun may have a small monolsole field 
(Wilcox, 1972), the zero offsel determined in this study varies in both rnagni- 
tude and sign on relatively short time scales, suggesting another source for 
this signal, Figure 4-11 shows the monopole component computed a t  each 
10' interval from May 1976 through December 19M3. Scaled in microtesla, 
this figure shows that during most of the interval the zero offset was rather 
small and fluctuated slowly about zero. 
Figure 4-11: The monopole component of the field comprited each 10'. The magni- 
tude of the component varies with the general field slrengh of the photospheric field 
and has an average value very close to zcro (about 0.2 pT ut the source surface). This 
cornpor~ent comes mostly From evolving active regions and differential rotation. 

During only three intervals ncar Carrington times (CT) 1695:220. 
1706:060, and 1743:030, in May 1980, and April and October of 1981, does the 
zero offset becomc very large. In the first two cases the extremely high 
values persisted for only a single rotation; the trend following Rotation 1713 
lasts somewhat longer. Examination of the photospheric data for each of 
these inlervals shows that in no  case is there any missing data  which could 
eontributc to  the signal. However comparison of the photospheric field near 
the edges of the data shows that rapidly evolving active regions probably pro- 
duce this signal. 
Figure 4-12 shows the photospheric field for Carrington Rotations (CR) 
1713 and 1714. Compare the positive region a t  40" longitude just south of 
the equator on the two rotations. The peak field during CR 1713 is about 600 
y T  whereas the maximum strength is well over 2000 F T  in the following rota- 
tion. The region is also located farther to the east in the second rotation 
which adds to the imbalance when corr~putirlg the potential field using a 360" 
interval. Similar strengthening has occured in the neighboring positive 
regions but not in the negative regions. This suggests that  there is an excess 
of measured positive polarity near this longitude. The mean field of the sun 
measured as a star,  also determined a t  the Stanford observatory using an  
independant set of measurements and plotted above the synoptic charts,  
also shows an excess of positive flux for CR 1794. 
Each of the other large excursions in zero offset can be explained in a 
similar manner. This suggests tha t  most of the "monopole" componenl 
arises because of rapid evolution of strong field regions and because of the 
slower than Carrington rotation ra te  of the mid-latitude strong fields. This 
explains why t h s  component varies only slightly near minimum: there arc 
few strong field regions. This also explains why the variations are strongest 
near maximum: there is more Flux everywhere on the sun, more rapid evolu- 
tion of the field configuration, and the active regions occur a t  higher lati- 
tudes where differential rotation effects are more pronounced. After max- 
imum, as the latilude of the active regions decreases, the variations in the 
monopole component bccomc smaller as wcll. 
Other conditions which may produce a acro offset are zero level errors 
in She magnetograph signal, nnagnetograph saturai.ion effects, luminosity 
vreightimg of strong field regions, measurement of only Lhe Line-of-sight com- 
~ o n e n l  of the field, and the tilt BE the polar regions (Pncuman e t  al . ,  1978). 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the S-LanIord instrument was built to measure 
ibe large scale, weak field of the sun. iis such zero level errors have been 
iargcly eliminated and are tested for in conjunction vilth each rneasuremerlt. 
Saturation effects in the large aperture are understood and have the effect of 
scaling a91 the measurements by  a constant factor (Svalgaard e t  aP., 1978). 
>ikminosity weighting is a problem, especially for Ihe largest active regions, 
and probably contributes the most to khe unbalanced flux measi.*red near 
some active regions. 
The effect of measuring only one component of the field is uncertain. 
Svalgaard e t  al. (1978) showed that the 5250A measurements varied with disk 
1.ongitude as if they were radial fields fur both strong and weak field regions. 
This suggests that  except near the poles, the field will be measured guitc 
-aceurakely. One would expect that the annual variation in the tilt o? the 
o d e s  would influence Lhe zero offset, especially near minimum since Lhe 
--~olar field is so strong. However the line-of-sight component of the field is 
very small and, since the Stanford instrument measures the field accurately 
3 d y  to 75" contributes little to the offset. 'L'his can be shown from analysis 
!2f the power speetrlim of the monopole component which shows very little 
,power contribution from frequencies near a l / y e a r .  
Typical field values near rnaxinrm~lrn a1 Lhe photoshere are several him- 
drsd t o  several thousand microtesla. Tlze zero ol"I'set is usualPy less than 20 
c ~ T ,  being only a fcvt per cent of typical ficld values at the photosphere. As 
discussed in Chapter 5, the power in thc zcro oflset is almost always negligi- 
ble compared wiLh the power in the other components. 
Plaving described the zero oflsel, t h e  question of whai lo clo w i t h  it 
remains. Since it arises from errors in \,he magnetograph measurments and 
Figure 4-22: a) Synoptic chart  for CII 1713. b) Synoptic chart for CR 1714. Note the 




problcms with the observation of an evolving field over an  extended period of 
time, it should be rerr~oved. Justification for removing the monopole corn- 
poncnt. comes from a consideration of where it arises relative to the data 
kept in t h s  analysis. 1UosL of the odset comes from rapid evolutionary 
changes in  the field strength near the edges of a dala window. The data kepl 
when constructing the final dataset comes only from the centcr of the data 
window. " r e  monopole t e rm changes the zero level over the whole surface, 
Par from the edges wherc the signal arises, For this reason it is best to 
remove the "monopole" signal to geb the besL representation of the field. 
The question remains of how to do this. Simply excluding the calculated 
monopole from the  field constructed from the g's and h's makes the combi- 
nation of conseculive calculalions difficull because ihe variations in the zero 
oflset create largc jumps between successive 10" calculations of the field. 
T h s  is apparent from the noisy charae:ler of Figure 4-11. A second. alterna- 
tive would be to subtract thc 360° running mean of the monopole corn- 
ponents. But these co~nponents no longer really represent the final dataset 
which is composed of ~ n l y  the central strips of many cornputatj.ons, thc  
monopole coarlponents of wh.ich arise from data far from the central strips of 
the calculations. 
It was finally decided that the besL way to de'xrmine the zero offset was 
for each 5 b t r i p  of source surface data to compute the average field (zero 
offset) for the surrounding 360' .  This is the smooth curve shown in F'g 1 1ure 4- 
13 and represents the best estimate of the zero offset error. This zero offset 
is subtracted from the computed field. The curve has been normalized to  be 
directly comparable with the magnitude of the zero offsets plotted in Figure 
4-1 1 which refer to Ihe photospheric field, 
Figure 4-13: The zero offset removed from the Anal field compu~ation.  Because the 
final datasct is a c0mpasit.e of maRy cornputatiorls, the zero offset Enally removed is 
ealcululed for each longitude from the surrou~idirlg 360'. A s  in Figure 4-11, the rriag- 
nitude refers to the  source surface value. 

In this chapter the modcl introduced in Chapter 3 has been developed to 
a point where it car1 provide useful information about the hcliospheric field. 
Comparison of the IMF polarity measured by spacecraft near Earth with that  
predicted by the model shov~s that  the model predicts the large scale struc- 
ture quite accurately. Unfortunately this is ot~ly a weak test of the model's 
validity; however, it is the only test available $wing the entire interval. 
Using t h s  comparison t.o inveskigate the source smlace radius, the only real 
parameler ol the model, it is Pound &had a source surface radius of about 2.5 
Ro gives a good prediction of llae IMF polarity throughout the entire inlerval. 
The polar field, not completely m e a s ~ ~ r e d  by the magnetograph, has 
been inferred Prom the annual variation in the polar field strength (Svalgaard 
et  al., 1978). This and the fact ihai  Lhe latleudinal extent of "Le current 
sheet is incorrect whcn the polar Ibeld is ignored (e.g. Burlaga e t  al . ,  1881 in 
reference to Wileox e t  al., 1980) indicates that  additional polar field must be 
added to the photospheric dai-a. In ardcr  io t e s t  the inferred polar field 
strength, several values of the corri"ciion were added to the data. Com- 
parison of the measured and predicted IibPP' indicates that thc inferred field 
value near minimum of l i . 5  cos" G (corrccked for magnetograph satura- 
tion) should be added to the data. The polar field correction was rnodificd 
t h o u g h  the cycle as the polar field mreakencd and reversed sign. Around 
maximum. when the low latitude Bclds werc strong and. the polar field weak, 
the form of Ihe added field had little eRect on either the field configuration 
a t  the source surface or the correlati,on with the measured IMF polarity. 
Finally, the nature and significance of the zero offset in the calculated 
field was discussed, Most of the zero offsct arises from the relatively rapid 
evolution of strong field regions. In any case the zero offset is almost always 
very small compared to the rest of thc field. Coniparison of the predicted 
and observed IMF polarity sliows a slight (0.01 - 0.03) improvement in the 
correlation during most, ineervals when the "monopole" computed for each 
longitude is removed. 
Having set  up the model calculation, the results arc discussed in the fol- 
lowing chapter. 
Chapter 5 -- The Heliospheric Field 
At last the investigation of the heliospheric field can begin. The magnc- 
iograph data have been described, the model has been developed, the source 
surface radius, polar flelcl correction, and zero offset have been determined 
and incorporated into "LC model. Even the form in whch the results are 
presented has been described. P'inally wc proceed to learn about the sun! 
In this chapter the configuration of the heliospheric magnetic field is 
described as it evolves from a simple, equatorial structure near minimum in 
1976; to a convoluted structure near maximum in 1980 whicli extends to high 
lalitudes; to a simpler, stable high latitude structure in 1988 - 1983. To do 
this we follow the development of the field at the source surface by discuss- 
ing typical Carrington rotations frsrm each time interval and by presenting 
the computed current  sheets in such a way that the long t e rm evolution can 
be easily seen. This incorporates the analysis of two papers published using 
t h s  data  by Hoeksema e t  al. (1982, 1983). The first interval includes the 
quiet time around minimum Prom May 1976 l o  September 1977. Daaying this 
interval the polar field changed very liLlle, &he current sheet evolved rela- 
tively slowly, and the latitudinal extent of the current sheet conformed with 
the prevailing opinion that the extent in latitude must be rather small. As in 
T-Ioeksema e t  a!. (1982), for  this interval a source surface radius of 2.35 Ro 
evil1 be used since it gave the best correlaLion with the YMF polarily. During 
this period the zero offset was  extremely small and so has been ignored lor 
the field values computed a t  2.35 R,. 
The following scction deals with lnterval 1 which cncompasscs thc 
expanded interval CR 1641 - CR 1869, May 1976 through June 187B. This over- 
laps the original interval bul  includes what. is typically considered the rising 
phase of the solar cycle, As in Hoeksema eP al. (19839, for this and subse- 
quent intervals I fa  = 2.5 R, and 'the zero offsei has been removed. The latitu- 
dinal extent of the current  sheet increases markedly near the end of the 
interval, but Lhe strucLure is a simple deformation of the configuration 
observed in i876. The polar field corrsclion remained consLanL LhroughouL 
this interval. 
During the next inlerval which includes solar maximum, CR 1670 - CR 
1699, dune 19'78 to  September 1888, the polar field reverses. For much ol 
this interval the current  shect  extends to the poles. The structure is quite 
complex and even includes multiple current sheets a t  times. In spite of thc 
more rapid evolution of the field, the large scale struclures continue to show 
lifetimes of several years. 
Interval 111 incl~ades the beginning of Lhe declining phase of the cycle 
from Septernbcr 1800 - December I B B Z ,  CR 1700 - CR 1729. During t b s  time 
the field structure is extremely stable and exhibits both 2 and 4 sector struc- 
ture in the ecliptic plane. The polar field rernains corlstarlt but is opposite in 
sign to that during Interval I with about half the magnitude. Because of the 
stability and simplicity of the ecliptic s tructure,  the accurac;y of the 
predicted IMF polarity increases for this ineerval. 
The computations for I983 show that the latitudinal extent of the 
current sheet remains fairly high and that the structure keeps about the 
same level of complexity for the entire year. The strong field regions are 
extremely stable. The IMF data has not yet become available to us for 1983 
for con~parison with the predicted polarity. 
Solar Miaimurn - 1976 - 1977 
The f i s t  interval investigated includes only the time nearest solar 
minimum when the structure was simple and thc polar field remained con- 
stant.  The structure of the heliospheric current  sheet on a spherical source 
surface of radius 2.35 R, has been computed using the polentiul field model 
during Lhe first year and a hall after the last sunspot minimum, CR 1641 - CR 
1658. The solar polar magnetic field notfully observed in conventional mag- 
netograins has been included. Being very small, the zcro offset has been 
ignored in the analysis of this interval. 
During this time interval there was an electric current sheet that  was 
warped northward and southward of the plane of the solar equator (Schulz, 
4973). North of the cur ren t shee t  the interplanetary magnetic ficld (IMF) 
was directed away from the sun and south of the current sheet the 1MF was 
directed toward the sun. The rnagnctic field polarity (toward or away from 
the sun) a t  the sub-terrestrial latitude on the source surface agreed with the 
interplanetary magnetic field polarity wbservcd or inferred a t  Earth on 827, 
of the days. The interplanetary field structure observed a t  Earth at this time 
is finely tuned to the struc'cure oii low-lakitude fields on the source surface. 
Thc minimum between sunspot cycles 20 and 21 occurred in June 1976. 
During the 18 Carrington Solar Rotations beginning in May 1976 the com- 
puted current sheet was quasi-stationary, having in each solar rotation two 
northward extensions and two southward extensions. This usually produced 
the character is ti.^ four sector structure in the 1MF observed a t  Rarth (Sval- 
gaard and Wiicox, 1975). Occasionally during a rotation one or even both of 
the northward extensions of the current sheet "n~issed" the  Earth resulting 
In a two sector or even a '"ero" sector structure being observed at Earth. 
Wk-ound sunspot minimum the rnaxin~urn extent in latitude or" the computed 
current sheel was about 15°, while b y  'the end of the 18 solar rotations dis- 
cussed hcrc tkc maximum labitudc had increased to  about 45' . Just after 
the tirrle inierval discussed here the maximum latltude of the current sheet 
increased further and the quasi-stationary structure of thc cwrcn t  sheet 
began to  change, so September 1877 seems a nalurlil point to end tlic fvsL 
interval. Furthermore the original Svalgaard c t  al. (1978) analysis of the 
polar field covered this sarne time period. The sh-ruclure of Lhe eompuled 
heliospheric current sheet in later portions of sunspot cycle 24 will be dis- 
cussed in later sections. 
The radial magnetic field cornputed on a spherical source surface a t  2.35 
R, foi- CR 1648 beg~nning 7 November 1878 is shown in Figure 5-1. The neu- 
tral line, corrcsponding to the zero contour, appears as a Lhicl: solid line 
Figure 9-1: A contour n a p  of the radial magnetic field in the same format as Figure 
3-4. but for Carrington Rotation 1640 beginning 7 Novcmber 1976. Mote that  the corri- 
puled heliospheric current  yl-ieet exlerlds only a few degrees in1 latitude frcrn the  
solar equator. 

near the equator. Extension of Llze neutral line radially outward by  the solar 
wind defines the current sheet in the heliosphere. This line will henceforth 
bc referred to as the current sheet.  The solid contours above the current 
sheeh represen& field directed away from the sun with rnagnitu-des &I, 5, and 
10 rnicrotesla, while the dashed contours represent Bcld directed toward the 
sun with the same magnitudes. The predominance of away polarity rnagnelic 
field in most of the northern rcgion of tho heliosphere and of toward field in 
most of the southern heliosphere is apparent in Figure 5-1. In all cases, con- 
t o w s  of' the magnetic field rcfcr to values which are n o t  oorrcctcd for mag- 
netograph saturation. These values shaulcl be increased by a facior of 1.8. 
The magnitude of the polar dcld correction is always quoted in units which 
o i ~ s  corrected for saturation. 
The i- (away from the sun) and - (toward the sun) symbols in Figure 5-1 
represent daily polarities sf the intcrplanckary magnetic field at Ear th  as 
observed by spacecraft (King, 1979a) or ,  when spacecraft observations were 
not available, inferred froin polar geomagnetic observations (Svalgaard, 
1970). The IMF polarities a t  Earth shown in Figure 5-1 have been displaced 
by Avc days corresponding to thc average transit "Lime of solar wind from sun 
to Earth near the Limes when khe large-scale magnetic polarity changes (sec- 
tor boundaries) as  determined by the correlation analysis described in the 
previous chapter. Since the velocity O F  ihe solar wind near sector boundaries 
Is alrnosi always a local rniniinum (Wllcox and Ness, 1965), this transit time is 
longer than the avcrage solar wind transit time. 
The structure exhibitted in CK 1648 is typical of the structure near min- 
mum -- largely equatorial with warps in the current  sheet producing ri sec- 
tors near thc Earth. GI? 1656 beginning 13 June 1977, presented in F'igure 5- 
2, exemplifies the cornputefi field ai; the source surface later in this ~nterval ,  
The extcnt in latitude of the computed current sheet had increased to about 
413', b u t  the same property of two northward excursions anti two southward 
F'igure 5-2: The same format as Figure 5-1, but  for a laier  Carrington Rolation 1656 
beginning 13 June 4977. Kote that the exlernt in latitude of the computed heliospher- 
ic current sheet extends to higher l a t i t~ ;des  than In Fig~:re 5-1. 

excursions in the current sheel (a  Pour sector structure) was st111 ev~denk. A t  
latitudes slightly greater than that  of thc Earth, only two sectors would have 
been observed in either the northern o r  souihern hemispheres. 
Figurcs 5-3 and 5-4 show the computed current sheets and IMF polarities 
observed a t  Earth during ihe '10 solar rotations in this interval. In every 
rotation cxccpt CR 1644 thcrc were two northern and two southern exten- 
sions of the current sheet, eorrespondii?g to  a basic four sector s t r u c t ~ r e .  In 
CK 1645 the computed current  sheet was everywhere sauthward of the helio- 
graphic latitude of t h e  Earth, and the 7MF polarity observed a t  Earth was 
almost entirely away from the sun. This presumably is an  example of the 
situation discussed by Wilcox (1972) in which near the last five (now six) sun- 
spot minima the observed or inferred IMF polarity has been largely away 
E~om the sun during a few consecu-iive rotations. If thc currcnt shect sirnply 
"misses" Ihe Earth near the Lime of a s~mspok minimum Lhe resulting 
predominant IXF' polarity could bc either away from or  toward thc sun 
according to the consideraLions discussed in lhis paper. A predorninal~ce in 
away polarity in the observed photospheric Bcld also discussed by Wilcox 
(1972) would not necessarily he directly related to the situation shown here 
in C16 1645. 
Hundhauscn (1977) noted that  a "monopolar" scctor structure as secn in 
CR 1645 of Figure 5-3 might appear a t  the beginning af n new solar cycle. 
Ilowever, the suggestions that a t  t h s  time "The prominent recurrent  sectors, 
streams and geomagnetic activily sequences should end abruptly" and that  
Figure 5-3: The heliospb,eric current  sheet computed or. a source surface ak 2.35 R, 
on P L ~ I : ~  S U C C ~ S S ~ V C  arrington Rotations, 1641-1649, beginnirlg on 30 April 1976 to 4 
December 1977. Compare for axiirrlple 1k:e curreilt sheet shown here for Carrington 
Rotation 1696 with Chat shown In Figure 5-2. Each succcedi~qg base line (solar equa- 
tor) is displaced by 4 5  degrees heliograpl-iic latitude. The i- and - symbols represent 
daily values of the IMP' polarity observed a t  Earth allowing for the five day transil lime 
of solar wind from Sun l o  Earth. Significant disagreements between the  predicted 
m d  observed THF polarities aPe indicated wi th  a thicker neutral h e .  (The Erst rota- 
tion shown in Ltigure 5-3 is near surlspot minimum.) 
Figure 5-4: The sarrie a s  Figure 5-3, bn'r For the ncxt nine Carricgtorl Rotatians, 16SC- 
1658, beginning 1 January 19'7.7 to 7 August  1977. Note that the extent in latitude of 
the computed current  sheet increases in Che later rotations. 
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"Recurrence with Lhe 27-day solar rolatlon perlod should become rare" are 
not consistent with &her the observed IMF strucLure or the computcd 
current sheets in Flgures 5-3 and 5-4. 
In CR 1658 the computed current sheet had a clear "four sector" struc- 
t w e ,  but was sufhclently Bar souLh of the hel~ographlr latitude of the Earth 
that only two sectors were observcd. This appears to be the samc geometry 
but the opposlte sense from Lhe s~tuatlon In early 1976 described by 
Scherrer et. al. ( 1  977). 
From the s tar t  of Figure 6-3 near i.he minimum of the eleven y'ear sun- 
spot cycle to the end of Figwe 5-11, 1.5 years later,  tlne maximum extent in 
%atiLui%e of the computed cuu-rent sheet increased from about 15" to  about 
45'. Ths  increase is qualitatively similar to but larger than the average vari- 
ation computed by Svalgaard and Wilcox (1976) through the previous four 
sunspot cycles. 
Burlaga et al. (1981) noted that for CW 1639 and CR 1640, just before the 
start  of the interval shown in Figure 5-3, a solar dipole magnetic axis tilled 
about 20' Lo 15' with respect to the solar rotation axis cannot explain thc 
sector pat tern obscrved by Mclios. Thc sector patterns shown in Figure 5-3 
and 6-4 during 1.5 years after the  rotations discussed by Burlaga e t  al. (1981) 
also cannot be explained with a tilted dlpole, as was proposed by Smith e t  al. 
(19711), Villante e t  al. (19791, Smith and Wolfe (1979), Zhao and Wmdhausen 
(1981), and Hakamada and Akasofu (1981). 
On most of thc rotations during 1976 shown in Figure 5-3 the current  
sheet extended more into the southern heliosphere (the case of CR 1644 is 
discussed below), which is consistent with the results of Wilcox ct al. (1980), 
Mwlaga e t  al. (1981) and Villante et al. (1982). The conject7we of Villante e t  
al. (1962) that Ihe currenl sheet during the Tist half of 19'7'7 was confined to 
a narrower latitude region is not consistent with the current sheets shown in 
Figure 5-4. 
In Figures 5-3 and 5-4 ~ntprvals of slgnlficant disagreement between the 
IMF polarlty predicted by thc computed currcnt shect and that actually 
observed are lndlcated by a bar attachcd lo the current sheet W e  note that  
for the mosi. part  the dally polarlty of the IMF observed a t  Earth 1s q u ~ t e  well 
predicted by the computed current sheet; in fact there is agreement on 82% 
of the days. 
ii conspicuous disagreement is associated with the rapid change in the 
computed current  sheet from one rotation to  thc next a t  CR 16e4. This 
change in Ihe computed current  sheek was caused by the appea~ranee of a 
parbicularly large bipolar rnagne tic region in the photospherc. 'l'hc 
corresponding III'IF polarity observed at E a ~ t h  was away on several days dur- 
ing whch the computed current  sheet would lcad to a prediction of toward 
field. It seems possible that  there may have been a region of toward mag- 
netic Beld polarity In the heliosphere c o r r e s p o n d i ~  to this bipolar magnetic 
region, bul a t  a latitude suflieient.ly far north so as  not to intersect the 
Earth, but we have no direct emdence for this. This discrepancy is investi- 
gated in more detail in o later chapter in conjunction with discussion of the 
Mauna Loa coronameter determination of the current sheet. That analysis 
suggests that the potential field configuration for CR I844 is incorrect. The 
zero odset increases during this roLalion. Comparison of the current skeet 
calculated here with that shown in the following section with the zero oflset 
removed shows some moderaiion of the eRects of t h s  unbalanced flux 
region, though the change is not groat. A similar event occurred near 140' 
longitude in the southern hemisphere in CR 1651. 
The rather rapid change in Lhr cornp~~lted current sheet near longitude 
zero from CR 1652 to  CR 1653 was also caused by thc  appearance of a large 
bipolar magnetic region in khe photosphere, but in this case the region 
remained in the photosphere for several rotations, and the corresponding 
ebects on the computed current  sheet  also continued for several rotations. 
In many of the rotaeions shown in Figures 5-3 and 54, the lalitude of the 
current sheet a t  the end of the rotati.on differs significantly from the latitude 
at the start  of the rotation. This illust.rates the advantage gained from com- 
puting the Aeld s t ruc lwe  on the source surface a t  steps of 10 degrees in the 
starting longitude, since if only one computalion were rnadle foi. each rota- 
tion the latitude of the current sheet a t  the beginning and the end of the 
rotation would bc forced to be the same. 
The Rising Phme - 2976 - 1878 
In order to extend the analysis described above, the polar field corrcc- 
tion of Svalgaard e t  al. (1978) had to be extended, as described in the previ- 
ous chapter. Thc extension naturally divided the available data into three 
roughly equal segmenls characterized by (I) constant polar field strength, 
(11) changing polar field strength, and (111) constant polar field of polarity 
opposite to that in Interval 1. The correlation analysis described in Chapter 4 
indicated that a source surface radius of 2.5 R, adequately represented the 
optimum choice lor the entire period. The zero offset has been removed 
from the data for the entire period as well. 
In order to compare with thc calculations dcscribed in thc last section 
and to put the results for later in the rising phase of the cycle in perspective 
with those nearest minimum, all of thc current  sheets from CR 1641 through 
GR 1669 computed with these parameters are presented and discussed. 
Comparison of the results shown below with the earlier results presented 
above show only very small diflerences. This indicatcs that  the uncertainty 
in R, of about a quarter solar radius is reasonable. T h s  also shows that 
except for CK 1641 the zero oflset had litte effect during this period. after 
presenting the results for a representative rotation, as in the previous sec- 
tion, the evolution of the large scale structure for the interval as a whole will 
be discussed. 
The conlow plot in Figure 5-5 depicts Lhe radial field slrength a t  the 
source surface for CR 1665. Tlvs magnetic configuration is characteristic of 
the heliospheric structure throughout 1978. Once again the daily averages of 
IMF polarity measurements made near Earth have been corotated back to  
the source surface at thc heliographic latitude of "Le Ear th  assuming a pro- 
pagation time from sun to EarLh ol five days. 
Figure 5-5: The radial field computed at  the source surface for Carrington Rotation 
1665 is typical of "LC cnterval 1978 - 1979. The sector s t r u c t ~ i r e  a t  Earth is much the 
same a s  it was near minimum Cho~gh the current  sheet extends t o  almost 60' lati- 
tude. 

There are two extensions of the current  sheet  north of the ecjuator and 
two extensions south of the equator, predicting a four-sector structure a t  
Earth, similar to  the structure shown for the earlier par t  of this interval. The 
magnetic Geld polarity on the source surface agrees well with that  observed 
at Earth five days later,  The current sheel extends to a latilude of about 60' 
in each hemisphere so onc would expect that  a spa.cccraft anywhcrc within 
B O b f  the equator would have obscrved a four-sector s tructurc similar to  
that  a t  Earth. This contrasts wi th  the period near solar minimum in 1976 
when the current  sheet extended to only about 1 5 O N  latitude and Pioneer 11, 
at a latitude of 16'N, observed only a single polarity (Smith e t  al., 1978). 
Let us now consider the evo11.1tion of the Aeid structure.  Figure 5-6 
shows the current shccts at the source surface for OR 1641 through CR 1669, 
May 3 878 through June 1878. The format for each rotation is the same as in 
the previous figure except tlial. only the zero contour is plotted (i.e, the locus 
QI the current sheet) and. regions of negative polarity (toward the sun) are 
shaded. 'l'he frames tor each rotahion include an additional hall rotation 
from t h e  prcvious and following synoptic maps a t  thc ends so that  s tructures 
near rotation boundaries can be seen more easily. Most evolution in the 
large scale structure occurs slowly, wjlh a Lime scale of several months. The 
basic pat tern of two northward and two southward extensions of the current  
sheet persists throughout this interval. The locations of maximum latitudi- 
nal extent shift only a littlc in longitude. For examplc, the  northward bulge 
of the current sheet near 30' longitude, already apparent in rotation 1641, is 
present &Inrough at least rolaLion 1878. This corresponds to a persistent 
toward po1arit.y slructure in Lhe observed interplanetary field. Other 
features show much the same longevity with only small, slow drifts in 
Figure 5-6: The heliospheric current sheets for Carrington Rotations 1641 - 1668 a r e  
shown. Regions of negative polarity are  shaded. Each box shows the labelled rotation 
plus an additional half rotation appended to each side; each box is tavo rotations wide 
so that  s tructares near the ends of a rotation can he traced more easily. Vertical 
lines show rotation bomdaries. Horizontal lines denote + Y O 0  and the equator. Rota- 
tions which include ,January 1 a r e  labelled in the center  with the  year. 'The latitudinal 
extent of the current  sheet increases greatly from 1976 to 1978, though the underly- 
ing 4-sector pa t tern  in f.he ecliptic plane persists. Most features can be traccd for at 
least PO rotations and show little distortion by differential rotat,ion. 

longitude. A permanent marked increase in latitudinal extent and size of the 
warps in the current sheet occurs in early 1978 (rotations 1663 - 1665) and 
the pattern begins to drift slowly eastward (lei't). 
Each Carrington rotation is 2'7.28 clays long. Features on the sun which 
rotate with a synodic period of 27 days will arrive a little earlier on each suc- 
cessive rotation. This will bc obscrved as a drift to the right of about 3.5 
degrees per rotation or about. 55' in 15 rotations. For comparison, some 
structures in the IMF recur with a period near 28.5 days (Svalgaard & Wilcox, 
99'85) which would be observed as a rather rapid drift to thc left of about 20' 
per rotation. 
Generally this interval can bc characterized by slow changes in the 
heliospheric magnetic field. The major change is in the latitudinal extent of 
the current sheet.  The large scale structure does not in general participate 
in differential rotation. SLructures spanning wide ranges in latitude persist 
much longer than expected in light of differential rotation. T h s  has been 
noticed before for large scale photospheric magnetic structures (Wilcox e t  
al.. 19'70), for the green line corona ( h t o n u c c i  8e Svalgaard, 1974) and for 
coronal holes ('l'imothy e t  at., '1975). 
Ncar maximum, 1979 - 1980, thc field structure was more complex The 
dom~nance of the polar fields gradually disappedred and the current  sheet 
commonly extcncled to  tho poles. Figure 5-7, in the usual format, shows the 
structure for C"R 1679 which IS fairly Lyplcal of l h ~  slructure near maxlrnurn 
There were two large unipolar regions on thc sourcc surface wlth a smaller 
region of the opposite polarlty In each A t  Edrlh only two sectors were 
Figure 5-7: Carrington Rotation 1679 is shown in the same format as Figure 3-4. 
'Thcrc is a disconnected current  sheet near 270' 1orlgit~Lde in the northern hemi- 
sphere which does riot intersect the latitude of the Earth. A two-sector pa t tern  is ob- 
served at  Earth. Such complex configurations of the crlrrent sheet are common dur- 
ing the period near sunspot maximum. 

obscrved The smaller positive region near 45O longitude was connected to  
the positive northern polar region, but did not cxtcnd far enough south to 
intersect the latitude of the Earth. The main current sheet extended almost 
from pole to pole in an approximately north-south direction at 150' and 330' 
longitude; spacecrafl a t  any latitude would have seen a change in IMF polar- 
ity. The small negative polarity region a t  270' was completely disconnected 
from the large negative region thus forming a second closed current  sheet.  
The second current sheet lay in the Sun's northern hemisphere and would 
therefore have been detected only by an observer there. The Earth at that  
time was several degrees south of the solar equator and so did not see the  
effect of this region. 
CR 1698, s h o w  In Figure 5-8, 1s another eyplcal example. Notice tha t  
the polar regions have changed sign by t h s  time in mid 1980. Near longitude 
90' a posilive region connected to  the now positive south pole intersected 
the latilude of the Earth and there was a single day oI away polarity. A 
second current  sheet enclosing a positive polarity region, somewhat larger 
khan the one enclosed by the isolated current sheet in CR 1679. intersected 
the latitude of Earth. 'l'hcre was an away sector corresponding to it in the 
IMF. 
The detailed agreement wi2.h Lhe rneas~ared IMF polariLy is not as good 
during this rotation, though clearly the rnodcl predicts the large scale struc- 
ture quite well. The alternating polarities for the days corresponding to long- 
itudes 300" to 210' suggest that the southern boundary of the positive region 
did n ~ t  cxtcnd quite so Far southward. Consideration of each rotation shows 
that most of the errors are similar in nature to these. 
During the interval near maximum, changcs in magnetic configuration 
occurred somewhat more rapidly, yet individual features last for a long lime. 
Figure 5-8: After solar polar field reversal the r~or thern  hemisphere is predominantly 
negative polarity. Carrington Rolatiorl 1698 shows a large disconnected positive field 
region in the northern hemisphere around 270" longitude. The south polar region 
bas become positive. The southern current  sheet reaches the equator near 90' longi- 
tude and we observe a single day of away polarity a t  Earth. The seceor structure is 
essentially two-sector with a yredominacce of toward polarity. 

Figwe 5-9 shows the cur ren t  S ~ T S C ~ S  for CCR 1670 - CR 1699, July 19'7R through 
September  1980, in the  same Eoi-mat a s  Figure 5-6.  l h c  polarity of the  solar 
polar fields reversed near  the begili~ling of 1980 -- a b o ~ ~ l  CR 3 690, Many rota- 
tions exhibii multiple currei-11,. sheets  and o8"Ln'chcre a r c  two shocts a t  the  
same Iongitucle. Froim. one roiaiion to  the next  t he  changes a r e  usually 
small: a region of magnetic flux may grow a little, shrink a lihtle, drift a little 
in longitude or lati tude, o r  connect  in  a diberent  may with the surrounding 
regions of flux. 'I'hc transition oP '&he polar fields irom one polarity to t he  
other  occurs smoothly. @iiLasi.r.oplue changes in field alignments or struc- 
t u r e  occur nci ther  ncar  the poles nor  a t  the  lati tude of lhe EarLh. 
Most features can be observed for many rotations and their evolution 
ean be t raced For example Lhe ia.rge positive region clearly visible in  CR 
lea9 centered near  200' longitude can  be t raced  through CK 1717. The small 
positive feature  that appears  near  120"n CR 1694 docs not disappear until 
at least  CR 1712 (see P'igcu-e 5-16 beloiv). The cxtcnsion of negative polarity 
into the nor thern  hcrnispbcre t ha t  f i s t  expands in C17 1660 at longitude 230' 
drifts slownrly eastward until i t  connects  to  the  norl,hern polar region in CR 
1882 or  CR 1~883. The ea s t e rn  bou i~da ry  of t h s  region can be tra.ecd to  CR 
1887. The small negative fea ture  clearly visible in  the  nor thern  hemisphere 
of CR 1678 near  300' longilude can be  follotved Prom rotation to  rotation in  
all bu t  CR I 684  l~nnCll ii merges ?iriih a larger  negative region in CR 1685. The 
small region of posi'iive polarity 1j~i1-g across  t he  equator on CR 1674 ncar  60" 
inngilude dr i f ts  slowly easluwarrl IY.OITI to  rotation. During CR i6B1 
througl? CR 1683 i t  is eviclcnt only as a warp in  thc cur ren t  sheet., but reap- 
pears in CX 1685 through CR 1687 a1 360Vongit~ade.  During the course of 15 
rotations i t  shifts a total  of about 68"astward in longitude, corresponding 
t o  a rotai;ion r a t e  very close Lo 27.5 days. 
Ti i~ure 5-9: The evolution nf t h e  cu r r en t  shee t  n e a r  sunspot  rnaxirntlm is shown for 
raLations 1670 - 1699 i11 the  s a m e  format a s  Figcre 5-6. The polar fields reverse  near  
Carringtar- Rotalion: 1690. The s t r u c t u r e  is complex th rougbo~l t  t h ~ s  interval, exterd-  
ing to the poles through most of t h e  period and  of ten havirLg multiple c u r r e ~ t  shee t s .  
Many leatilres c an  be IT-aced for long periods of t ime.  hIcst s t r uc tu r e s  show less dis- 
tortior. than wocld be expected i r o n  d i f e r e ~ t i a l  rotation. In spite of tile corr~plexity, 
Ear th  experiences  slowly varyirg t w o  and  Polir s ec l c r  s t ruc tures .  

The greatest changes occur during CR 1688 t h o u g h  CR 1692, just a t  the 
time of solar polar field reversal determined from the nlagnetograph polar 
region rneasurerncnts. The solar field added to o w  computation a t  this time 
is very small and so has little effect on the overall configuration of the fields. 
During these few rotations the positive flux region becomes disconnected 
from the poles 2nd seems gradually Lo move southward, enveloping the 
southern polar rcgion completely by CX 1895. This is independent of the 
inclusion of additional polar Flux; graphs of the solutions with no polar field 
correction show essentially the same res~alt.  Throughout this interval the 
changes ncar the equatorial plane arc  small. There are few sudden changes 
in the 4ME' sector structure observed a l  Earth which often has only two sec- 
tors. After maxinluna Lhe pattern rctllrns to the four-sector structure com- 
monly oh,-rved before rnaxirncm. 
Thc shape of the current sheet changes more rapidly than the pattern of 
the large ITeld regions beca~lse of its sensitivity to relatively small changes in 
regions where the Aeld is weak. An example of this comes in the changes 
Prom CR 1693 - CR 189'7. Thcse rotations look very dissimilar, yet the 
differences occur because of the sllght strengthening of the polar fields, the 
development of the positive region ncar 10OD, and the growth of the negative 
channel in the so~sthern hemisphere near 270" The positive northern slruc- 
ewe  near 270' and many of the other strong features persist through this 
short interval. 
Figure 5-10: This shows the evolhlion of the current  sheet after  sunspot maximum 
during Carrington Rotations 1700 - 1729. The current  sheet becomes muck sirnplcr 
and the extent in latitude decreases a little. Earth experiences both two and fnw 
sector structures during this period. Changes in structure occur slowly and many 
features again persist for  more than a ycar. Some features experience differential 
rotation, while others do not. The structure is simple and almost statior,ary t h o u g h  
most of 1982. 

As the new polar fields strengthen during the beginning of the declining 
phase from late 1080 through 1982. the large scale heliospheric magnetic 
structure simplifies and becomes more ordered. Figure 5-10 shows the corn- 
panted current sheets for CR 1700 - CR 1729, October 1980 through December 
1982. Though most of 1981 thc structure resembles the structure observed 
in 1078 except that  &he sign of polar field is reversed, Again there are two 
extensions of the currcnt sheet into each hemisphere, but now the south pole 
is positlve polarlty and. lhe ~iartl? pole negative. 
The large positive polarity region near 270" longitude in CR 1698 con- 
riects to  Lhe positive south polar region in CR 1700 and movcs southward in 
succeeding rotations, disappearing by CR 1719. The large negative flux 
region extendirig from the nor'lh pole a t  a t  180' rernains strong through CR 
1710. This region is apparenlly undergoing differential I-otaLion and spliLs in 
CR 1711. The dusr region which remains connected to the north pole begins 
to die away and by CR 1718 has disappeared. The differentially rotating nega- 
Live polarity region in the southern hemisphere merges with another small 
extension of rlegativc dux in CR 1712 near 0'. This new region grows and con- 
tinues io move easiward a t  a slower raLe, broadening considerably until by 
CR 1718 there is only one scctor oil each polarity. The structure remains 
essentially unchanged I.hro1.1gh most of 1982 (through CR 37269, exhibiting 
almost no signs of diflerential rotation. A four-sector s tructure seems to be 
emerging again in the last few rotatjons. Throughout. t h s  interval the latitu- 
dinal extent of the current sheet is very great ,  extending almost to the poles. 
T h s  is very diherent froln the structure near minimum. 
F l g ~ ~ r e  5-11 shows CR 1720 whlch 1s c h a r a c l ~ u ~ s t i c  of the slrnple two- 
scctor structure during most of 19U2 A predominantly two-sector structure 
Ln the TlhF has been observed after solar maxunurn In most of the five 
Figure 5-11: In the same format as Figure 3-4, CR 1720 typifies the corlfiguration dur- 
ing masl of 4982, exhibiling a lavo-seclur structure at Ea r th  a r d  charging very slowly 
in time. 

previous sunspot cycles according to  Svalgaard and Wilcox (1975). The field 
regions are very strong, simple, and stable which accounts for the improved 
agreement between the predicted and observed IMF polarity. 
The Pour-sector slruclure whch began to appear in CR 1729 strengthens 
in 1883. E'igure 5-12 shows the continued evolution of the structure through 
CR 1744. The coidtguralion of the field changes only a little during the entire 
ycar. ?'he maximum latitudc of the current shect reaches at least 50' for 
the entire interval. The negative sectors near 180' and O-etreat from the 
south polar region a little during the year, but remain strong and drift only 
slightly in longitude. The postive sector near 90' remains strong through the 
year too. The positive sector near 270" appears to grow in strcngth during 
the year. None of these regions seem to  be affected greatly by differential 
rotation even though they extend from 5 0 ° N  to 50"s. 'I'hc IME' data for this 
interval has not become available to us yet, so there is no way to compare 
the predicted and observed polaritics. One would cxpcct that thc correlation 
should be high because of the stability of the strucLures and Lhe large incli- 
nation of the current sheets to the ecliptic. 
The heliospheric current sheet reaches h g h  latitudes for much of the 
solar cycle. From 1978 through at least 1983 the exterlt was greater than 
5Qo.  The large scale struclure of the heliosphere changes slowly during most 
of this period. Even near maximum there is continuity for many rotations in 
the structure, in spite of Lhe complexity of the photospheric fields. The IMF 
polarity predicted by the model agrees fairly well with that  observed near 
Earth by  spacecraft such as ISEE-3 in every interval. T h ~ s  uggests that the 
Figure 5 -12  During 1983 the field structure evolved slowly. Thc c u r r e ~ t  sheet pro- 
duced four sectors i n  the ecliptic The latitudinal ex ten t  of the sheet  began to de- 
crease, but reached more than 50' throughout t he  year. The large structures con- 
tinue from the previous interval (Figure 5-90) through a t  least the end of 1983. 
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potential field modcl, which docs not t reat  rapidly cvolving fields accurately, 
approximates the  heliospheric magnetic structure for this period quite ade- 
quately. 
The structure of the IMF observed a t  Earth remains fairly simple, con- 
sisting of either Pour or two polarlty sectors. The three dimensional 
configuration of thc heliosphere is more complex near maximum. These cal- 
culations show that  multiple current sheets probably exist in the two or 
three years near mmimum. The c w r e n t  sheets shown in Figure 5-9 show 
that the time of polar field reversal is not one of cataclysmic realignment of 
the heliospheric magnetic structure, but rather marks the moment when an 
ongoing process reaches a certain stage. 
Near sunspot minimum in 1976 the computed heliospheric current  sheet 
usually stays within 15" latitude of the solar equator. In Figures 5-6, 5-9, 5- 
10, and 5-12 one can see the maximum latitude of the current sheet increas- 
ing with time and reaching the solar polar regions near slanspot maximurn. 
Mter solar maximum the maximum latitude begins Lo decrease with time. 
Presumably the continuation of this process in the current sunspot cyclc 21, 
ending with a near-equatorial current sheet, will be similar to that  reporled 
in the last years of cycle 20 by Hundhausen e t  al. (1981) and by Hwidhausen 
(1877). 
That the current sheet extends to such high latitudes over such a large 
fraction of the solar cycle suggests that  cosmic ray propagation models may 
need to take this into account. Jokipii and Thomas (1981) considered the 
effect of a simple two-scctor c w r e n t  sheet on  the solar modulation of galac- 
tic cosmic rays by varying Lhe latiludinal extent of the current sheet from 
90' to 30' degrees. T h s  study shows that  not only is the structure much 
more complex, but the extent in latitude is greater than 50' from 1978 
through '1983. Comparison of IMF observations taken in the last few years 
with inferred measurements of five previous sunspot cycles (Svalgaard Rc Wil- 
cox, 1975) suggests that the structures observed during this cycle are not 
very different from those observed in past epochs. One would expect that  
similar configurations of heliospheric magnetic field occur in each cycle. 
While w few of the large scale structures shown here exhbit  differential 
rotation effects, many of them do not, even khough they stretch over great 
ranges in latituclc. This is similar to  the rotation of corona% holes. This sug- 
gests that a more fundamental magnetic structure far beneath the photo- 
sphere may be rotating rigidly. Discuesiom of the relationsBniip between the 
structures Bomd in this chapter and ather measurements of the solar corona 
will be conducted in the next chapter. 
Chapter 6 -- Comparisons 8c Applications 
The shape and complexity of the heliospheric magnetic Weld vary consid- 
erably t h o u g h  the solar cycle. Previous investigations have considered 
diderent parts of the cycle and have used other data. This study providcs 
the first complete study of the heliospheric field for this time interval. Com- 
parison with the results from earlier time periods and with the field 
configurations determined using other methods will be made in this chapter. 
Further discussions will address the relationship of the computed field to 
other quantities such as  coronal holes, solar wind velocity and cosmic ray 
intensity 
Most studies have considered only a few Carrington rotations of data. 
The exception is the atlas of potential fields calculated from M t .  Wilson data 
published by Newkirk e t  al. (1973) and Altschuler e t  al. (1875) and later by 
Marubashi k Watunabe (1983) of the interval 1959 - 1974. Covering more that 
a solar cycle these computations give an impression of the heliospheric field 
similar to the results presented in the previous chapter in the sense that the 
field is simpler near minimum and extends to high latitudes for mulch of the 
cycle. However those computations did not account for the stronger polar 
field and appear to  suffer from zero level errors which have not been 
corrected. Often from one half-rotation to the next large changes occur both 
in the field configuration and the general level of the magnetic field strength. 
'Fhs makes it very difficult to trace the evolution of the field from rotation to 
rotation. Wilcox e t  al. (1980) in studying the period near minimum of the fol- 
lowing cycle also used Mt. Wilson data but averaged the data from six Car- 
ringLon rotations to get an  accurate stable picture of the field confjguration. 
Unfortunately they too ncglccted the polar Aeld correction. These Pacts sug- 
gest that one can be confident in the conclusions drawn from that clata only 
if the fealure manifests itself over a period of several rotations. 
Many authors (see the refcrcnccs in Chapter 3% have studied the hclios- 
pheric field using the potential field. model. Probably the most complete stu- 
dies have been those by Levine (1977, 1878) in which a modet of the coronal 
field was calculated lor several consecutive rotations during each of three 
intervals: the Skylab period during the declining phase of solar cycle 21, CR 
1801 - CR 161 1, the interval near solar minimum, CR 1626 - CR 1634, and near 
solar maximum, CR 1668 - 1678. In these studies the emphasis was on the 
changing nature of the photospheric source regions of open magnetic field in 
the corona rather than on the large scale structure itself. These studies 
used high resolution Kitt Peak data and higher order harmonic expansion to 
determine the photospheric origins of the open field lines on the source sur- 
face. Because Levine's siudies provide the greatest number of rotations with 
which to compare, the following discussion deals primarily with his results. 
What comparison can be made bekween Levine's results and the results 
of this study for corresponding times )of the solar cycle? The Skylab period 
occapred during the later declining phase of the previous sctivity cycle, a 
period which we are just entering in the current cycle. The coronal struc- 
t a r e  and the solar wind were dominai;ed by the presence of large coronal 
holes w h c h  related rigidly a n d  evol~red slowly. Levine's s t~ ldy  showed that 
open structures in the corona were almost always associated with coronal 
holes or active regions The results from the present study show that  during 
the comparable interval, 4982 - 1883. the large scale structure evolved in the 
same way; thcrc was little diRerential rotation and the structure was dom- 
inated by a fcw very strong field regions. As will be shown later in 'chis 
chapter,  the locations of coronal holes correspond to the highest field 
atreilgkh regions on the source surface. 
Near solar minimum the struc.tures calculated by Levine (1882), @R 1826 
- CR 1634, occurred about a year before the beginning of the present study. 
Because a source surface radius of 1.6 R, was used, the structures exLend to 
Pvgher latitudes and show a more complex structurc than would be calcu- 
lated using a higher source surface ra.dius. Nevertheless, the structures are 
relatively simple during t h s  period and extcnd to latitudes bctween 30' and 
60' degrees. FIundhausen (1977) used coronameler data from CR 1616 and 
CR 1627' to infer ehal the slruceure resembled a tilted dipole during some of 
the rotations during that interval. I,evine's results show that this is a fair 
approximation to the field configuration during some of the rotations, but 
that most of the rotations req~lire a more complex structure including higher 
order moments of the field to adequately represent them. 
A year later,  in 1976, when the present investigation began the field 
resembled an equatorial dipole with a significant quadrupole contribution. 
Bruno e t  al. (1982) used eop.onarneter data for this same interval to deter- 
mine that the sectoral quadrupole contribution was 17% of the polar dipole 
lor this interval. This corresponds roughly to the relative magnitudes a t  the 
source surface of the components computed using harmonic analysis. This 
may seem a small contribution, but since the Earth remains with11 7.25' of 
the solar equator this greatly affects the observed IMF structu-e. Because of 
the lack of coronal hole data it is hard to relate open field structures to 
coronal holes, but it appears that open regions are not always neccessarily 
related to active regions or coronal holes during this period (Levine, i902). 
During the rotations near solar maximum where direct comparison 
between the calculations can be made, the two methods predict essentially 
the same large scale structure. Discrepancies appear to arise betwcen the 
two primarily because of the granularity of Levine's computations (once per 
rotation). Near the center of each rotation where each model uses the same 
data the agreement is extremely good. Levine also used a polar field correc- 
tion during this time interval which was probably too large. The structures 
computed by both analyses show the same sorb of complexity; the current 
sheet extends to high latitudes and there are occasionally multiple current 
sheets. Levine's study of the photospheric sources of open field regions 
f o n d  much the same relation near maximum as for the Skylab period during 
the declining phase: coronal holes and active regions account for almost all 
of the open flux, alkhough the relation is not quite as strong because of the 
smaller, shorter-lived nature of coronal holes near maximum. 
Qthcr studies which analyze only a few rotations show much the same 
sorts of patterns, although the long term structure and evolution of the field 
can only be seen when analyzing many rotations simultaneously. 
Measuring the coronal density provides an  alternative method of deter- 
m i n i x  the coronal structure. Manscn e t  al. (1874) showed a relation 
between coronal streamer patterns observed with the Mama Loa coroname- 
Ler and sector boundaries. Howard & Koomcn (19741, using OSO-7 corona- 
graph measurements Prom 1972 and 1973, demonstrated a strong correlalion 
between the density structures observed in the corona and the IMF pattern 
observed a t  Earth. The assumption is that the density near the current 
shcet will be higher since the field in that region is not open to the solar 
wind. Therefore when the current sheet lies parallel to the equator a t  some 
latitude a streamer will be seen a t  the corresponding location in the corona. 
Current, sheets perpendicular to the equator will produce a fan. 
During Lhs period a couple of years past maximum, a lour-sector pat- 
tern was observed in the IMF'. Corona.1 images in 1972 showed the presence of 
two northern streamers spaced l B B O  apart and two southern skreamers also 
spaced 180" apart,  90' out of phase with the northern streamers. Thcse 
occurred a t  latitudes of approximately 4 0 a ,  If the streamers correspond to 
the location of the current sheet, t h s  wodd result from a structure miuch 
like that observed throughout 1983 as shown in Figure 5-12, a currenk sheet 
extending to high latitudes wi th  two warps north and two warps south of the 
equator. Similar structures should be obscrved during 9977 - 1978 as -well. 
(See Figure 5-61, Through 1972 and 1973 ihe coronagraph daia predicted 
eithcr two or four sectors according kc) the number and location of the strea- 
mers in agreemenl with the measured IMF polarity. This is very similar to 
the evolution of thc field in 9802 and 1903 wherc the Beld evolved slowly from 
a two sector structure in 1802 to a four- sector structure duriix most of 1983. 
F u r  1 A plot of the inferred solar maenetic s t ructure  during sunspot cycles 16 - 
20. A 26.84 day calendilr system starting Februilry 19, 4926 is used. Two successive 
iotakians are  displayed horizontally t o  a ~ d  in paelern recognition. Sectors with field 
uolarily toward the sun are shaded black i f  they are ~ u d g e d  Lo be part  of the four- 
s e c t o ~  pattern, and have a dashed shading if thcy are  judged to be park of the 28.5 
day structure.  W visual impression of the large-scale solar magnetic features can be 
obtained from ihis figure (Svalgaard 8t Wilcox, 4975). 

The infcrred IMF polarity record extends back to 1926 (Svalgaard & Wil- 
cox, 1875). As shown in Figure 6-1, the structure for each of tha t  last 8 sun- 
spot cyc!es shows a similar recurrence period of about 27 during most of the 
cycle (this pat tern is highlighted in black). Sometimes a superposed pattern 
wilh a recurrence period oi" 28% days (highlighted in gray) appears. Note 
Ghat each column is two rotations wide t o  show &he evolution of the structure 
more clearly. 
Figures 6-2 show the measured IMP' polarity for the current solar cycle 
beginning in 1976 and extending througl-a 1982. This is presented in the same 
format as the previous figure with a recurrence time of 27 days. The various 
recurrence patterns are not highlighted and the columns are only a single 
rotation wide. Most of these measurements come Brom spacecraft, yet  com- 
parison with earlier cycles shows no significant differences. For comparison 
Figures 13-3 show the gredicled IMF polarity Brom &he model. Obviously the 
general structure is duplicated q d t e  well. The predicted polarity seems 
smoother because transient events and evolution of the field skructure near 
boundaries affect the observed %XIIF. The sirnilarily of these s l r u e t u e s  
of the solar equatorial regions) to those of earlier cycles 
(dcrived from the IMP) suggests that the types of structures computed for 
this cycle are typical of the structures present in other cycles. 
Rosenberg & Coleman (1969) found that  the number of days with a given 
ITVTF polarity during a solar rotation depended on the heliographic latitude of 
the spacecraIL. 'When the Earth or spacecraft was away from "Le sun's equa- 
Lor, an excess of the polarity corresponding to the nearest solar pole was 
observed. Svalgaard 8e Wilcox (1976) used the magnitude of t h s  effect during 
several solar cyctcs to infer the latitudinal cxtent of the current shcct during 
thc eight years around t h e  solar minimum. Considering the current sheets 
Figurc 6-2: The observed I ~ ~ F  polarity from 1976 - 1982. In this figure a 27 clay calen- 
dar  is med and % h e  plot is only one rotation wide.  The s t ruc t i~ res  in the current  cycle 
are  slni lar  to those observed in previous cycles. 
F'igure 8-3: 'The [&IF polarity predicted by the potential field model for 1976 - 1983 
plotted t o  the samc scale as Figure 6-2. Nohe the striking similarity of the gereral 
slructure. Mosl discrepancies occur near sector boundaries and on isolated days. 
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shown in the previous chapter,  it is easy to see how this works near minimiun 
when the neutral line has a relatively small inclination to the cquator. Even 
the small latitudinal excursion of the Earth will aflect. the number of days of 
a given polarity during a rotation. During the several years around max- 
imum Lhe current  sheet  often has a large inclinalion with respect to the 
equator and does not resemble a simple sine wave which could be uscd to 
predict the maximum extenL in latitude of the sheel. In facL the complex 
current sheets near maximum often show both highly inclined neutral lines 
and neutral lines almost parallel to the equator in the ecliptic during a single 
rotation (see Figure 5-9). Recent measurerncnts of the inclination of IMF 
boundaries using multiple spacecraft determinations of the minimum vari- 
ance direction of the IMF show the same cdect  (Mehannon c t  al., 1983). 
A method for determining the solar wind velocity from measurements of 
interplanetary scintillation (IPS) of distant radio sources was developed by 
Armstrong & Coles (1972). The advantage of this technique is that it is not 
confined to the ecliptic plane since the radio sources lie in various direc- 
tions, The disadvantage is that  given the number of sources and their distri- 
bution it takes about six months to build up a map of the heliospheric velo- 
city distribution and the coverage is complete during only about half the 
year, from March through July. This implies that  rapidly changing structures 
will add noise lo the data. During intervals of relatively rapid evolution the 
mcthod will detcrminc rcsults only for the average configuration. 
The relation of velocity to field strength on Ihe source surface will be 
discussed in more detail in the following sections. Suffice it to say, for now, 
that a strong correlation exists between field strength and velocity. This is 
intuilively obvious from the fact that  the current sheet,  which has a field 
strength of zero on the source surface, always lies in a region of relatively 
low solar wind velocity. Coronal holes, on the other hand, tend to occur in 
regions where the field strength is a local rnaxin~unl and are the sources of 
high speed solar wind streams. 
Sime & Rickett (1978) investigated Lhe solar wind veloclty determined 
from IPS measurements for the years 1974 through 1977 and found a good 
correlation betwcen the regions of low [hlgh] coronal density observed by the 
PJauna Eoa eoronamcter and thc rrgions of high [low] solar wind velocity. 
nions were Both methods found that f r o m  1973 - 1075 that the high speed re,' 
aligned about 30' Prom the rotation axis. During 1976 and 19'7'7 the equa- 
torial region corresponded Lo both high coronal density and low solar wind 
speed, The high spccd regiol~s over the poles were aligned with the  rotation 
axis. This is confirmed by the potential field model computations and by Ihe 
Mauna Loa dcterrnination or the current  shect 
Rickeil & Coles (1903) have extended these results through 1982, again 
comparing the solar wind velocity with the Mauma Loa current sheet. During 
1976, 1978, niid 1980 they also compare with the structure found using our 
potential field model. These results have been reproduc:ed in Figure 6-4. 
During 1976 there is a good relation among the methods. Mama Loa and the 
potential field model Tmd a current  sheet near the equator. IPS dala showed 
a minimum in solar wind velocity near the equator and higher velocity far 
from the equator In 1878 both methods for determing the current sheet 
showed a lo1 of structure extending to much hlgher latitudes Since the 
method averages over six months no comparison in longitude is really possi- 
blc durlng this intcrval of more rapid evolution The vcloclty data docs show 
thaL wl~h ln  Lhe range of latitudes where there 1s s t r ~ ~ c l u r e ,  t h e  solar wind 
velocity stays rather low. There appear to be no really large streams in 1978. 
During 1980 therc is rcally w r y  little structure common to the thrcc 
rnelhods. This s~aggesi,s ihaL the Geld was evolving rapidly near rnaxirni.~rn 
and the cxtcnt in latitude of the current  sheet was relatively large. The only 
exception 1s near 270' longitude where the potential field model predicts a 
complex configuration including a tube in the current  sheet and the solar 
wind at Lhat longitude is relatively lwvf. The structure in 1082 seems to be 
much more established because %be IPS and M a ~ m a  Loa data show much 
Figure 8-4: Ler i  panels show solar wind speed from IPS observatio~s as syrloplic rnups 
averaged over 6 rotations. Heavier shading defiotes higher wind speed; missing dala 
is blank. The center  column shows coronal electron density. Areas of high deilsity 
a r c  dark.  The right panels show the coronal field computed w i t h  Ihe potential field 
model lor a representative roiulion. S t r o ~ g  field regions are dark. Also compare the 
1982 structure with that showri in Figcre 5-10. 
POTENTIAL FIELD 
MODEL 
more sharply defined patterns. Comparison with almost any of the source 
surface configurations calculated for 1982 shown in Figure 5-10 reveals a 
remarkably similarity. The s t ructure in 19112 is beginning to  resemble the 
CliaL shown in 1974, though not qd t e  a s  strorigly, showing a relatively sjrrn- 
metric s t ruc ture  tilted with respcct  to the rotation axis. The s t ruc ture  
reverts to a four secLor struc!i.ure during most  of 1983. 
These comparisons sliow tha t  the s t ruc ture  in the most recent  cycle is 
notunique.  In each cycle near  minimurn a roughly equatorial currene sheet  
with a significant quadrupo!~ component would be expected. Early during 
the rising phase of the cycle the latitudinal extent  of the sheet  should 
increase until it reaches the polar regions f o r  the year  o r  so around solar 
maximum. The itirne near nlaximuni will be a t ime of more rapid realignment 
of the fields, especially t he  shape o.? the cur ren t  sheet .  Even during !:his 
period one would expect large, strong field regions to  be  present  and to per- 
sist for intervals as long as years.  During the  declining phase the polar 
coronal holes should reestak~lish themselves a n d  bring more order  t o  the 
heliospheric field. I t  appears tha t  t he  lower lati tude fields will also remain 
more stable. I-t will be interesting to  :see if the "monster streams" of 1974 
a re  observed later  In Lhe declining phase of the present  cycle. 
Reference was made in the  previo~ls section Lo the relationship between 
magnetic field strength. and solar wind velocity. Thc following analysis will 
help to clarify the relation between the computed field and the solar wind 
velocity observed a t  1 AU. One didiculty in such a study is isolating intervals 
when solar acti\rity does not unduly infll~cnce the results.  Near maximum the 
occurence of flares, disappear~ng filaments and Ihe like adec t  the solar wind 
velocity a substantial fraction of the t ime.  Near minimum, however, the 
eflects of solar activity a r e  much less.  For this reason tha t  t ime period will 
be investigated ~'irst .  
The f r s t  quesiion to  arise is what quantity derived from the source 
surface field to relate to the solar wind velocity. There is an obvious 
minimum of solar wind velocity ncar "LC current shcct and a maximum 
above cormal holes. Possible correlations exist between velocity and the dis- 
tance from the current sheet or the magnetic field strength, both of which 
are a minimum a t  the current sheel and increase over coronal holes. The 
distance from the current sheet is roughly equivalent to the idea of helio- 
graphic latitude dependance during intervals when the current  sheet lies 
close to the equator, or  to heliomagnetic latitude dependancc if the ficld 
resembles a tilted dipole. 
Zhao & Nundhausen (1981) inferred a relationship V(krn/s) = 400 + 1000 
sin2k lor the period in 1974 when the heliographic latitude of the current 
sheet varied sinusoidally with longitude ( a  tilted dipole configuration). IIere 
A is the latitudinal distance from the current sheet to the ecliptic. Since the 
current sheet was inclined 30' with respect to the equator, as determined 
Prom coronameter data, the Earth sampled a relatively large range in 
"heliomagnetic latitude". Recently this analysis has been extended to the 
period ncar minimum when the current  shcct was morc equatorial with a 
quadrupole warp away from the ecliptic (Zhao & Hundhausen, 1983). IPS 
measurements of the velocity at high latitudes were used to deduce the rela- 
tionship: V(km/s) = 350 -6- BOO sln2h for jh 1 <3s0 and V = 600 k m / s  for 
/ A  1 >35' . They again used the inferred current sheet position determined 
Prom coronal polarization brightness measurements from the Mauna 1,oa 
coronameter. 
An immediatc problem with using the latitudinal distance to the current 
sheet arises when one considers the more complex field configurat.ions com- 
mon a t  other times of the solar cycle. Through most of 1978 - 1983 the 
current sheet had a very strong Pour-sector structure. Hakamada & Muna- 
kala (1984) used (.he currerlt sheets derived in the present analysis to corn- 
puke the anguZar d i s tance ,  A, between the current sheet and thc spacecraft 
which nleasure solar wind velocity during the lnterval from May 1976 through 
August 1977, During this interval the currcnt cxtendcd to latitudes of up to 
about 25' -which, when including the latitudinal excursion of the Earth, gave a 
range in latitude of k9O0 for the analysis. Hakamada & Munakata found a 
good correlation with the angular distance from the current  sheet of the 
form V(krn/s) = 400 i 4?3sin2h, but almost no correlation with the helio- 
graphic latitude 
Suess et at. (1977) modelled the acceleration of solar wind in the polar 
coronal hole described by  T$Iumo & Jackson (197'9). Interesting results for 
Lhe poiential Geld arlalysis are an inferred polar field strength of 20 Gauss 
and the discovery that between 2 X,, vihere the field s t r e w t h  was substan- 
tially ivgher near the center of the coronal hole, and 5 R, the rneridional 
gradient of thc magnetic ficld had disappeared. According to thc model, by 1 
AU the field strength was higher near ihe boundaries of the hole than near 
the center.  The important result for the present discussion is thc direct 
relationship between the magnetic field strength at 2 R,, equivalent to the 
C;OWCC surface, and the solar wind velocity. According to their coronal hole 
model a higher field slrength corresponds to a higher sola7 wind velocity. 
This suggests the possibility of such a. correlation over the whole source sur- 
!:ace rather than just over coronal holes. 
Figure 6-5 shows the relation between magnetic field strength and solar 
wind velocity For the same period as that studied by Hakamada & M~makata. 
.kgain there is a great deal of scat.ker, but  the sarne sort of relation appears. 
Especially d u r i q  this interval when the distance from the currenL sheeL a n d  
the field strength are very closely 1-slated, one would expect to see little 
difference between the two correlations. The more interesting Eesl will come 
near maxinlum when distance fro-m the current shect and field magnitude 
are noL so closely relaled. 
Because "Lie period near solar n~aximum is so contaminated by activity 
related events, a decision was made to study n few rotations in detail rather  
khan. rely on sLaList~cs over a longer period lo reduce the errors.  Figure 6-6 
Prom Suess e t  a1. (1984) shows several solar and intcrplanctary quantities for 
Figure 6-5: a) A scat ter  plot of daily solar wind velocity vs. source surface magnetic 
field strcngkh fo r  May 1976 through Augcst 1977. The solid line shows the results 
averaged into bins of rriagnetic field strerlglh. A t  least 4 values a r e  required i r l  each 
bin. b) The same for the interval May 1979 through August 1980. The dashed line 
skips a bin in which 'there wcre less than 4 ob~ervakior~e. IVoCe t h e  c h a ~ g e  in the mag- 
netic scale due to ir-crcase field strecgtk aear maximum. 


CR 1683 - CR 1685. The top panel shows the direction of the IMF for each 
rotation. Regions corresponding to  positive polarity are shaded. The second 
panel shows the IMF magnitude, The third pancl shows the magnetic field 
strength computed on tho source surface a1 I.he subterrestrial point. Again 
the positive polarity regions arc shaded and show a very good correlation 
with the p ~ l a r i t y  observed at 1 AU. The fourth panel shows the solar wind 
velocity and the bottom panel shows the number dcnsity. A11 interplanetary 
quantities have been corotated back to the source surface using the 
observed solar wind velocity. 
The problem of solar activity becomes apparent whcn onc considers thc 
IMF fleld magnitude, solar wlnd velocity, and density. Intervals which appear 
to be related to solar activity havc been shaded in thcsc panels. The deter- 
mination has been made using the criteria of correlated density, field rnagni- 
kudc, a n d  velocity changes in the observed solar wind and their location 
w i t l n  a polarity sector. Each of these events can be traced to solar flares or 
filan-nent eruptions, etc.  
During CR 1683 a clear relation between field strength and velocity is 
visible. There are several coronal holes during t h ~ s  period which contribute 
to the high solar wind vclocitics. The sourcc surface field and superposed 
coronal holes are shown in Figure 6-7. Each hole is located in a local max- 
imum of field strength on the source surface. The coronal hole located near 
80' decays rapidly between CR 1683 and CR 1684. However the configuration 
of the heliospheric current slieet does not change significantly. Thus the dis- 
t a n c e  to the currerlt sheet does not really change, though the field s t r e n g t h  
does. This is reflected in the decline of field strength on the source surface. 
The decrease in solar wind velocity is not apparent in CR 1604 unless you 
F i r  6 :  Collected solar wind and source surface data for CK 1683. 1684, and 1685 
mapped back to the sun. F1-am top to bottom the pancls show: IhIF polarity, the ISfF 
strerlgth, l h e  source surface field strerlgth, the solar wind velocity, and the proton 
number density. The shaded intervals, A - E, indicate s t r o ~ g  temporal variations. 
Ilgure 6-7 The magnetic field oil the source surface for CR 1603, 1604, and 1605 The 
corltourv are a t  0, kO 25, 3, 6 ,  and 9 p T  The locations of coronal holes deduced from 
H e  10830 photographs are shown in  hatched closed contoi~rs 
F i g u r e  6-6 
F i g u r e  6-7 
C a r r  
P9t. 
Crslrr~ncjPon Longitude 
take into account t he  activity related evcnt labelled C. The dccrcasc in vclo- 
city is apparent  a i  this longitude by CR 1685. See Suess e i  al. for a more 
complete discussion of this interval. 
The conclusion is tha t  probably thcrc is too much activity during this 
time to draw any Ilwm conclusions. The s t rongest  result  is tha t  a minimum in 
source surface field s t rength (sector  boundary) usually corresponds to  a 
minimum in velocity. There is a suggestion of the relationship between max- 
imum Beld strength and velocity dernoristrated by the decline in velocity 
associated with the decrease in velocity near longitude 90' when activity is 
iLaken into account.  Sirnply using the  distance from the current  sheet  would 
not predict th is  decrease.  I-Iowever this relation remains questionable. 
W further relation between the cur ren t  sheet  and solar wind velocity 
concerns the propagation of activity related disturbances in interplanetary 
space. Flare disturbances and coronal mass ejections generally propagate 
outwa.rd over a large solld angle. However, there is some suggestion tha t  dis- 
Lurbanccs occuring across t he  cu t ren t  s l ~ c c t  froin the Earth may be gen- 
erally less geoeffeclive than  those occuring mthin  the same inlerplantary 
scctor .  A confirmation of this has been  found in the  study of Rare 
accelerated plasma. T,undstedt e t  al. (1981 and references therein) have 
related the direction of the large-scale flare site field to  the effectivcness of 
flare acceleration. Specifically flares w i th  n northward directed field direc- 
tion are  somewhat less likely to  accelerate plasma toward the Earth.  A 
further relationship is found when the  location of the flare relative to  the 
cur ren t  sheet  is considered. Flares across Lhe currene shee l  from the  Earth 
are  less likely to have a detectable signature in eke solar wind than those 
withln the same secLor (Merryfield k Hoeksema, private cornmun~cation, 
1983). 
C o ~ o a a l .  Holes a n d  !he Eargs Scale E"i.i?Ld 
The relationship of coronal holcs to the sourcc surface fields has been 
alluded to in the previous sections. Here an attempt is made to  describe the 
relationshp in more detail. Coronal holcs were first discovcrcd by Waldnleier 
(19571, but were directly observed in X-ray measurcments obtained during 
the Skylab experiments. Bohlin (1977a) provides a definition of coronal 
holes: "a fairly large-scale, cool, low-density area a t  low latitudes in the 
corona and at the polar caps, encompassing weak, predominantly unipolar 
magnetic fields whch extend away from the sun in diverging open lines of 
force, that  give risc to hgh-spccd solar wind streams that cause geomag- 
netic storms." This definition should be expanded to  include coronal holes 
which do not interact with thc Earth, but is otherwise fairly accurate. l a t e r  
investigations have shown lhat coronal holes can be observed from the 
ground using He 1OB30A mcasurcmcnts. 
During the declining phase of the cycle, corresponding to the Skylab 
period, coronal holes seem to dominate the structure of the corona and the 
solar wind. Ncar minimum the polar holes are very strong, but rarely extend 
to the equatorial regions and so have a smaller eflect on the interplanetary 
medium. Near maximum the polar holcs are absent, but smallcr holes occur 
at all latitudes. These smaller holes do not last as long as the large holes 
during the declining phase which persisted for many months. 
Several studics (e .g .  Levinc 1970, 1982) have used the potential field 
model to find the sources of open field regions by tracing the field lines back 
t o  the photosphere. They find that most of the open flux comes from coronal 
holes, active regions, and areas that will be or have been coronal holes or 
active regions. Coronal hole regions are the dominant contributor to the 
interplanetary flux. In the following discussion the relationship of coronal 
holes and the source surface field will be explored, specifically as it relatcs to 
the evolution of structures within w h c h  coronal holes evolve. Studies of the 
sourcc regions of coronal holes are bet ter  done wlth hlgher resolution data. 
and computations. 
Harvey ct al. (1982) published list of 63 coronal holes observed during 
t h e  inLerval 1975 - 1980 on which they made magnetic measurcrncnls This is 
not a complete list of holes, but  is reprcscntativc of this t ime period and is 
not biased by o w  selection. Locations of coronal holes during CR 1663 and 
Clb 1680 a r e  shown in Figures 6-8 and  6-9 by circles containing a n  H .  Holes 
with negative magnetic polarity a r e  dashed. The size of the  circle 
corresponds to  the a rea  r n e a s u ~ e d  by Harvey e t  a l . ,  but  not to the  shape of 
the hole. Most rotations during Lhis interval contain less than two coronal 
holes. CR 1680 is unusual in this sense since i t  contains 10 identifled holes. 
m .  ims  may  be due 'Lo somc sclcction eflect since i t  is unlikely t h a t  this rotation 
is really this dinerent Lhan neighboring rotations.  
CR 1663 is typlcal of  most  of bhe interval. There is a single isolated 
coronal hole. This holc lies a t  relatively low lati tudes and  may  be i n  some 
way connected to the  polar hole. Using the source surface deld alone tlle 
prcscncc of a hole cannot be  predicted;  ho~t~evei-, given tha t  a low lat i tude,  
positive polarity hole exists during this rotation, t he  obblous choice is t o  
locate the  hole in the observed location because the deld s t rength  reaches a 
relalive maximum near that  longitude. This is generally t rue ;  if one knows 
tha t  a hole exists in a given par t  of [he sun,  the approximate location of the  
hole can  be predicted from local naxi r t~um in the field strength. 
This is demonstraLed more completely in CK i6DO where there  a r e  so 
many coronal hole:; t h ~ t  near ly  every p ~ t e ~ i e i a l  hole localion conlains a hole. 
Especially interesting is the positive, northern hemisphere holc a t  30' longi- 
tude.  A s  predicted from the potential field calculation, the assoc~riled solar 
wind s t r eam does not inanii'esl iLself ai the Ear th  even though the  hole is 
located a t  only 30' North. In every case the coronal holes appear  relaia- 
lively Par from the neutral line roughly locaeed in  lhe  region of locally 
Figure 6-8: A cor~tour map of the source surface Eeld BOI- CR 1663 with the 1ocilLion of 
a coronal hole f rom Harvey e t  al. (1982). >rote that the hole occurs Eear a relative 
arlaxim~lrrl iE field strecgkh at  the given 1atitl:de. 
Figcre 6-9: fi similar plot for CR 1680 with the location of several coronal holes from 
Harvey e t  al. (1982). Again the holes gerlerally oceclr in relirtively high field strength 
regior:s well itway from the rAeutral lirLe. Tb.e polarity of a 'cle always matches the po- 
larity of the  saui-ca surface field. NcgaLivc polarity holes are doshcd. The size of the 
circle indicaies the relative size b u t  ~ o t  the shape of the hole. 


maximum field strength. The southern hole at 75" is a possible exception to 
the local maximum field strength condition, but lies far from the neutral line 
and on a saddle point of Ihe field. 
During this interval near maximum, most of the coronal holes listed in 
the study persisted for a few rotations before disappearing. One of the long- 
est lived being the positive polarity hole shown at 1 2 ' ~  near lBO@having an 
age of three rotations a t  this point. It lasted for a total of nine rotations, 
through CK 1606. Most other holes are identified on only a few relations and 
attain a maxiinunl age of 5 - 7 months. It is interesting to compare thc 
structure observed for CR 1680 with the preceeding and following rotations 
as shown in Figure 5-9. The region containing the holc just mentioned can be 
traced forward and backward for many rotations if a drift in longitude is 
allowed. This hole is also shown in Figures 6-7 as are others. The large scale 
configuration of the field changes little over these rotations, though the field 
strength does. Thc high field strength regions develop before the 
indentification of Lhe coronal hole and persist long after the coronal hole dis- 
sipates. 
Each coronal holc on the list appears withn a polarity regions of the 
same polariey as  the coronal hole. I 1  would be disturbing if it did nod. What  
thcn is the "average" enviror~mcnt into which a coronal hole fits? To answer 
this question the holes were divided int,o four groups: 1) Northern herni- 
sphere, positive polarity holes; 2) Northern, negative holes; 3) Southern, posi- 
tive holes; and 4) Southern, negative holes. During the time period covered 
by this study the polar field in the north was positive and the southern pole 
negative. Rgures 8-10 a-d shovr the field environment into which coronal 
holes of each type appear. This is determined by taklng the section of the 
source surface flcld map surrounding each appropriate hole, aligning the 
Figure 6-10: Using the tabulated locations of coror,al holes to determine the centers 
sf regions, the fields surrounding thc holes have been superposed to deterrr~ine the 
average configuration of the source surface Geld near a coronal hole. a) The super- 
posed source surrace field about 24 northerr hemisphere, positive polarity coronal 
holes. b) The average cor.f?gcratian about 10 positive polarity. southern hemisphere 
holes. c) The average about 7 ncgativc polarity, norlhcrn hcmisphcre holes. d) The 
average about 8 negative polarity,  southern hemisphere holes. 
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centers  of lhe maps  about t he  coronal hole position, and averaging the  field 
values a t  each  point of thc m a p .  T h s  corresponds to a two-dimensional 
seapcrposed map analysis wii.h coronal hole locations providing the  synchonoi- 
zaiion tirnes. 
The 24 northern hemisphere positive flares make up the  largest group of 
holcs in t kc  list. There a rc  10 southern  hemisphere positivc holes, 7 north-  
e r n  negalive, and R southern  negative. 1.t is unclear why thcrc  a rc  so many 
more positive polarity holes. The location of the  hole is ceiilered a t  t he  
cen le r  of the  graph.  Figure 6-10a shows t h a t  the locations of positivc nortli- 
e r n  hcmisphcrc holes coincide wlth or a r e  a little south of the  the maximum 
in field s i rength .  During most  of this interval the strongest fields were found 
found at  the poles. Since the list considered only low-latltude holes it  is rea-  
sonable fou- tho Bcld s t rength  maximum. to be locatcd nor th  of the actual  
coronal hole posiitorn Note tha t  since Harvey e t  al. (1982) found tha t  l h e  
average photospheric field corresponding to t he  coronal hole locations 
increase %7y aboul a Saclor of Lhree from minimum Lo maximum, these aver- 
zged maps  becomc wcighkcd to emphasize the  l a t e r  holcs. 
The connection t o  the sdronger polar regions becomes more obvious in  
Figures &lob, C ,  and d .  Decause t he re  a r e  fewer holes in earl? of Lkiese caka- 
gories, the  siatisl ics a r e  not quite as good, but the  I.rend in each is obvious. 
The southern hemisphere positive holes appear  to be par ts  of larger positive 
s t ructures  extending t o  i hc  nor th .  Ai the  latitude of the holes, the field 
s i rength reaches a nnaxirn~lrn though i i  generally increases northward. This 
confirnls the  impression gained from examining the general field s i ruc ture  
that posibive regions appear  to  "intrude" into thc generally negative southern 
hemisphere and vice versa during this t ime period. Figure 6-lOc demon- 
s t ra tes  this even more  clearly for t he  8 nor thern  hemisphere negative polar- 
ity holes. Again thc  holcs s eem t o  occur  a t  maximum field s t rength for a 
eertaii? lati tude, bu t  the gcncral  field s t rength  increases to  the south. 
The .map of superposed southern  hemisphere,  negative polarity holes 
shows a s t ruc ture  s i rn~lar  l o  the  previous iivo cases ,  but  ml.tch broader in  
loiigitude anal the field s t rength  is h ighe r  This confirms the hypothesis t h a t  
these holcs a re  not "intruding" into a "hostile" polarlly hemisphere.  Unlike 
the norihcrn, positive holes, the southern, negative holes do not occur a t  a 
maximurn field strength in the latitudinal direction; the field increases 
toward the corrcsponding pole much as it did for the intermediate cases. 
Ths may happen because of thc smaller number of holes in this group, but it 
suggests that  these holes have a firmer connection lo the polar holes than to 
the northern holes. This question should be studicd in more detail with a 
complete list of coronal holes 
What is thc more fundamental quantity? Large scale structure or 
coronal holes? IL appears Lhat coronal holes arise within a pre-existing mag- 
netic structure. A strong, large scale magnetic field will usually develop 
before a coronal hole appears and remain long after the coronal hole dissap- 
pears. This suggests that  the large scale field is the more fundamental quan- 
tity. This does not rnean that coronal holes are not unique structures, it 
means that they arise within the context of the larger scale fields. One can- 
not yet say why a coronal hole will develop i n  a given location, in one high 
strength region and not in another, but the hole must be viewed as an  evolu- 
tionary skep in tllc developr~lent of a large scale region rather than as an iso- 
lated entity. 
Cosniic ray inlensity is modulated with an  11-year cycle which 
corresponds fairly well to the sunspot cycle. During activity maximum fewer 
cosmic rays reach lhe Earth; near minimum the largest cosmic ray flux is 
observed. Svalgaard & Wilcox (1976) suggested that  the variation in the 
shape of the current sheet may be an  important factor in determining the 
ease with which cosmic rays penetrate the heliosphere. They determined the 
solid angle of LE-ie polar field regions averaged over four cycles using the 
Rosenberg - Coleman effect (I 969). This correlated fairly well with the varia- 
tion in the flux of cosmic rays with rigidity > 0.5 GV between 1961 and 1969. 
Jokipii 8c Thomas (1981) were able to model the effects of a simple tilted 
dipole configuration of the current sheet on the propagation of cosmic rays. 
They found Lhal increasing the tilt of the sheet significantly decreases the 
flux ol cosmic rays at Earth Hundha~lsen e t  a1 (1980) showed a very good 
corrcla~ion between the area of the polar coronal holes and the Mt Washing- 
ton cosmlc ray  flux betv~cen 1966 and 1976 
Ha-nng cornpuled ihe 3-dimensional structure of the current sheel for 
the interval 1876 - 1903, the solid angle of the polar field region can be found, 
DeAne the quantity 141 = l ~ r  minus Che solid angle occupied by the area 
between the neutral line and the equator. A1 represents the solid angle of 
Lhe polarity region connected to the solar poles within each hemisphere. I t  
is closcly related to thc latitudinal extent of the current  sheet,  T h e e  rota- 
lion averages oE A1 are plolted in Figure 6-i 1 using a solid line. The obvious 
trend is a decrease from solar minimum to solar maximum followcd by an 
increase thereaflcr. In i~dclttion to the trend,  significant changes occur over 
short periods which arc related to rapid, permanent changes in the latitudi- 
nal extend of the cur ren l  s h e e t .  
Cosmic ray intensity clata from the Climax neutron monitor has also 
bccn plotted in Figurc 6-11, These cosmic rays have rigidity > 3 0 0  GV. Thjs 
data has also been smoothed using a three rotaLion running average. The 
cosmic ray data has been lagged by three rotations relative to the source 
surface dala. 
Be?'ore sunspot maximum In 1980, the Lwo curves are very simllar. Both 
the long term trend and the episodic events are reproduced quite well. After 
the polar field revei:sal a i  the end of 1979, the relation does not seem to I?.old. 
Both the long term trend and the shorter Lima scale characteristics show a 
poor correlation. One possibility is that  the reversal of Lhe polar f'leld 
changcd the dependance of the cosmic rays on the heliospheric 
configut'ation. Jokipii (1981) showed that if particle drift is considered, then 
perturbations In tlie equatorial I%IF are more effective in m~dula t ing the 
Figlire 6-41: The cosmic ray f!ux and t he  solid arlgle of lke polar field regions [''or 
e ach  Garr i~lgton ltotatior the  solid line represen ts  t he  t h e e  ro ta t io r  aaTeragc of the 
cosmic ray flux rnessured by the Cliinax r.eutron monitor  delayed t h r cc  rutitlior~s. 
The do t ted  line sllows for e ach  rotation the lhree rotdt ion average ol 4 7 ~  rninus the 
solid angle be twe r r~  t he  ey~ialor.  urld t he  r ie~i l ra l  line. Tliis r epresen ts  t h e  solid angle 
of t h e  polarity region conriected t o  the  pole in e a c h  hemisphere.  

cosmic ray intensity during cycles when thc field ovcr the Sun's north polar 
region points inward rather Lhan outward. Or perhaps both the cosmic ray 
intensity and the current sheet configuration are related to some more basic 
parameter of the solar cycle and the good agreement seen during the rising 
pliase of the cycle is coiacidcntalL This is somewhat hard to believe because 
of the close relationship found by Hundhausen et al. (1980) for most of the 
last cycle. In any case this will be an interesting area of further investigation 
when more of the cycle can be studied. 
Coronameter measurements provide one of the few alternative mcthods 
for determining the current  sheet coilfiguration in the low corona. The 
correlation between coronal streamers and neutral sheet has been uscd by 
Newkirk (1972) and Pneuman e t  al. (1978). The observations of hhr current  
sheet in the low corona determined. from bright coronal structures by 
Howard & Woomen (19'74) using the tecianiques of Nansen e t  al. (1974) have 
a.lraady been described Keasurements from the Mauna Loa coronarneler 
have been referrcd to several times and will be compared with the potential 
Reld model results over a shorC period in this section, as in Lhe paper of Wil- 
cox 8i  Hurndhausen (1883). 
Photographs of the white light corona are taken each day at Maurla Eoa 
using Ihe K coronameter. The polarization brightness of the coronal is 
recorded at a height of 1.5 R,, sornewhai: lower than the optimum source SLK- 
face used in the potential field compui;ation. Polarization brightness is the 
inkcnsity difierence observcd for tangei~tially and radially polarized light and 
a maximum in this quanCiLy corresponds Lo a higher coronal density. From 
these photographs a synoptic chart of polarization brightness can bc assen?- 
bled for each of the two solar Iirnbs. The method is descrik~rd In Hansen e t  
al. (19'74). Hulidliausen (1877) related the maximum contour to the neutral 
line. 
Burlaga e i  al. (198i) u-sed this relatlon to compare the necitral lines 
determined using the potential field model (PFM) of Wilcox e t  al., (1980) with 
those found from the ~xaxirnum brightness contour (MBC). Comparison of 
individual rotations using the coronameter data agreed better with the IMF 
measurements rrlade by Helios I and II than did the potential field nlodel cal- 
culaLion made from a 6-month average of the M t .  Wilson photospheric data. 
Besides the obvious problem with evolutionary effects over a six month inter- 
val, Lhere was a general trend lor  the computed current sheets to lie a t  
higher latitudes. In fact the PPM results were in conflict with the high lati- 
tude Pioneer 11 data whch  observed no current sheet above 14'M latitude. 
This was likely due to the fact that  no polar field correction was made in the 
work of Wilcox e t  al., as pointed out by Burlaga e t  al. 
PFM results for CR 1641. - CR 1658 were presented by Hoeksema c t  al. 
(1982). This analysis referred to individual rotations using Stanford data and 
included the polar field correction. The source surface radius was locatcd a t  
2.35 & .  The monopole component has not been removed. Bruno et al. 
(1982) presented the the MBC determination of the current sheet for much of 
the same inkerval. Wilcox & Hudhausen  (1983) compared the results which 
are shown in Figure 6-12. As stated by Wilcox 8c Hundhausen the figure 
"shows that  the two methods Lead to current sheets with very similar shapes 
and with similar amplitude displacements from the solar equator. For five of 
the six Car r iq ton  rotations lo which both methods have been applied, the 
two methods are about equally successful in predicting the observed IMF 
polarity." 
The major disagreement between the methods occurs in CR 1644 when 
the PE'M near 100' extends substantially northward. This is unlike the struc- 
ture cornpuked for CR 1843 and CW 1645 and conflicts with the MBC result. 
The MMC sheet has better ,  though not perfect, agreement with the IMF 
Figure 6-12: For each rotation for which corcnameter data was available, the pcten- 
tial field modcl r e s ~ l t s  from F i g u e  5-3 a ~ d  5-4 have bccrA reproduced. The neutral 
line delerrniued using the maximum brightness contour method is plotted as a 
dashed line. In all but CR 1644 the correspondence of the two rnethcds is very good. 
(From Wilcox and Hu~dhausen ,  4984). The plus and n incs  sigr-s show the IMF polarity 
measured a t  Earth. 
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polarity ai: that time. This large change in the field configuration was dis- 
cussed by Hoeksema e t  al. (1982). Figures 6-133, b, and e show the obscrvcd 
photospheric fields for CR 1643, CR 1644, and CR 1615. The change in the 
computed current sheet was caused by the appearance of an  unusually 
strong magnetic region in the photosphere. A large bipolar magneLic region 
appeared in Rotation 1644 at longitude 120' with predominantly toward 
polarity field. The corresponding IMF polarity observed at Earth was away on 
several days during which the computed current  sheet would lead to a pred- 
iction of toward polarity. There are more negative polarity days near 120' in 
the IMF during CR 1644 than during either CR 1643 or CR 1645 (see Figure 5- 
31. 
The RIB@ neutral line, on the other hand, does not seem to change 
between CR 1613 and CR 1644. This suggests that the unbalanced photos- 
pheric flux region may be an artifact of the observing method, The agree- 
ment of the MBC surpasses that of the PFM for  this rotation. However the 
MBC misses the negative polarity days near 120". I t  seems possible that  
there may have been a region of toward magnetic field polarity in the helio- 
sphcre corresponding to t h s  bipolar magnetic region as confirmed by the 
two days of negative polarity obscrvcd near 120°, but of a shape somewhat 
different than that suggested by either the PFM or the MBC. 
A similar event occurred near 140' longitude in the southern hemi- 
sphere in Carrington Rotation 1661 (see Figure 5-4). Another rather rapid 
change in the computed current  sheet near longitude zero from CR 1652 to 
CR 1653 was also caused by the appearance of a large bipolar magnetic 
region in the photosphere, but in this case the region remained in the photo- 
sphere For several rotations, and the corresponding effects on the computed 
current sheet also continued for several rotations. Both the MBC and the 
Figure 6-13a: A synioptic rrlup of t he  lirle-of-sight photospheric magnetic field rneas- 
u rements  observed a t  the SLanPol-d Solar Observatory for Carrington Rotation 1643. 
Figure 6-13b: Carringtor- Rotation 1644. Notice t he  large activc region t ha t  appeared 
in t hc  riurthci-E hemisphere near  longi t rdc 120'. Figure 6-13c: Synaptic chdrt f o r  







PFM r r~spondod  to the presence of this ~ e g i o n  
The diflerence in altitude between the MBC and PFM is not highly 
significant. F'igurcs 6-14 and 6-15 show the direction of the computed field at 
1.5 Ro and 2.49 & ,  a t  the level. of the I( coronameter observation and just 
below the source surface radius. Use caution when comparing these directly 
with the current sheets shown in Figure 6-12. These PFM calculations are 
plotted in a different projection where the y-axis is linear in sine latitude 
rather than l a t~ tude .  Also these come from a single computation for the 360' 
interval, so thc Acld near the edges may not be precisely the same as that in 
Figure 6-12. I t  is better to compare 6-14 and 6-15 directly since both are 
plotted in the same format. Each grid point is marked by a 'i-' symbol with a 
vector showing the direction of the field. The magnitude of the field is not 
represented. The contour linc corresponds to the zero line of the radial field 
component. 
The main digcrence between the two is that the lower altitude field 
extends to hgher  latitude than the source surface field. The structure at 
lower altitude is also somewhat more complex showing the increased 
influence of the higher order multipole fields. The locations where the 
current  shcet crosscs the equator do not change very much; the polarity 
predictions in the ecliptic will not be very different. Comparing the struc- 
ture at 1.5 Ps', with the MBC neutral line shows only slightly less similarity 
than does the 2.5 R, result. The cot~clusion is that  the structure seen at 2 .5  
R, is alrcady evident a t  1.5 R,. The K coronameter data agrees better  with 
the PFM field at 2.5 ia', . This may be because the assumption of a potential 
field a n d  the assumption of radial field lines at the source surface tend to 
artificially increase the altitude a t  which the computed field lines become 
Figure 6-14: The field direction a t  1.5 R, for CR 1653 is SF-own i n  a forrnul similar to 
Figure 3-6. The striicti:re a t  this height is qcalitalively similar to, but somewhat 
more complex than t h e  field corfiguration at 2.5 R,. The coronamcter mcasure- 
rnents wcrc made aL this altitude. 
Figure 6-15: The field directiorl just below the source surface a t  2.49 R, for CR 1653. 
The structure extefids to  lower latitudes and is somewhat simpler t han  that shown in 
Figarc 6-14. The field is almost entirely radial at this height. 


open to the interplanetary mediu~rn relative t o  the actual coronal field lines. 
This deserves study over a larger portion of the solar cycle. 
For comparison Fi@:?e 6-18 shows the field computed a t  1.1 Ro, very 
near the photosptiere. The structure at tl?is altitude is extremely complex 
and it would be difficult to infer the simpler structure predicted by the ME?@ 
or the PPM tit the source surface. Most d the field lines close and the struc- 
ewes  simplify between the photospke-e and 1.5 R, . 
One hope for further study is Lhe comparison of coronameter data with 
the PFM results during other parts 618 'the cycle. Unfortunately, one of the 
problems with, the coronameter data is that  near maximum the structure 
becomes much moire complex and the current sheet location is difficult or 
lrnpossible to determine. T7fl.i~ is true because of the increased level of 
activity. The occwence of transient events makes the interpretation of 
coronameter data very diflicult. Especially near maximum when the latitudi- 
nal extent of the current slieetiis so high and the polar fields are weak, it 
would be good to  have an independant measurement. of the extent of the 
current sheet. We should also seek -oakmat ion of the isolated current 
sheet regions Pound near maximum. 
Other B - o  bes of %he He Eiosphsre 
A few spacecraft have travelled &o latitudes diRerent from that of the 
Earth. Interesting comparisons can be made when several spacecraft meas- 
w e  the IMF at  different latitudes simultaneously. Such a comparison will be 
described in the present seetion. Comets presently provide the only direct 
high latitude probe of the heliospheric field. Disconnection events (DEs) in 
comet tails een be related Lo the passage of sector boundaries (Wiedner & 
Brandt, 1978, 1979, 1980). W e  will compare our results for the configuration 
F ~ g u r e  8-16. The structure ai i 1 4 1s I-llghly structured and the field direction 
varies greatly, rerecting the mare  of t h e  cai.plplexlty of the  photospheric field. 

of the field with those of Niedner (1982% derived from DEs 
The tvvo Helios spacecraft orbii; the sun and often have latitudes 
different from each stber snd diEere-c;t Okmorn the Earth. This provides the 
opportunity to get a bettea determination of the heliospheric field 
conllgiguration, even though w e  are siill limited Lo a band k7.25' from the 
equator. Villante e t  al. (1970) published the Helios data for the interval Janu- 
ary through May, 1976. Since Sianfard. data was unavailable for t h s  period, 
Mt. Wilson data for the six rdati-ons ~~(il/as averaged and the  potential field was 
then computed. Figure 6-17 arid. 6-:!E from Wicox e t  al. (1980) shows the 
result for these six re tat ion.^. Tkae li/lF polarity measurements from Helios 
have been oorotated back to the source surface and plotted a t  the 
corresponding latitude and longitude. The latitude sf Pioneer 4 1  which 
observed a single polarity wi; 16'N (Smith e i  al., 2.978) is marked by the hor- 
izontal dashed line, As pointed out by !3wlaga et  al. (1981) who later made a 
comparison of the IHelios data, Lhe potential field model, and the coroname- 
tee  results for this same interval, Yne e;:ten'i in latitude is too great,  probably 
due to the omission of the poiat- field e~~ r r ec t i on .  Thls would not substantially 
affect thc field near the equator whcrc h e  Helios spacecraft travel. 
The quality of the a g r e a n e n i  wilh &he data with both the Helios and 
Earth data as qwte good These ohservwtlons s u p p ~ r t  Lhe vlew that the large 
scale structure of the warped heliospheric current sheet can be computed 
from the observed phbE,ospheric I-nagnetih: field. This is in contrast Lo the 
"'ballerina skirt" model current at, that time which attributed the origin of 
the IMF structure to  a simple plane ~ ~ h j c h  would then. be slightly distorted by 
Figure 6-17: The curved line represcilis the current  sheet for five rotatior~s from 
January 20 through May 23, 1976 calc~ilated from Mt. Wilson photospheric data. The 
polar field correction was not made so .iiie latitudinal extent 02 the sheet  was too 
great. The dashed line a t  1 6 9  represenLs the approximate latitude of Pioneer 11 a t  
4 AU which observed only positive IMi? polarity. The plus and minus signs represent 
the IMF polarity measured at  Helios 1 and 2 projected back Lo lhe solar corona. The 
abserveci polarities agree well with t h e  the compiited Reld. 
Figure 6-18: The same as for Figure 6,-27 except that  the plus and rnirlus signs 
represent  the inferred IMI" polarity at the '3arth mapped back to  th.e source surface. 
The absenred polarity changes occur near crossings of the computed current sheet .  


dynamic processes in the solar wind (e.g. Smith & Wolie, 1979). Near 
minimum it was harder to distinguish between the two, since both models 
predicted a planar sheet with relatively small warps. However near max- 
imaun the distinction became clear. 
Niedner (4982) used 72 disconnection events (DE) in comet tails 
observed since I892 to investigate the latitudinal extent and the tilt proper- 
ties of sector boundaries. He found a rough agreement with the latitudinal 
extend of the current sheet as extrapolated using the Rosenberg-Coleman 
affect (Svalgaard & Wilcox, 1976). However the sector boundary tilt angles 
(i.e. the inclination of the boundary with respect to the equator) was 
significantly more rneridional and less ordered than .would be expected for a 
simple sinusoidal current sheet configuration. In probing this question, it 
was found that two sorts of sectors exist, those which were extremely lati- 
tude dependant and those which were not. These would exist a t  the same 
time. This led Niedner to suggest that the simple sinusoidal, nearly equa- 
torial current sheet was an oversimplification. 
The computed current sheets presented in this study confirm this suspi- 
cion. Near minimum the current sheet is nearly equatorial and sinusoidal. 
During most of the cycle, however, the current sheet reached to much higher 
latitudes and is certainly not sinusoidal. At different longitudes during the 
same rotation the current sheet may be highly inclined to the equator and 
nearly parallel. Behannon et al. (1983) cof i rm this in a study of boundary 
inclinations using spacecraft magnetic field measurements. 
Thc potential field model calculations presented in Chapter 5 help to 
interpret many other observations and lead to new insights. The discussions 
in this Chapter have shown the relationship of the current results to those 
for other solar cycles determined in a variety of methods. The structures 
observed during solar cycle 21 are much like those to be expected in any 
other cycle. The following chapter tries to use these results to come to a 
broader understanding of the relationship of the large scale field to the solar 
cycle. 
Often tile heliospheric rield ear. e characterized by its lowest order 
rnultipolc terms. During 1873, for c::carnple, the field rcscmblcd ia tilted 
dipole (Hundhausen. 1977). Near minimum the field could be characterized 
as a dipole field with a quadrupoic d.istortion (Bruno e l  al. 9902). This sug- 
gests that an  interesLln,o; aiternaiive nay of looking a t  the Weld is in terms of 
the multipole cornponcnts derived i r ~  i.he potential field computation. That 
analysis will be described iiz this cha?i:.e~ a.nd related to other discussions of 
klie field in berms of its cori~ponents. This is especially interesting when  -on- 
sidering the reversal o? the polar. field near maximum. Later sections will 
consider the rotation M P  the coroilal f3kid and the large scale photospheric 
sources of "Le coronal field. 
The g and ih caeflicien~kc indicsta the relaeive contributions of the various 
mdtipole moments to the field. The c:iipression for the radial field strength, 
BT, depends on the assoeiaied Legelidre polynomials, khe g and h coefficients 
and on a term which varies wi th  radius (see Equation 3-1). In order to corn- 
pare the importance of the i~arious ini*ltipoles the g's and h ' s  must be nor- 
Te-l !+I +i.- rnalired by I/- and adjlisled by Ihe Caciar 7 where 1- and 
R,2" 
R3 must be expressed j i? units of solar radii. The normalizadion mush be done 
in order "k cornpeiisa'ie for tile i'o;:m. i:sed for Llie associated Lcgcndre poly- 
nomials. The radial te rm arises because t h e  dependance on distance varies 
wit11 t .  The terms from out.si.de the source surface give tlie dependants on 
positive powers of .r; t h e  depeiidantce 012 negati~ve powel-s of r comes from the 
sources with11 the photosphere. The follo~*~iiig table gives the factor by which 
each g and h eocfflcicni must bc i-nuliiplied for intercon- pari is on a t  quarter 
R, intervals beidween I:ie ,plioi:.osphaze and the source surface located at 2.5 
r?, . The cornparison factor is i~ideperidant of .m, the order of thc harmonic. 
For exampic, to compare the ficld strength due to the dlpole t e rm and 
the quadrupole terms a t  the somce surface, the dipole coefficients must be 
m u l t ~ p l ~ e d  by 0 1109 and the quadrupole coeff~cients must be rnultipl~ed by 
0.0572 
Radius 
Most of the field comes from within the inner boundary a t  the photo- 
sphere. The photospheric fields determine the evolution of the coronal field 
as well. Thc structure a t  the source surface is observed through the outer 
beliosphere (subject to dynamic changes in the solar wind). The following 
discussion compares the multipole contributions a t  the source surface, since 
a t  that  point the field configuration is frozen into the plasma and the relative 
contribution of the multipolcs does not change with distance. However, it is 
important to realize that  the physical source of the field lies within the sun 
where the relative magnitudes of the multipoles are rather different, espe- 





The relative contribuLions Lo the field strength at the source surface for 
the first three multipoles, the monopole, dipole, and quadrupole terms,  are 
shown in Figure 7-7. These are scaled in rnicrotesla and indicate the max- 
imum field value which would be observed far from a node in each multipole. 
Each curve is plotted on a scale from 0 to 20 pT and shows the total contribu- 
tion for all values of m. For example, the dipole component, I = ] ,  includes 
1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.25 2.50 
1.0000 0.6400 0.4444 0.3265 0.2500 0.1975 0.1800 
1.1917 0.6282 0.3791 0.2524 0.1613 0.1383 0.1109 
1.3508 Q.5610 0.Z708 0.1591 0.1022 0.0730 0.0572 
lhe contribulron from bolh the p o l a ~ ~  and equalorial dipoles During most of 
(,he lntcmal the polar dipole 1s the largest component 
Near minimum the dipole term dominates the other multipoles. The 
quadrupole has an  ampZitucle cd abo~1-t 1 yT compared with an  amplitude of 
about 6 p T  for the dipole t z r m .  Thus the quadrupole field. is about 17% the 
magnieude of Lhe dipole. During this illterval almost all of the dipole contri- 
bution comes Byom thc po!.ar :zornporient. The sectoral component is the 
Bargest quadrupole term during this period. Tlvs cadrms the relation found 
Prcom the Mama Loa 16 coronarnetcr data. by Bruno et al. (1982) who deter- 
mined that  the seci;orai quadrupole term was about 17% of the magnitude of 
the polar dipole. The relative contributions of the various dipole components 
will be cliscussed later.  
Near the beginning of 1Q78 the strength of the dipole field begins to 
decrease and the other multipoles losg'n to  increase. While the dipole is gen- 
erally the strongest componenL it does not really dominate the field 
configuration at the sop,li:ce suri;ace during: most of the several years around 
maxim=. Occasionally sluing; 18'79 and '1980 the quadrupole component is 
somewhat larger. The dipole does dominate dur iw much of 1982, but fades 
for much of 1983. This corresponds t o  the evolution from the strong two see- 
tor structure observed. during most of 1982 t~ the four sector structure 
which began to develop near the end of 1982. The plots of the source surface 
field configurations lor individual yotai:lon~ in Figures 5-10 and 5-42 demon- 
strate this. 
The origin of tho ~ ~ o n o p o l e  tern1 has been discussed in some detail in 
Chapter 4. Except Bog. brief p e r i ~ d s  attributable t o  rapid evolution of the 
photosphcric ficld, thc monopole is much smaller than the other strong 
terms.  
Figure 7-1: The magnitudes of t h  l=O (moalopoIe), &=I (dipole), and l=2 (quadrupole), 
cornpunents of the nnilgnletic fieid at the ,source surface. This shows the relative con- 
tribution of the multipolew to t h e  heliaspheric field cunfiguratian. The value is com- 
puted each ten Garringtail degrees. Nezr minimum the dipole field dominates, but  
near maximum the  quadrupole cornponelit has a comparable magnitude. The contri- 
bution of the monopole (zero offset) has been removed from the source surface field. 

The octupole term,  shown in Figure 7-2 cannot be ncglceLcd around 
maximum. In early 1978 i ts rnagniiudt? is comparable to the dipole and qua- 
drupole Germs. Eacli Bgwe is plotted to a dii'lerent scale, Pigum 7-2 going 
from 0 to 5 pT. The fields due lo higher order mdtipoles, shown in Figures 
7-2 and 7-21, con'Lrilsutc vcry littie t o  ihs to ta l  field at the source surface. The 
panels in Figure 7-3 extend 3nly From 0 Lo 0 .2  pT. ExaminaLion of the com- 
parison factors in Table 7-1 reminds us that at the photosphcrc the eontribu- 
tions of the higher order terms wii.1 increase reladive Lo ihe lower order 
terms by  factors oi several hundrsb, and so will be vcry strong at "LC solar 
surface. 
Each term,  w i t h  the e:icspLion ol the dipole ierm, increases in magni- 
tude Prom solar cycle minimurn t o  naxirnum. Some time after maximum 
these terms begin to decrease slorily. The dipole eomponene reaches a 
minimum in its average value in 198G, near maximum. This can be explained 
by the decrease and reversal of the polar field. The coeflicienls presented 
include the polar Wclci correction which adds to the polar dipore component. 
The same dependanoe on solar cycle 131 the dipole t e rm is seen if Lhe polar 
field correction is not made,  tboug'r! !lot as strongly. The total flux a t  the 
s o u r c e  su r Ince  inc reases  drarnaticalPy n e a r  ~nax i ruun~  due t o  t h e  inc rease  in 
the higher order m~dtipoles. 
Figure 7-2: The relative cc~ t r ibu t ions  of Lhe 1=3, octupolo, I=4, and 1=5, mulLipole 
c o n ~ p o ~ e n t s  at the source surface. Mote the change in scale from Figure 7-1. Exccpt 
for  the octupole, these cornpocents coclribute liL'cle to t h e  large scale configuration 
of the heliospheric field. 
Figurc 7-3: The co~tr ibut ions  or -the i=%, 7, 0 ,  and 9 components. The scille here has 
again beer1 exp'inded. Every comyonei!.t incr.eases i r l  rrlagnitude near maximum. 
Tihile these multipoles contribute little io ihe s a u c e  surface fields, they are the dom- 
inant components of the phoCospheric iield. 


Because the dipole has so often been used to characterize the helios- 
pheric field, the following discussion deals with the individual dipole com- 
ponents. The analysis already presented dernonsLraLes that  during the 
several yyers around maxirnunl an equivalent or  grcater  share of the total 
dux comes from higher order multlpoles Even near minlmum the hlgher 
order terrns affect the Earth because it is so closc to the equator. Near max- 
imum the higher order field contributions would be evident a t  any latitude 
Figure 7-4 presents the values of the dipole components computed each 
10" from 1976 through 1903. The top panel shows the polar dipole com- 
ponent. It shows a roughly constant magnitude for the year and a half alter 
minimum followed by a gradual decline through 1978 and early 1979. For 
most of 19'79 and 1900 the polar dipole remains essentially zero. The new 
polar fields (of opposite sign) regained strength gradually durir~g 1981 and 
stayed roughly constanL through 1982 and 1983 aL a slightly lower strength 
than the minimum cra field. If no polar field correction were made, the field 
strength near- r n i r ~ i n ~ u r n  and after 1981 would be somewhat lower and the 
polar component near maximum would be somewhat more erratic, but the 
general characteristics of the field would remain the same. 
The equaeorial dipole is sinusoidal in character.  This is because only the 
la,, te rm has been plotted. The other equatorial dipole is identical except 
that it is out of phase by 90'. The g l ,  t e rm is slightly more noisy because it 
has maximum amplitude a t  the point on the sphere where the "seam" occurs 
1BB"rorn the center of the data window, therefore the h's are generally less 
noisy. With time the equalorla1 alpole points toward Earth, then pcrpcndicu- 
lar,  then away, producing the sinusoidal shape. The envelope of the wave 
Figure 7-4: The polar and equatorial dipole components of lhe heliospheric field. 'The 
polar dipole decays and reverses s i ~ n  ear sulilr ~~ iax i rnum,  growing in magnitude 
during the decl i~ing phase. The equatorial dipole shows modulation due to solar rota- 
tion. The envelope, corresponding to  the magnitude of the equatorial dipole, ap- 
parently evolves irldcpendantly of the polar dipole. The equatorial dipole is the dom- 
inant component during most of 1982. 

indicates the magnitude of the equatorial component 
Near mimmum only a small equatorial component exists. The com- 
ponent first begins to grow in mid 1078. The amplitude of the component 
varies substantially from 1879 through 1903. 'I'he modulation does not 
appear extremely regular, though a periodicity of a littlc under 2 years may 
be present.  This could correspond to  a beating O F  two (or more) structures 
rotating at slightly different rates. The results of an FFT power spectrum 
analysis are shown in Figure 7-5. The peaks a re  labelled by the synodic 
periods corresponding to the frequencies obtained. The largest peaks occur 
at 2'7.0 days and 28.2 days. These are suggestive of the recurrence times 
found in geomagnetic activiky and in the polarity structure of' the IMF (Sval- 
ganrd & Wileox, 4976). The significance of thesc rates is not clear. Are there 
two equatorial dipole structures rotating with different periods on the sun 
over a substantla1 fraction of lhe solar cycle? The discovery of these periods 
in the inferred IKF polarity over thc last several sunspot cyclcs may support 
the rcallty of such a conjccturc. Alternatively, active longitudes located a t  
different latitudes having diflcrent robation rates could also contribute to 
such a signal, although a 27 day period corresponds to  the  rotation of the 
photosphere only at the equator where there is little activity. The lifetimes 
of at least a year for the wiggles in P'igure 7-4 preclude the correspondence 
of the equatorial dipolc to individual active regions. Other modes show simi- 
lar amplitude modulations, though with different perinds. The location of the 
delds producing the patterns is unclear 
Schulz (19739, Antonucc~ (14741, Saito e t  al. (19'78 and referenccs 
therein), and others have characterized the reversal of thc  polar fields in 
terms of a rotating dipole. Near solar minimum the dipole is aligned with the 
rotation axis. Rotating slowly, thc dipole becomes equatorial near maximum 
and finally approaches the rotation axis again near the follow~ng minimum, 
but pointing In the opposite direction. Having computed the field 
Figure 7-5: The power spectrum of the equatorial dipole. The amplitude modulatio~: 
of the equatorial dipole suggested beating between two periods. 'The FFT shows that  
power exists at  27.0 and 28.2 days and to  a lesser degree at  27.5 days. No other peaks 
in the spec t rum approach  the magnitude of the peaks shown here. 

components from 1976 through 1983, the direction of the dipole field can be 
computed easily. Figure 7-6 shows the angle between the rotation axis and 
the dipole field, determined by ftnding the arctangent of the ratio between 
the magnitudes of the polar and equatorial dipole components. The angles 
shown in Figure 7'-6 have been averaged over complete Carrington Rotations. 
The curve shows that  the dipole angle rernains near 90Vhrough early 1978 
and then decreases rapidly to 0°, remaining near 0' for a year beginning in 
early 1979. In mid 1980 the angle rapidly jumps Lo about 60" where i t  
remains until near the end of 1903. The direction of the field varies substan- 
tially after 1980. 
Does the dipole ~.otate? The behaviour of the dipole betwccn 1876 and 
19'7'9 could supporL Lhe rolating dipole concepl (ignoring for the moment the 
other components sf the field which have been shown Lo be roughly 
equivalent to thc dipole near maximum). The polar dipole gradually decays 
and the equatorial dipole gradually gains in strength. The orientation of the 
dipole moves slowly from 90' Lo the equalor. M L e r  1980, however the orien- 
tation changes ralher erratically, depending more on the apparently random 
fluctuations in magnitude of the equatorial dipolc than on a regular relation 
between the two components. This is shown by the continual gradual 
increase of the polar dipole component and the varying magnitude of the 
equatorial component. The total power in the dipole varies too. This sug- 
pests that  the two components are really unrelated. The equatorial dipole 
participates in the general increase of lower latitude Aclds taking place 
around rnaximiim. The polar dipole simply decays between minimum and 
maximum and grows in the opposite direction after maximum. 
This is cerLainly true of the photospheric fields whch do not show the 
same large scale organization observed a t  thc  source surface. As will be  
Figure 7-8: The direction of the dipole field with respect t o  the rotation axis comput- 
ed from the polar and equatorial components. Near rrlirlimum the dipolc is aligned 
with the rotation axis. During the rising phase the dipole appears to rotate since the 
equatorial cornpancnt prows as the polar camponect decays. After maximum the 
direction uf the dipole varies greatly suggesting that the two coraponerits are actually 
independant. 

shown in a following sect.ion, the polar fields of the new cycle first appear a t  
mid latitudes early in the cycle and gradually spread to the poles. One can 
still ask the question of whether the h~liosphe'Pic field can be accurately 
desct%PiBed as a rotating dipole, independant of whether i t  is 1mly a rotating 
dipole. From Figure '7-6 alone the answer would be yes. The angle of thc 
dipole component rotates from north to south during the cycle reversing a t  
maximum. However, the real answer to this question depends on the magni- 
tude of t he  other multipole components. 
Reconsideration of Figure 7-1 shows that for much of the period around 
maximum the dipole term does not dominate the structure of the helios- 
pkeric field. Indeed during much of 1979 and 1980, when the dipole is revers- 
ing, the other components contribute more of the flux. Looking at the ficld 
conf=igura"Lons shown in Figure 5-9, the structure appears rather complex. 
There were rotations when the field resembled a dipole, e.g. @R 1682 or CR 
1888, but during most rotations there was a great dcal of structure a t  a wide 
range of latitudes, often forming four sectors in the equatorial plane. The 
north polar region became negative and south became positive a t  about. the 
same time; by nature this tends to resemble a rotating dipole, but for most 
rotations that  description is to simple. For this reason the heliospheric field 
can n o t  be characterized as a rotating dipole, a t  lcast during the present 
solar cycle. Except near solar minimum, the dipole clearly donlinated the 
structure of the field only during 1982 and that was due to  the strength of 
the equatorial dipole which, if the dipole were actually slowly rotating Prom 
north l o  south, should have been decreasing during that interval. 
Most of the observations used Lo infer the presence of a dipole have been 
taken during the dccling phase of the sunspot cycle when a two sector struc- 
ture in the IMF polarity is commonly observed a t  Earth. The observations 
have generally depended on low latitude mcasurements. During periods 
when tbe dipole component is strong, as in 1982, the tilt of the dipole cannot 
be reliably determined using low latitude measurements. It was near the end 
of the last cycle when a dipole tilted at  30' w a s  observed in the coronameter 
data (Hundhausen. 19'7'7). The situation observed in 1982 was very similar 
having a dominant dipolar field inclined 50' to 60' to the pole. While the 
tilted dipole description Is appropriate during some parts of the cycle, the 
fact remains thae during most of the cyqlc the dipole description is not ade- 
quate in the ecliptic plane and during milch of the cycle a t  higher latitudes. 
Multiple ClLrrenE S h e e t s  
The higher multipole components contribute to the complexity of the 
heliospberic field slructure. Second cilrrent sheets enclosing isolated polar- 
ity regions are not uncommon near n-ra:ximum, Exanlples occur in CR 1674, 
CR 1678, CK 1686, aad CR 1698. Dw-ing some rotations, as in CR 1679, tlicse 
structures d.o not interact w i t h  the Fa-tk; on othcr occasions, as in CR 1698, 
they do. In the interplanetary medium Chese will produce s-maller sectors 
limited 'Lo a narrow range in latitude ss  well as longi'cude. The inclination of 
boundaries observecl near such sectors will depend sensitively on the loca- 
tion of the observer relative to the Ioccttion of the sector. This has special 
signif'dcaiice with regard t o  using ihe eif~c:i. of Rosenberg & Coleman (1969) Lo 
infer froan &he inclination of 130mdaici~cs thc la%itudinal extent of thc current 
sheet. The i"leld configuration in a rotaiion such as  CR 1698 (see Figure 5-81 
would give misleading results. 
The magnetic regions enclosed by separate current sheets do not 
appear randomly. In each ease the strong field region at the center of the 
isolated region can be seen Pol- several rotations before and after the second 
current sheet f o r n ~ s  and disappears. M good example is again the large 
region in CX 1698. Easily visible in CR 16392 when it was  connected to the 
positive south pole, the area south of the strong field region weakened during 
CR 1695 and CR 1696, causing Lhe forwii~ion of a separate ruru.c?nt sheet dur- 
ing CR 1697 - CR 1699. The region reconnected t o  the positive south polar 
region in CR 17700 ( s e e  Figure 6-10) and gradually wcakened \.hereafter. The 
evolution of other separate regions may not last over such a long period, but 
in each case is due to  a strong field region becoming isolated because of t he  
disappearance of the weaker field region surrounding it. 
This s tabil~ty even for smaller reglons surrounded by opposite polarity 
areas re~nforces the Impression that  the Eargc scale leaturcs evolve slowly. 
Even during maximum when active regions seem to dominate the photos- 
pheric field conffguration, the large scale features evident in the corona have 
life times fro= months to years. 
I t  is difficult to conceptualize the reversal of the polar field, partly 
because of the format in which the fields are typically shown. Figure 7-7 
shows a cartoon of the smooth evolution of the fields from minimum through 
maximum in two projections. The panels on the left show the field 
conPiguration in the standard format. The right hand panels show the same 
fleld configurations but projected as might be seen Prom the north pole. 
Actuatly the southern hemisphere is shown as well. The south pole is the 
outer circle, the inner cjrcle represents the equator, and the north pole lies 
in the center The perpendicular llnes dmde  the sphere into the same qua- 
drants shown in the left hand panels 
The evolution of the ficlds is shown from frame to frame as the current 
sheet progresses from a simple, low latitude four sector s l ruc t~ l re  near 
minimum as through the CR 1660's, to a similar, non-symmetric high latitudc 
structure observed in the CR 1670's. The fourth frame shows the high lati- 
tude, complex structure typical just before polar reversal during the CR 
1680's. During the CR 1690's the current sheet extends from pole to pole and 
gradually sweeps across the polar regions as the polar Aelds change sign. 
The field settlcs down to a more simple structure as shown in the last Frames 
which are representative of the CR 1700's and CR 1710's. Each frame has 
been drawn to be characteristic of the rotations during the indicated 
Figure 7-7: The panels at the left show the evolutiorl of the field config~iration before 
and alter m a x i m ~ ~ r n  i  t h e  standard projection. Each frame typifies the field struc- 
ture for the indicated rotations. The panels at. the right show the polar azimuttlal 
equidistant projcctian of the same field configuration. This illustrates the smooth 
evolutio11 of the current sheet in the nol-thern herriiuphere from rninim~im through 
maximum and the beginning of the declirling phase of the cycle. The arrows suggest 
the movement of the neutral line. 

interval Compare these wi th  the field structures displayed in Figures 5-6, 5- 
9, and 5-10. The details can be adjusted to match the actual patterns com- 
puted for this time period. 
The polar projections show the evolution of the same fields from a 
diffcrcnt perspective. While the polar field reversal may seem sudden when 
viewed in the standard way, the polar projection reveals that the motion of 
the current sheet near the polar regions is smooth and predictable even near 
maximum. 
The description of the field made in Chapter 5 emphasized the lack of 
observed differential rotation In the coronal struciures. To investigate this 
more systematically, an autocorrclation has been made at each latitude. A 
maximum in Lhe autr~correlation occurs for each latitude about one rotation 
later. The rotation rate found for each of the 30 latitude bins in degrees per 
day plotted in Figure 7-8 as plus symbols. The solid line is the best fit to thc  
observed daLa. Also plotted are the rotation rates observed for coronal holes 
(dot-dashcd, Bohlin, 1977b); solar features (dotted, Bohlin, !977b) sucll as 
prominences, coronameter enhancements, magnetic field patterns, white 
light and 3303 enhancements (PCMF); and the recurrence rates for long-lived 
sunspois (long-dashed, Newton & Nuan, 1951). There is a smooth curve of 
rotation rate vs. latitude for the coronal structures, but the coronal 
diRsrential rotation is much smaller than that  of t h e  sunspots or magnetic 
features. Fitting these data to a function of the usual form, the relationship 
Rotation ( degrees/day) = 13 .2  - 0.5 sinZio is found. This is very similar to the 
Figure 7-8: The differential rotation curves for various solar features. The long 
dashed line shaws the Newton and Nllnn (1951) curve for recurrent sunspots; the dot- 
ted line shows tho synodic rotation rate for photosphcric features (Bohlin, 1977b); the 
dash-dot. lifle shows the rotaliorl of corurlal holes (Bohlin, 1977b); and the solid line 
the best fit rate of the coronal fields determined in this study. The plus symbols show 
the actual rates determined from the autocorrelation analysis. Each curve has a n  er -  
ror  of approximately 0 .1  dcgree/day. 

rotation ra te  of coronal holes (Timothy, 1975; Bohlin, 1977b) or the coronal 
green line structures (Antonucci & Svalgaard, 1974). Thc field at thc source 
s w f a c ~  rolates less differentially than the large scale photospheric field. 
Fisher (1982) studied the rotation rate of coronal features observed with 
the Mama Loa K coronameter during 1980 and 1981. During this interval he 
found that the polar region and equatorial region fields rotated with a period 
of about 28.0 days. The active region latitude fields rotated with a period 
near 27.6 days. These results are not confirmed in the present study. This 
may occur because of the diderent time intervals of the two studies. The 
present analysis includes the entire interval from 1976 throught 1983. 'I'he 
rotation rates may vary during the cycle as different latitudes contribute 
varying fractions of the flux making up Ihe coronal field. I t  the alititude 
difference of the two methods is significant, the coronameter data will tend 
to be more sensitive to the smaller scale field w h c h  would tend to  partici- 
pate more in the differential rotation ~f the photospheric field. Sheeley & 
Harvey (1901) found a rotation ra te  of 28.0 days for high latitude coronal 
holes observed before 1978. This is in bet ter  agreement with lhe presenl 
data. In the next section the photospheric sources of the coronal Bclds are 
sought. 
The life times of the large scale structures arc much too largc to be 
related to  individual active regions. Yet the photospheric fields are the 
source of thc long lasting coronal features. In this section two methods for 
finding the sources of the coronal structure will be used, The first attempts 
to find the lal,iludinal distribution of the photospheric field by computing the 
longitudinal average of the field at each latitude for each Carrington rotation 
and making a contour plot of the resulting map which shows the evolution in 
time of the latitude structure of the field. Similar analysis has been done for 
the Mt. Wilson data (Yoshmura. 1976a, b ,  Howard & LaBnnte, 1981) and for 
the early Sl.anford data (IIoeksema et al . ,  1980). The second method tries to 
determine where a scctor boundary observed at Earth originates in the 
photosphere. This is acconrplished by superposing several synoptic: cha r t s  
about days on ~ v l ~ i c h  a polariiy change i.; detected a t  Earth. 
Figure 7-9 shows the zonal aXj.e-i.ages of' t h e  magnetic iield from 1'376 
t h o u g h  19BD. For eacli rotation, all the da ta  a t  a given latitude is averaged. 
Thc polar Relcls have not been corrected. The results for each  rotation. are  
put into the coli~lrnns of an arra.y, each  column corresponding to a. rolab:.on. 
No averaging ovcr sobar rotations has been performed. .A contour map is 
drawn Prom these d a t a  showi~ng the  i!~litudinal diskribution of the field as it 
changes through the  solar cycle. Rotations having missing da ta  have b2cn 
filled in using the same method developed for the polential field model: Ihe 
average of the da t a  from the preceediaig and following rotations a t  thc samc  
Longitude is used to  replace the missing values. Since at the photosphere tlie 
monopole coniponenL is insignificant it has been  ignored. 
Ncar minimum there  is very little flux on b b ~  surface. a'he Bonlinant 
s t ructure is Lkle positive nor th  pole aizil t he  negalii~r: south pole. The nerri.ra1 
line lies near the cquatur.  Nowhere daes the ne t  flu at  a given Iatiiutic get 
very large. 4n mid 1977 regions of flux apposite in sign t o  the dorniriant 
polarity in t ha t  hemisphere appear  in both the north and tlze south. I t  is 
:Lrtei-esking tha t  following polarity I?: seen belore leading polnrity in each 
hernisplzere and tha t  it appears  so early in the cycle. These mid latitude 
bands are  maintained until 1980 or 1931, by wl.iich time they have er:pai-ided 
and become the new polar field. Through 1980 the equatorward boundai-y of 
these bands remains roughly constant.  This is contrary to  c:ipcctation ii' tlie 
feature were simply due to  Cbe difl~asion of following pelarrly regions toward 
thc poles. 
The fields a t  lower latllucies n t l a ~ n  'che~r largesb values n e a r  sun.;pol 
maximum In 19'79 and 1900 Durilig 1980 the mtd lakltude fea ture  reached 
Figure 7-9: Zonal averages of the  photosphe~-ic  field. The field ai all longituslc:; FOP. 
e a c h  rolatiuil liav been averagcd showing Lhe ne t  flux a t  each latitude vs. tirrie. The 
new polar fields emerge a mid lati tudes in 1977 in e ach  hemispllere and gradiually 
move iaward the poles. The equalorward ksoundary or these regions rena i r .  tk:e s a m e  
fcr several years. Inicresting episodes oi' ,-apid AQX migration toward the  souilk pole 
oecilr in 1981 and  1982. 

ih2 nor-&ll pole. The sou;,bera F=a%;_ii-~ --eached the sovth ?ole ir-I i :381 1C. 
should bz  emphasized that bor.:zuss cB :;he large aperture ai; t h e  SE.anlc.i,-d 
3bscrvaCory: viteas~~cernenCs Laken :-j.eaab the po les  are no t  as n c c u - a i  9s 
those  laken wltb highsr resol:.i_tioii. T:io intzrssting evenlx i,ecl>ir l i ~  l i i lz 
southern. hemisphere in %983. an4 1882. ' 3  1901 a negative polariiy .iX~~!:;n 
..-. 0.~igra6,es rapidly tov~s~ard ?,'[he ~ o u l ~ n  pL.'als, q?>p%rentJgr ~cachi~7g :i-. in :I 98%. 'rli~ 
"!s Pollo7,~ed aboutit3 months l8.i;eii. by 2 positive region :which reaches 5112 suuth 
:?1>1e Paec in f 98%. A srnc?ller %uk ~i i~n i l3 ; .  event can b e  seer1 11-4 the no:.~t;ie,.ii 
hemisphara begin-g late in 1.280. S'h: skl-osg negative s ~ , g =  t.owa;d f : ? ~  
souih pole may be rl:Iated td ine si;:on,c - negative feature eratsndir~i 'ar i n k  
the southern hsmisphere obsal-ved nsur  180" ctn the ssurce aurl'wce -~lo-bs ji-a
'F!,gu;-c 5-10, Because theye i s  ?,317,!i_hudbnal j.dormatiga it is di:filc~!t 
relate Lhase slr~ucturcs diiaec&%y $0 tihe ac>bwce aurfacn iewiwes. 
Except loT these episiad~es of 8elr.9 rn.igra-tkon toward the poles,  he y'2an.s 
af i~er  maximum sP7Yo.s~ Ibt,i;le exsi&.i.ssg beil::aviour. The a@tiviE,y i o a ~ d s  seei-rr to 
a e e t  aL Ihe equator and ~g:~aeuwll~7  far%^: a'tz~a.37. Dwing 4983 tkse prs:iar Melds 
arc strcmthering and 6h.e zero eaantoex separating the new polar. iields i.r,:,t-u 
lowerr lakitud e spposi .ie pel ari.i,y wppr?,w.;8rss t h e  eqsnaksl-. 
Ii; is interesting $0 zto&e khat the AeRd during n~.iios& ai' &is pea-rod is 
divided inko feu- ban.?.ds, e?:oEil.re a d i p o l  field. "FNs qeaadralps%e aak,ure of i::>.e 
field h n s  been p ~ e d i c t e d  by ncmerisal d-~jnarno models.  ["l'oshir-r~urn, 19'iBir) 
'13e new .~sePar poIar field appeays 'Lrmg 'a~efeal-e it actually becomes h e  ,po%a:~- 
Geld. This ~ C W  ieat,t~re cowtrlba~tee i ; ~  &he large latitudinal eratent a;! i,.ie 
:c~:u,i..enk. sheet observed kh_t-ough ~ a ~ i ; > l - i  of the cyc !e ;  !;he polemlard rni,gra:,ror~ of 
7. ;.$rgnre 7-10: A -;:+ seetor boundcry- c-hie:> ; . a : u ~ r e d  -;ri'ih a period of aL-out 20 day:; irc- 
vinnicg August BB, 1918 f ~ r  ti12 failnwiap L4 1.0.ii31Cio~i was used is d~.le!-illine !:ey s 
Limes about vfihieh Ls s ~ p e r p a - ; ~  p i ~ ~ k ~ ~ s r ~ . c ; ~ ! : i ~  syno;ykic char ts .  ?;!la sue;zge i-:,?Id 
sbaws orgar-izaliohl at acly a few ;.s.liluc!;::. i: sti-acg orgaaizatiun in i.he mid-1r:L:ir;de 
s ~ ~ u t h e ~ n  iemisphere Beid can be ob:ser-cre& :..itL? the eoi-reci polari ty charse  S ? C ~ Z C S C -  




source s u ~ f a c e  fields and be,zi.use the photospheric Welds, a% least at. small 
scales, do not  last as  long a.s t h e  eoroaal si_ruetwrcs, identification of coroiiai 
s'i;l-uctures in the photosphere is di?iicult. One way around tt-iese problems is 
to  look a t  the photospheric skrrxcbures averaged over a longer period of Lime. 
Of interest  to tlie Eartiz are :hose s t r c - tu rc s  which contr ibut l  to  the 1iU.F' sec- 
t o r  s t ruc twe .  Pressni.ed here is a s;nperposiCkoa of synoptic charts  oC the 
photospheric Be%d corresponding 1.0 :s sector  boundary obserred air Earth for 
15 woiiths with a Tecurrence p.?y..iod of jusG over 28 clays. Tilts is the negative 
' to  positive boundary iks"ka$sarvcd at Earth on Aagust 20, 18'78 and each 
28.67 days t h c ~ s a f t e r  for 14 rno;.e i.,otairions. The southern hemisphere st.rue- 
ewe near  1BI)' degrees in Figlire ?'-I13  orr responds Lo a change in polarity 
Prom negative to  positive. This I s  jrl,.st nherc s ~ l c l i  a boundary soulcP be 
3zrpecCnd to occur given the reciur:*ance period. Tkus is Ihe only feature 
which shows a great  deal or oi-gania:ati.on using this recwrewcc Crequencjr. 
'There is a predominance cf poslli7'e S~:Y'L.ICGIPB to  [;he left oi ithe bounda.~y in 
each hemisphere. This 6s the corr:ec:k polarity to  contribute to the ptrsittvc 
:secto.s being entered ai. each boimiia,-4.. Xre have sxarnj ned several IMP l:!auii- 
dariss with recurrence periods of 21 claps to  28.5 days using this technique. 
In each case Shere is some oirg~:niza'ci.on of the photospheric licld, thoug:~  not 
alvrrays as  cienr as : a  t h i s  case. Gsoar;?.'ily tile fields a.6 t h e  laLitudes h a v i ; . ~  a
dih'iereatiai rotation raF,e ;!clo:;c Lo ikaat o f  khe sector  show Ihe most  orgailjza- 
. I '  u,lon. Comparison t o  t h e  surai-cc si;.l,fa~e liclds in Figure 5-8 do not s h o ~  any 
clew relationship i;o the sx.wlace field:; shown above. With tine r$xce,plieha or" 
coronal holes, the I-e%aiio~~sl-iip of :>hs3i-ospheric, coronal, and iiiterplawc;;ary 
fields i s  very difliculk t o  sort c,>ut. 
Chapter 8 -- Conclusions 
The original goal of this study, to %earn about the evolution of the three 
dimensional struct.ure of the large scale solar and heliospheric magnetic 
fields as they evolve through the solar cycle, has been aceonnpiished. 
Specifically, the intent was to learn about the latitudinal extent of the 
current sheet,  the importance of Lhe dipole field, the morphology or' the field 
when the polar field reverses, and the relation of the coronal structures to 
those seen in the photosphere and observed in the neighborhood of the 
Earth. Tn this chapter the methods used and the results obtained will be 
s m m a r i z e d  and several new questions whch have arisen during the course 
of t h s  analysis requiring further work will be described. 
The photospheric field has been observed almost every day at Stanford, 
providing a record of the magnetic structures visible on the sun's surface 
spanning a substantial porkion of the sunspot cycle. ' h e  large aperture, high 
nesolution, low noise spectrograph provides ideal data for studying the large 
scale s&ructure of the solar field. The quality of the data during the interval 
1876 - I983 is uniformly excellent with the exespLion of occasional gaps due 
So weather and equipment. Because the large scale field evolves slowly, ds ta  
gaps can be eliminated by interpolation of the data from the preceeding and 
fe%lowing .rotations. 
The polarity struckwe of the solar wind is simple, having four or two sec- 
tors each solar rotation. The phoLospheric field is much more complex. T0 
explain the simplification of the magnetic structure, the potential field model 
has been developed to  relaie the pboiospheric, coronal, and interplanetary 
structures. The assumption of a potential field leads to the simplifictation of 
the fields with height above the photosphere. Currents must actually flow In 
the corona, but fortunately their Aow does not greatly alter the configuration 
of the magnetic field. To match Lhe observed coronal s t ruetwe and for ease 
of computation the field is conslrained to become radial a t  a certain aliilude. 
This assumption can be justified because coronal structures above a few 
solar radii are observed to be radial and because the energy density of the 
transverse magnetic field dominates the plasma out to approximately the 
same height. Between this surface and. the photosphere the magnetic field is 
described by a potential. 
The assumptions described above may be relaxed, but  have been Youad 
to eo~itribule little to the accuracy of t',ne large scale features while greai.ly 
iacreasin* the complexity of the cornputatlon. To answer the questions 
posed in the presentaanalysis, the large scale configuration of the field is of 
greatest interest, so the simplest model has been used, To eliminate the 
insensitjvity of the model to rapid charges in the field and the problem of 
enimputing a global field mode% from data collected during a month long 
interval two steps have been taken: 811 the model has been caiculatcd many 
limes each retalion to minimize the effect of the data window; and 2) ihe 
zero odset, or monopole, dcld has been removed from the data. 
To determine the accuracy of the model and to  set  the height of tsle 
source surface, the predicted IMP polarity and the measured IMP.' polarity a t  
Earth were compared. Locating the source surface near 2.5 Ra produced the 
best agreement,. Comparison vvvith co~ou'!arneter and high latitude spacecraft 
aata indicated that  the computed currant sheee extended too far from Lue 
equator when the photospbelric observa&ions were not corrected for  the 
strong, sharply peaked polar fields. With these parameters and corrections 
the model predicts the eorreei: %MF p01twity a t  Earth about 80% of the time 
and agrees quit~e well with determinations of the current sheet from 
ooronmete r  data. Comparisons madl  w i t h  data from spacecraft orbiting 
the sun show similar levels of agreement. 
Since the observations c o d r m  the predictions of Ihe modal to such o 
b g h  degree, the structures eonlputed can be viewed with a fairly high level 
of confidence. The importance of &he three diniensional nature of the 
current sheet has been established beyond doubt. Through most of the solar 
cycle observed in this study t h e  current sheet extended a t  Ieast 5D0 from the 
equator. Generally the large scale structure included IOU? sectors at the 
latitude of the Earth. 
Near minimum the current sheetwas  nearly equatorial with two warps 
worth and two warps south of the equator, predicting the observed four sec- 
tor  structure a t  Earth. In 1976 the sheet extended less than 15' north of the 
equator and occasionally a little farther souLh. This paLtern lasted for at 
least two years. The observed changes related mostly to the increasing con- 
tr ibut~on of the sectoral qpadrupole to the field configwation. The shape of 
the structure stayed the same, but the latitudinal extent of the wnr-ps 
increased throughout 1977 and 1918. During this entire period the structure 
observed in the IMF a t  Earth changed very litte, exhbiting four seclors per 
solar rotation. 
Near maximum the structures became more complex, though strong 
field regions c o d d  still be observed for p e r i ~ d s  longer than a year. The 
eonfiguration of the current sheet seemed somewhat less stable, apparently 
being more subject to the rapid evolulion sf the weaker field regions. The 
strong regions seemed just as stable cluing this interval as near minimum. 
The ackual reversal of the polar fields took place between CR 1688 and CR 
1692, judging from &he source surface fields. In the years around maximum, 
isolated polarity regions bounded by a necon~d current sheet. were not uncorn- 
wan.  The polarity pat tern in the ecliptic remained rather simple even dur- 
ing this period, showing two or POW sectors per rotation as it did near 
minimum. By mid IPBQ the new polar fields were firmly eskablished, a t  least 
in the interplanetary medium as represented by the source surface delds. 
During 1980 and 1981 the structure strongly resembled the structure 
observed irl 9978, only having the opposite polarity and extending to slightly 
higher latitudes. During 1982 a very stable, strong pattern developed con- 
sisting of just Lwo sectors at nearly evei:y latitude less than BO", reminlseent 
of the structure in  1974. This interval corresponds to the s t r o q  equatorial 
dipole described in Chapter 7. lTrorn the end of 9882 through 1883 a stable 
POW sector pat tern develops, again like that of 1978. %f the present cycle IoP- 
lows the pattern of  the lashcycle, a structure reminiscent of the Skylab era 
should f ~ r m  in the next year or  so, having large polar coroi~al holes exkeild- 
ing dmm t o  the equator. I t  will be interostlng to see if this occurs. 
Ilusing all phases of the cycle the lerge, strong magnetic field regions on 
the source surface persist for as long a s  t w ~  gears. With same haginat lon.  
some regions can be followed for *wen longer periods. Even thc smallest 
regions, those contained in isolded, separate current sheets, ai-e visible lor 
scveral rotations before, during, and after the formation of the separate 
sheet. These sheets behave just b e  the normal, primary current sheel, when 
they interact 'with the Earth. 
The "tilted dipole" description describes the  hellospheric Weld only d m -  
inlg certain times dwing the solar cycle. During m o ~ t  of the cycle the high.er 
order muiaieipoles distort the strucbuu,e substantially from a dipole-lilrc 
configuration. Even near minkinm whail kha field is rxost like a polar dipole, 
&he structure iia Che equa,Lurial region .where the Earth orbits depends on  the 
smaller quadrupole field. For ~ m s t  of 1Pe period near m a x i m m  the current  
sheet is highly warped asnd extends to high laLikucles. Therefore one musk be 
careful in using the tilted dipole terminology. 
A " r s t a t iw  dipole" b.as been used to  describc the charge in heliospheric 
field conQuration as it passes from rnii)irnurn to  maximum t o  mirumurn. H Z  
the other rnaaltipole conl;ributions to 'the structure are ignored, there is some 
merit to ths descrbpSiora, akhough the equatorial dipole seems to be largely 
l ~ ~ d e p e n d a n t  of tho polar dipole. In this C Q I I ' L ~ X ~  it can be seen that  there is 
:an ~ e m E  dipole rwkating Prom north La south during the cycle, though tiae 
dipole component ol the field can be very roughly described in that  X V B . ~ .  
Bc'wever, the other multipoles can not bc ignored during the years prececd- 
ing and following maximum, so ihe "rabating dipole" description does not 
:%ally work. Exarninatioi~ of the sowcc surface fields during that interval 
shows this clearly. 
The rnorphology of the polar field reversal was shown in Chapter 7. The 
actual reversal of the field takes place over a rather shore interval, though 
the field evolves toward the reversal gradually. The reversal has been shown 
to be a smooth progression of the locabb~n aQ the strong fieid regions on the 
s o w ~ e  surface. The transition in the photosphere is not quite so clear. Flux 
of the new solar polarity emerges a t  mid lakitudes near the beginning of the 
cycle and moves gradually toward %he poles, in the photosphere the change 
is B relatively smooth one. 
The solar wind parameters other than the polarily are harder to predict 
% F Q ~  the model, largely because of dynamic effects in the solar wind. A prob- 
Bern still exists with the rnagniti.rcle of the field being too small by a factor of 
about five. The solar wind velocity can be related to the magnetic field 
strength a t  the source surface. Near minimum this is roughly equivalent to 
the distance from the current sheet and the predictions of both methods 
show a. good correlation with the observed velocity. Near nnaximm. the test 
is much wore difficult because of the effects of activity relaled events. 
Nevertheless, if activity related intervals are excluded, a fairly good relation 
is shown between / B  and  solar wind speed, bet ter  than would be found from 
the distance to the curreat  sheet.  The most significar~t relationshp comects  
the minimum solar wind speed with the minimum magnetic field strength 
(i.e. the current. sheet). 
A coronal hole a t  a glvsn latitude Ekes in the reglon of strongest field 
strength a t  that  latitude. The polar1t.y of the hole and the open field reglons 
always agree. From the source saxface data the locataons where c ~ r o n a l  
holes can n a f  occur can be found with great accuracy 
The relationship of cosmic ray flux to the field configuration cannot be 
explained a t  t h ~ s  time. There seems to be an  inverse relationsivp between 
t.he extent in latitude of the c u ~ r e n t  sheet and the cosmic ray fiux dwring Llae 
Bast solar cycle and the f i s t  half of the present cycle. After the reversal of 
the polar Aelds the relationship deteriorates. Perhaps a longer time period 
is needed over which to study the problem. 
The structures in the corona do not fully participate in the differential 
rokation observed Por I.1-te photospherjc fields and plasma. This has been 
observed for the large scale photos;cpher.ic fields and for coronal hoies as  well. 
*The Lifetimes of the s t n r c t ~ r c s  saagge;s'i that  sorncthing organizes the erner- 
nancs of new flux a l  the photosphe~e such that  the large scale features ;are 0 
reinforced over a large i'aqge in iat.il.udc-. 
This may be rcSated ico Ihc rssulls of the study of the individual mul- 
tipole components comprising the heliospheric field. The equatorial dipole 
inad power at frequencies eor~i-espoac.in,g to 27.0 d a y  a d  88.2 day rotation 
periods. Perhaps there  i s  some large scale organization of the field 'otating 
at these periods which iends lo i sck  Ihr coronal fields aad the emerging pho- 
tospheric Eux into the rsbssrvetl patkn2ras. The evolution oY the dipole Weld 
~evealeci thai the equatori~tl a n d  polar eomponenks were evolve indepen- 
dantly, not as if a relatively constail: riiagnitudc dipole were rotating during 
the cycle. 
A close relatioizshp exists bstv~ceir. the photospheric sources of coronal 
holes and the source surface fields ovarlyinaf: them, but other sources of [;be 
coronal strucCures a r e  dibictrit to C .d .  Tracing Beld lines !,?quires higher 
resolution data and compaetations. Looking a t  the latitudinal distribution of 
Weld over the last B years sk~vlrz~s t h ~ , t  i-.h.e polar flux emerges ficsi ai; mid lati- 
kudes early in khe cycle. 'These regicas grow toward the poles and envelop 
them near maximum. No obvious direct relation exists iaetvreen Lhi?se 
regions seen in %ongit~!ilinal a\veri;,ges of ihe Eeld and sCructur.as on i.he 
source surface. Lookin2 a$ synoptic ci%a.rts superposed about the times of 
seetor boundary passages Q ' o s z L ~ ~ ~ $ ~  ai: Earth revea1.s organizai.lan in the p:lo- 
tospheric deld. 'The di?kre~l,ial rotatirsa ra te  at the latitude of the organized 
Beld corresponds to  t h e  t>ba~i:ved r-.?c,n..pence ra te  !n the YMF lor the l-lrnii.ed 
number of samples claecksd. No obvicms sLruclurs at the SOWGC saarfelee 
esrrsspondcd Lo the photospheric :-- "=!,we, evsn though 2222 sector boun- 
daries pradicked by t o e  modal. 'Xith the exception 07 cororral holes, 
identification of coronal and photospheric structures is diElcuit. 
At least two areas for further study present themselves. One area 
j.nvolves continuation of Lhe basic analysis techfigdues presented in this inves- 
tigation. Because the solar cycle has not yet been completed, interesting 
questions still remain about the structure of the heliospheric field during the 
latter part of the declining phase. SirnlIarities and diberences between solar 
cycles wiYI also be interesting to observe. 
Further refinements of the modelling technique have idready been com- 
pleted by others, but comparison of the results of the model with other 
methods of determining the coronal structure would be fruitful. Specifically, 
a study of the lal.ltudinai exter-it of the sheet observed with coronagraphs 
near maximum would give helpful bnforrnati~n for  determining the accuracy 
rsf the polar field c ~ r r e c t i o n  during that  period. Another area for further 
comparison currently available is the measurement of solar wind velocity a t  
higher latitudes using interplanetary scintillation techniques. 
The real answer of what happens aver the h g h e r  latitude regions will 
come When a spacecraft goes Lo observe. An important limitation to our 
widerstanding of %he heliospkeric field will be eliminated when a spacecraft 
either c a n ~ ~ m s  or refutes o w  ideas regarding the polar regions. The poten- 
tial Beld model should be able to predict the 9MF structure observed bj7 such 
a spacecraft. Even the use of multiple spacecraft measwments near the 
ecliptic has helped to clarify the differences between the predictions of the 
potential field rn~dek and the coronameter. 
Extensions of the current methods could profitably try to improve the 
prediction of other solar wind qu-antitiss. Develaprneizt of a model whlch 
could use "Lhe computed field quantities a t  the source surface and model the 
propagation OF the solar wind ou"L$o the Earth might provide valuable infor- 
mation for predisting terrestrial effects. Conceivably the solar wind velocity, 
field strength and density c o d d  be modelled in addieion K;o just the field 
polariey. 
The other area for fmlher  study involvcs using the data presented here 
t o  %earn more about the sun employing differenL analysis tecl~niques. The 
relationship of diWerenliai rotation in the photosphere and more rigid rota- 
tion for Lbe large scale and coronal fields musk be of fundamental impon- 
tarace for uderskanding the origin of th?? field. The large scale Belds s eem Lo 
reflect more organization than  the salrface ffields alone exhibit. The relative 
strengths of the wultipole cornponenCs during different par ts  ~f the  cycle 
should be predickablc by dynamo models which try t o  explain the  solar mag- 
netic cycle. The relationship of these fields Lo &he internal s t ruc ture  of the 
s m  should be fertile ground for fwLher investigation. 
Appendix - -- Model Innplernel~tation - 
T h s  Appendix presents the amply commented text of the poterltial field 
model program and a short description of how it -works and is meant to com- 
plement the discussion in Chapter 3. The original program was written in 
Algol. by LeU Svalgaard who should be credited with the Cast algorithms and 
tricky ways of calculating &he spherical hwmoni~es. It has since been 
modified extensively and translated ko the C programming language. 
To compute &he source surface each 10 Carrington degrees from May 
1876 through December 1963 requires 36 computations per rotation on each 
of over 400 roP.atians, or  about 3800 potential field calculations. Using the 
iollowing :program this takes approximakely 650 minutes of VAX L l . / 7 B O  cpu 
t i m e  and v~oblld &ypica%%y finish overnighe on an  unloaded system. I t  is 
interesting to note that  for this project the model was computed over nearby 
the entire interval a t  eight different somcc surface radii. A t  each source 
surface radius the cowgu&ation was made with each of four values O P  the 
polar magnetic Aeld Each run generated 0.8 megabytes of data to analyze 
and plot for the just the radial field values. 
The mathematics of the problem ha5 bean described in Chapter 3 and 
the description here  rill simply outline khe computer program in terms of 
that discussion. For a single ca8clxtat.ion the steps in the main program are 
1) t o  read the daka, in ' u 'ead~ot ;  2) to determine the coefficients of %he Legen- 
d r e  poIynomials, in ge&klgk; 3) to  generate the deld components a t  tho radius 
Q Y  interest, in get2.p; and 4) to save the data, in sa.ueB~. The additional step 
of merging the data is inserted when several calculations are made for each 
rotation in puPb~_$m. 
The data is read 1n the standard dataset format developed for o u r  com- 
puter system and the results are stored in the same farm. The specified 
line-of-sighL component sf the polar deld is added to the data in ?-endrot. In 
the g e t l g h  routine, POT each value of the index, rn, the co~responding 
coeflicients, o r  g ' s  and h's. are Round by Fist determining the ka. and b 
eoeEicients from Lhe line-of-sight measured magnetic field data in get-ab. 
Then the Z< mntrix described in Chapter 3 is determiwed in g s % J  and solved 
Ear. ihe g ' s  and h's in so lwe .  The ha~wonis:  expansion is truncated at  order Q 
bceause higher raz-ders contribute nothing significant to the &Ids at. the 
a c w c c  surface. 
From &he harmonic cee8icfen"ks &he <field values awgrv~here between the 
gkiotosphsre and the source sur.fa.ce can 'be calculated using 
r-, Ih:s is done in g ~ i - b r  l o r  khe ;-radial fields a,& Ghe sowce surface or in g e t 2  far 
~ 1 9 %  IPxree componenis at other radii. The g and k cseRicients are printed sub 
firl-3 ;may be s.&o~-eel in a standard dataset at, a Baker time, For a single calcula- 
t,;a-n -- ;:,he :lbrd ;,,a- values ars simply stored di;-eekly in a dataset by s ~ w a R r .  When 
;;he Be%ds a-re calc7da'ted at intcrvalc sP l C i 0 ,  the central 30' of each eornputa- 
iiion are a"etalnec1 and a weighked average is stored a n  the dataset as 
d.el;s.:ibed in Chapter 3. The c"17seragirzg and storage Is accomplished in the 
dpu i -b r - lnc  procedl_we. 
.JA ward is in order io describe the f o m l  of the Associated Legendre Punc- 
Lions used in this program, The Neurna.nn. form of the functions is: 
-ruhc$ have widely waiflyis>g mean va:ues dependtng on m .  We use a diBercnt 
i i  P xhich a ihc s imc  order of nrgnltudi. for 
t 
&he various degrees,  T~L, and ean "cb compared directly (see the discussion in 
Chapman and Bartels, 1940). 'A'i~e mean square value of these functions over 
the sphere is . Wsy are ifaslaied to  iha above Neumann form by: (ze a 1) 
where q,=2 for ~ n > 8  and 1 hor m = B .  12 we  i~?troduca the matrix TI which IS 
calculated lw the procedure g e ~ J f :  
and Wj.m defhed  by tile recrrrsion relation: 
( t  -T~, -a, 4- 1145 --z-e 677.71 1 @%vizZ u;?; ,<.-._______ \ f'oa i > 0. 
4 9 21 -i -:- 4. "j 
Then o w  assoslaked Lcgendre Pdynornials can be expressed as PolSows: 
d -m, 
i n  U ! * ~ C O S ~ - ~ - ' $  
d -0.2,ir.... 
ahch is computed by gee.-pp using W arad t h e  function p. Note that when the 
derivatives of the Legendre polynsw-aha1.s are required for deterwhiaiarng the 
elwee dimensional fiolcl below tClc sou-~ca surface they can be determined in 
k e ~ r n s  of elre previously ealct?lai:ed Bl~rr~ecllona using "Lhe recursion rehation: 
~aakQcP1 are computed in geL;pd. 
The tex t  01 the program Eolln'ws. 
#define aat 10 / a  o r d e ~  DJ? e z p a d n  in. 1 
#define ail 31 / u I V S d ~ m a ~ i o n o ~ B a ~ ~ ~ + Q  
#define MI 32 / *  N u m b e ~  of Saved I t e m s  PLomgifwde S t e p  
{define ajj 73 / *  EV"Jdinzear;ion of d a t a  g* 9 K 
#define WJJ 74 / *  EVi "Jilmensiern of d a t a  g d  a 2 
{include esep.ha 
vs=2.5 
c long.  355 
i n c = f Q  
" / 
; ii = z o n e s  of cos ( the ta )  
; j j  - s t ~ Q ~ s  in &oncgi8ude 
; pr inc ipal  o ~ d e ~  of sqanz5o .n  
; source  of bls-data ( sy~opt ic  h m t o )  
; w h e r e  t o  p u t  t h e  o u t p u t  d a t m a f .  
: jbst ao ta t ion  
; &mf ao la t ion  n u m o e r .  If n o t  spec i f led  o n l y  the 
; sa ta t ion  s p ~ c i f l e d  aboue w i d &  Be p o c ~ s s e d .  
; Daction of Standard Pobaa B a l d  t o  Add 
; i f  O t h e  monopols component B i n c l u d e d  in 
4 t h e  cawapulai-iiaz laf t h e  Fs ld .  
; s o w e e  sar~jnea radius (i.n so lay  radii) .  
; stwt Eongitude 
float ~[aat][aat],~[aat][aat],h[aat][aat], cth[aii],s&h[aii]; 
Boat bls[ajj][aii] ,br[ajj][aii],bt[ajj][aiil,bp[ajj][aii]sda[ajdl[aii]; 
doat pp[aat][aat][aii].pd[aat][aat][ai~j; 
doat r ~ s ;  
h e  t,ii,jj,wrp.Arst%owag; 
hatasct "dsin,*ds; 
dataset  "getds();  
but inc; 
int l,j,sot,Errot; 
rnME c t ;  
/ a  Bnie id ize  parame ters */' 
mp= i s ~ a r a m ( " m o n ~ p o ~ e " )  ? 0.6 : 1.0; 8" d . t :  n o  mp; m p = f i ~ s &  n va , luee /  
ii= paaameter("'bi",30.0); / O  dOpoin-els Nor th -Sou th  "/ 
jj= parameLer("jj".72.0), / *  7 2 p o i n t s  Emf- Was& "/ 
t = pa~arraete~("order"~9.O); / *  Fse Lagendre PoLy. &dem G9*/ 
rs= parameter("rs",2.5); la  $02~.8-ca S u ~ f a e e  Radius  * /  
P = pasameker("Y"',c"sQ; 80 Radius t o  Compute  the Pieid * /  
Par(ci;=360*ro~&-1lii~seYo~; C ~ < = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ - ~ W S ~ ~ Q P ~ ~ ;  c~i-=inc)  
1 J" At Each lacaernental  Time . . . . . 
inat xroL,xlong; 
fo~(j=D;j<ajj; j++) , /0  ,Zem data a m a y  
Ior(i=O;i<aii;i~1-+] 
bls[j][i] = 0 . 0 :  
readroL(clsin,c&,bls); /*  Read in Data 
geP~Ig~-i(bls,r~,~,l~); /" Solve ~ O T  g 's & i4.k 
geLbr [ r , r s , g ,h ,b r ) ;  /" D e t e ~ m i n e  RadiLtl f ie ld  
putbrinc(ds,ct ,br , inc];  / *  Aves-age $. save data 
else 
F 
rot. = pararnc~e,-("tro~:",1542 0), / *  S E ~  khe Ca'etrfi~~gtoaz I me 
firstlong -- parame6er("'elor1g",355 01, 
e t  = 460 " ro t  - fkirstlong, 
fprintP(stderr,"De&: X4d SSRadius: %4.ZfO,rot,sps]; 
priatit$g); pri.ntit(h); .Ic P~inf  o u t  coe f l i c ion t s  
else B" ~ k e m i s e  fbad all. ~ornpwn.t?~~fs 
t 
gelb(r , rs ,g,h,b:r ,bi ,bp$;  8$'  Get d l  components * / 
ds = peicIs(".u");  J" Get a datmsnt . . .  * /  
for(i=C1:i<ajj:l-1-+) J ' )  ... save b~ on dafmel. a / 
s a ~ ~ > e ~ ~ ( ~ ~ , ~ ~ - ! - i ~ : : 5 , & ( b ~ [ i ] [ ~ ] ) ) ;  
ds = ge'd.s[".&"); 8') Gel a dataset . . .  * / 
Eor[i=Q;i<aj,j:i-i-4) $0 .,.sr%ve be o.n dazf.mt3&. 'i/ 
~1avsBr(ds,r:t-i-i.'~5,h(bt[~][Ca])); 
ds = gok-ds[".p"); lo Gat a datasat . . .  * / 
ior(i=O;ib<aj J I.iJ- ' ?I .,. SD.VE bp an ~ L E L w ~ & .  " / 
saveBr(ds,ct-:-i"5,8c(bp[i][C~])); 
1 
register In:. i,j; 
foi-(j=O;j<ajj;j-t-t) 1'' .Eli! d ~ z f  rz aways with zero  
Por.(i=C;i<aii;i+ -1-1 
bls[j][i] = da[j][i] = 0.0; 
1 t,.-O:ic:aat;~+-:-) f ~ - - ~ : -  /" 2hxZI: C L D B ~ .  -+ tEmtZy .1$i1, B@78 
fo.r!j=Cl;j<aa&;j+-i-) 
g[i][j] = k ~ [ i ] [ j ]  = -w[i][j] = I!JJSSYNC; 
g e U ~ ( w ) ;  B" Used 'in C a l u c u l a f i n g  P h ' s  
getlhcea(sahseh);  .Ii:; Gets ~ i n e s  and c o s i n e s  $o.s g r i d  points 
g e t q p ( p p ) ;  B C -  F i ~ ~ r h  values of PoLy. at gr id  pca+nf;s 
i f (~n rame te r ( "pdW,  . - ,! .Or >= 0.0 )  
g e i p d ( p d ) ;  /::I Cat D z z ~ ~ u ~ ~ ~ u @ s  01 PoEy, ifnaecessnn$ 
1 
gek-w(w) $';I fi2bLecl,';psm inii&Tixalize t o  se t  q p  w[][] 
f loai  w[][aat]; d'.' u s e d  in. cceelculating Iegend~e polynomials 
[iilt n ,m,k,p,q,r ,s ;  double u; 
fo:c(n = 8; n <= t ;  .++I 
Pni-(m - 0; ~m <= II; m-#-+) 
{r=: Z*n-1; p z n-i.1~; q -- ]?.-i-n_; n z z  0; 
u =  5a == O ?  1 : 3 .  ,- 1 
F ~ r $ k  = 2'>a;k,>=1; k--) 
t U  = U:.'y.: y = y-5; 3 = 2-3. 
i Q ( p > ~ )  ; u :- u /p ;  p--;I 
clsc iP(c:pl] 1 ar - u/q ;  q.--;{ 
a 
g e ~ h e l a ( c t h , s t h )  /'' Cmlled b y  i3tii;ialize Po k n d  sin, c o s  f0.p each i * / 
float cth[],sth[];  
{float th: int i: 
fo r ( i  - 1; I<=i i ;  i++)  
[eh = 1.57079633-asin((double)((ii+I.O-i-i)/ (doub1e)ii)); 
cth[i] colj(th); s&h[i] - sia(th); 
i 
d 
@QP(PP) /" Cc8EculaPes Legendre po lapomia l s  f o r  n.m at i @ /  
float pp[][aat][aii]; / *  Called b y  i n i t i a l i z e  * /  
tine n,rn,i; 
fo r (n  = 0 ;  m.c=t; n++) 
for(rn = 0; rn<=n; in++) 
f ~ r $ i  = 1; i<=ii ;  i++) 
pp[n][rnl[ilI = p(n,m,i);  
1 
float p(n,rn,th) B a  C d l e d f r o r n  g e l q p  - e?valuales Pn.m at iih 
ink n,a-n,th; 
{int i,nm; float s,u,c,c2; 
e = cth[th]: c2 = cac; nm = n-m; s = u = I: 
Por(i = 2 ;  i<=nm; i+=2)  
~ ~ = ~ ~ ( i - n r n - 2 ) * ( d o u b l e ) ( m - i +  f)/(double)(n+n-i"t l)/(double)i; s = s%Z+u;j 
iP(nrn X 2 == 1) s = s4c;  
re~kldrn(~"-w[n][m]~pow((d~ub~e) sth[th] ,(double$rn)]; 
@-d(~d)  BV CdEed by  i n i t i a l i z e  i fpo!  is set - needed  if @ /  
float pd[][aat][aii]: /*  i f  'P' != 'P'S t o  pnd d e e w a t i u e s  of Leg. poly. * / 
jint n,m.i: 
f s r (n  = 0; aa<=t; n a i l  
Por(in = O ;  tn<=n; m++) 
Porfi = 1; iS=ii; i++)  
pd[n][rn][i] = m==0 ? - ~ q r k ( n ~ ( n i - l ) / Z . 8 ) ~ ( n = = m  ? 0.0 : pp[n][l][i]) 
: 0.5*(sqrt((rn>1 ? 1.0 : 2.O)Q(n-i-m)*(n-m+l))+pp[n][m-l][i] - 
$n==m ? 0.0 : sgrt((double)((n+rn+ l)*(n-m))*pp[n][m+ l][i]))); 
p?intit(a) / Q  C d b e d f ~ o m  a i n  -prints g 3 ~ n d  h's 
Boat a[][aat]; 
{if(paramcter("printU, 3.0)>=0.0) 
fin& i,n; Eprint.f(s&derr," "1: 
f u r t i  - 0; h<=t; I + + )  fpr in t f (s td&~r ,~ '%Sd I t , i ) ;
bprintf (stderr,  "8 ) ;  
Qor(n = 8; n<=t ;  n + + )  
~fpr~ntf(stderr,"%2d",n); 
fm(i  = 0 ;  i<= t ;  i++) 
if(a[n][i] !=  MISSING] fprinkf(stderr,"%7.3f ",a[n][i]); 
Bprintf(stderr,"O); 
> 
gekkP(r,rs,g,h,br,bt,bp) B U  &ELeo% from mainf lnd magnetic j?e1&, * /  
float r ,rs;  /Qff~rag k &d.b  ba-,%ap,bR i f ~ ? = r 5  @ I  
float g[][aat],h[][aa%],br[][aii],bt[][aii],bp[][aiiJ; 
jiizt n ,m,i , j  f loat  c ,kr ,&a,gh;gp,gg,a ,kgh;  
float enphi[ajj], smphi[ajj], p[aii], d[nil], s[aii]; 
for(i-B;i<aii;i++) 
for(j=O;j<ajj;j+-i-) 
br[j][i] = bt[j][i] = bp[j][i] = 0.0 ;  
for(n = mp: n<=&; n++) 
!e = -1.0 /po~v((double~rs,~doub%e~(n.c2~) pow((double)(~./rs), (double')(n-I)); 
kr = (n+ 1% /p~w((double)r,(doambie)(n+2)) - nUc; 
ka = 1.0/pe~iv((double)r,(doublie~(n~~2)) yL c ;  
for(rn = 0; m<=n; m i + )  
8gg = g[nl[ml; hh = bd[nl[ml; 
if(gg I -  0 1 )  hh I= 0 )  
~gebphi (m,omphi , smphi ) ;  
forgi = 1; i<=ii; i++Q 
ip[i] - pp[m][m][i]; d[i] = pd[n][m][i]; sji] = p[i]/sth[i];{ 
Psrgj = 1; j<=jj; j + + )  
igh = ggQcmphi[y] + $Bbosmphi[j]; 
gp = $ggosmp$i[j] - h.h*cmphi[j]$*m; 
kgh = kr3gh; gh - Eaavgh; gp = ka*gp; 
for(i = 1; i<=ii; a++) 
!br[j][i] -+- p[i]"kgR; 
bt[j][i] -- d[iIogh; 
bp[j][i] += s[il0gp; 
4 3 1 1 1 1  
geLbr(r,rs,g,h,br') /n Cd&sd by moin l o  ge t  b r  
f loat  r , rs ;  float g[][aat],h[][aat],br[]/aii]; / " f iomgh ah's i f ~ = W s  "/ 
8id  n,m,i.j; Boat gg,&,c,kr,gh; 
Boat crnphi[ajj], smphi[ajj], p[aii]; 
for(i=O;i<aii;i+ +a 
lor(j=O;j<ajj:j4--!-I 
br[j][i] = 0.0; 
b r ( n  = mp; n<=t;  n++) 
{ c  - -1 .O/pot.~((doub%e~rs,(doub~e)(w+2~)~~ow((double$(r/rs).(double)(n-f)); 
lir = (n+'i~/pow((dokable]r,(double)(n+2)) - no@; 
kior(m = 0; m<=n;  m++) 
[gg = g[n][m]; hh = h[a][m]; 
if((gg != 0 )  1 )  (hh ? =  0) )  
{ge'unphi(rn, cmphi,srnpPti); 
for(i = 1; i<=ii; i++)  
~ [ i l  = P P C ~ I [ ~ ] [ ~ I :  
Ewr(j = 1; j<= j j ;  j + + )  
1gl-1 = $ggncrnphi[j] -I- hkosmphi[j])*Br; 
.geUgh(bls,rs,g,h) /<' Called = ~ T O ~ L  .m~in Cn g e t  9 's & h's * / 
float bIs[] [aii],g[][aat],h[][aa*~]: Woat 1-3; 
f in t  m;  geLbissth(is1s); 
for(m = O;rn<=&; m i l ; )  
tint n; float a[aat],b[aat],  k[aatj[aat]:  
ge+b.b(bls ,m,a,b) ;  g e ~ ( k , m , r s ) ;  solve(k,m,a,b);  
for(n = m; n&=t;  n++) 
Ig[n][m] - a[n]; h[n][m] = b[n];{ 
D P 
ge~blss th(bXs)  / *  Cnlled by geClgPL 60 g e t  bls('a' , i)%in(i) * /  
float bls[][ail]; 
fregister- j , i ;  
for( j  = I.; j < = j j ;  j + + )  
lcsr(i = 1; i<=f i ;  i - s f )  
bls[j][i] = bis [~] [ i ]~s th i i ] ;  
,i 
g e b b ( b b , m , a ,  b) / *  CaELedfrom g e t l g h  - 3 n d s  a ' s  a n d  b's,  * / 
float bb[][all],a[],b[]; ink m;  / O  t h e  h a ~ r n o ~ . i c  coe, j j@i~i ,ents  fa?- t he  pho to-  a /  
lint i,j,n; float sa,sb,si;  / *  s p h e e c  p e l & ,  f o r  a g i v e n  rn. " / 
Woat x[aii], c[ajj],s[ajj], 
g e h p h i ( m , c , s ) :  
for(n = rn: n<=t :  a+-+) 
f sa  = sb = 0 ;  
for(i = 1; i<=ii ;  ++i)  
~c[il=pp[nl[ml[il; 
E w ( j  = 1; j < = j j :  +is) 
tsi = doQroduc t (x ,bb , j ) ;  
sa = sa-ic[j]*si; 
sb = sb+s[ j ]*si ;  
4 
a[n]  = sa9(2.0*n+ l.O)/(dolablc)(iivjj); 
b[n] = sbo(2.B*n+ 1 .D) /(double) (ii9jj); 
B 
3 
float doCqroduct(x,bb,j)  / *  Talces fhe  d o l p o d u c l  o j z n n d B b [ Q ]  * / 
float x[],bb[][aii]; i~at  j ;  /" C a l l e d f r o m  g e l ' a b  * /  
[float sizO.0; register i; 
fer(i=l;  i<=i i ;  i + + )  si 4-= ~ [ i ] ~ b b [ j ] [ i ] ;  
y e t  urn(si); 
1 
g e U ( k , m , r s )  d Q  C a L L e d f r o m  g e f l y h  t o  s e t u p  k mat* * /  
noat  k[]jaat];  int m;  Aoatrs; / *  n e e d e d  f o  r e l m f e  a's $. B 's l o  g 's $. h's * / 
Qine i ,n;  float m2, 
rnZ = mom,  
for(n = r n ;  n <= t ;  ++n) 
$lor( i  = rn; I <= t; i j -+) 
k[i][n] = 0; 
k[zij[n]=((n+: .O)v(n-~2.0)-m%)/(2.~*n+3.0)+((n-i.O)*n+m2)/(2.~*n-1.0) / 
pow((doublo)rs,('double)(2*n-~1)); 
solve(k,m, a,b) / *  Called f m r n  ge t -Egh;Guea Xrmatmk-, solves @ /  
doat k[][aat],a[],b[]; iat m;  /" ~ O T  g 's and h k $ 5 ~  a given m w d u e  given */ 
t / *  the  a's and B 3. */  
Boat div,rakio; int i,j,h; 
for(i = m;i <=t;  B+-+) 
I div = k[i][i]; 
for( j=m:j<=t;  j-i-i-) k[i][j] = k[i][j]/div; 
a[i] = ea[i]/div: 
b[i] = b[i]/div; 
for(j=rn; j<=t;  j++) 
if(i i =  j) 
{ratio = k[j][i]; 
if(ratio != D] 
#for(h = rn; h <= t ;  h++) k[j][h] -= ra&isok[i][h]; 
a[j] -= ratiooa[i]; b[j] -= ratioub[i]; 
l l l i  
g e l p h i P l i ( r n , e r n p h , s r n p ~  In Called b y  g e ~ ~ b , b , B v  t o  get ~n ,ec l s ( 'nz  phi) */  
int rn; Aoat cmphi[],srnphi[]; 
tfloat s,rnphi; in& j; 
s = 2*3.14158265*rn/jj; 
forgj = 1; j<=j j ;  j++)  
imphi = (jj-j+Q.5)*s; 
cmphi[j] = cos(rnphi1; srnphi[j] = sir,.(mphi); 
1 1  
reaclro&(dsin,ct, bls) / *  Called in main  t o  %El B1s with synaptic " / 
dataset "dsin; TIME e t ;  9" chart data. Doesn't initialize bls .  * /  
float $Is[] [aii]; B* Adds  joala;~ J'?B&~ e o r r a c t ~ a .  V /  
4TIME ct ime=ct;  
double v,trnp,tmq,,plr; double pf[aii]; 
double cu&=parameter("cut",,6).O); 
in6 i, j ,mct; 
double addpolar=parameter("addpolar",0.0); / *  Deta.il.mi.yzes the p o l a ~  * / 
plr = addpolar * 640 * pavb(ct)/92.0; / * $ e ~ d  t o  i n c l u d e  @/ 
if(adclpo1ar != 8 . 0 )  
mct=O; 
for(i = 1; i<aii; i++]  
lv = dgel(dsin,O,i-1,O); 
if(tabs(v) > 4000.0) /*  U a ~ e w o a n b l y  highpelra' r e j e c t e d e /  
~dsseek(clsin,ctime-360.0); dsgrp(dsin); t ~ ~ ~ p = b a ~ e ~ ( d s i n . O , i - l , O ) ;  
dsseek(dsin,ctime+360.0); dsgrp(dsin); tmq=dget(dsin,D,i-1,O); 
if(fabs(&mp) 9 4000.0) trnp=MISSIING; 
iS(fabs(tmq) > 4000.0) tmq=MISSING; 
v = trnp==MISSlNG ? tmq  : tmp; 





me t++;  
1 
iE(cut != 0.0) 
v = v>cut ? cue : v< -cut ? -cut : v; 
bIs[j][i] += v: 
B 
if(acldpo1ar != 0.0) for(i=l;i<aii;i++) hls[j][i] += pf[i]; 
bls[j][O] = rnct>lO ? -met : 0.0; 
ctime += 5; 
i 
1 
double pavh(ctirn) l o  C d c u l a f e s  &he A v e ~ a g e  P a l m  B-$eLd. C d k e d f r o m  * /  
TIME ctirn; / *  m a d r a t  t o  d e t e r m i n e  t i m e  dependan t  p o l a ~  m a g n e t i c  * /  
8 /Ope&ci strengtBt ra t io  O/ 
TIXE s&ant,BCl .BC2; 
ink i,n; 
BC1 =yrndtimc(l97B,6,10,Q,B,O); / *  R e t u r n  92 before  J u n e  10, 997% * /  
Be2 =yrndtirne(l980,12, 4B,000,0~: / * R e f u r n  53 n f t o r  Bee .  98, 1880 * / 
carrtime(&ctim,&i,&n); / *  I n t e ~ p o L a t e s  b e t w e e n  these  dtates * / 
stant = curtirne.%ime; 
if (stant<BCl) re turn  (82.0); 
else if (sLant~BC2) re turn  (92.0-645.0~(stant-BCl) /(B62-BC1)); 
else re turn  (-53.0); 
d 
p~ tb r inc (ds ,c t .b r , inc )  
dataset Ods: 
int inc; float br[][aii]: double ct;  
ID C d 1 e d f ~ o . m .  m a i n  if i n c ~ e m e n t  is s e t  : s t o i ~ a s  c o m p u t e d  s o u m e  
sup face  data t h r o u g h  c&+ 1 8 8 + k c  / 2  o n  A. B ~ n g s  o7.s u p  t o  date 
thi~ouklgh t h a t  po in t .  I f p o s d b l e ,  a2rePages 3 ~ o m p u t m t i o a ~  of e m k  
pos i t ion  t o  f o ~ m  a s m ~ o t h  m a p p i n g .  * / 
tint i ,  j, dct, hinc, dinc; 
float 'zs, zhuf[AII], mbuf[M1], t9, t2, t3, t 4 ,  center; 
. ~ 
+ E + 0 
.d 
.---- .. 
:=: e! 2 
I I  0 
. -  v V II 
-- .d - + ..a ffl 
4 - E a  3 Z Q  
a 1 1 - B )  
ca .d 2 ffl I) lxsz 
& E Z  
dataset. *geUs (a )  1% Returns t o  main an opened d a l m e l  su i tab l e  ~ O I -  O/ 
char *a; /*  stwing B maps as specij7ed by  a u t = l ] a .  Makes */  
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